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ABSTRACT
This thesis examines the relationship among previous exposure to war and conflict,
acculturation, and identity formation among adolescent refugees. It was hypothesized that US
acculturation would mediate the association between exposure to war and conflict and identity
development among adolescent refugees. Participants included 33 adolescent refugees (16 males
and 17 females) ranging in age between 11 and 17 years (M = 14.61, SD = 1.48), who were
recruited through a refugee resettlement service provider located in Orlando, Florida. Country of
origin included Cuba (n = 25), Iraq (n = 4), Jordan (n =1), Haiti (n =1), Colombia (n =1), and
Venezuela (n =1). Previous exposure to war and conflict was found to impact identity
development; however, the proposed hypothesis in which US acculturation mediates the
association between exposure to war and conflict on the one hand, and identity development on
the other was not supported. Results indicated that US acculturation was not related to any of the
study variables. Previous exposure to war and conflict, along with hardships caused by such
experiences, were negatively correlated with identity development and positively correlated with
identity distress. In addition, native acculturation was negatively correlated with identity distress,
suggesting that acculturation to one’s native culture may serve as a protective factor against
identity distress among adolescent refugees. Implications for professional practice are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
Adolescence is a complex transitional stage of human development that involves the
challenge of constructing a lucid sense of identity in relation to the goals, roles, abilities, beliefs
and values that gives a person’s life direction and meaning (Erikson, 1968). Adolescent refugees
are individuals that are involuntarily forced to flee from their native lands due to life-threatening
circumstances and oppression (United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, 2002). Refugee
adolescents’ identity development has been shown to be substantially impacted by their distinct
life experiences of leaving their homes and previously established lives, for the pursuit of human
survival (Bash & Zezlina-Phillips, 2006).
One distinguishing element of the refugee experience is the exposure to violence, war,
and conflict that many refugees endure (Fantino & Colak, 2001). Young people who experience
war are forced to individually and collectively internalize their purpose and identity within the
context of the conflict (Martin-Baro, 1994). The strength of a refugee’s American identity can be
a highly influential force behind how acculturated and adapted the refugee is to their new
environment and life in the United States (Trickett & Birman, 2005). While most typical
adolescents are faced with the general task of developing an identity, refugee adolescents must
reconstruct and reevaluate their previous identity associated with their native country while
simultaneously developing a new identity in their host country (Mahmoud, 2011).
The present study investigated the relationship among previous exposure to war and
conflict, acculturation, and identity development among an adolescent refugee sample through
individual interviews conducted with refugee participants in their homes. This study sought to
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explore how an adolescent refugee’s previous life experiences, specifically previous traumatic
experiences derived from war or conflict, in their native country impacted their life and wellbeing in the United States in relation to the development of their identity and their level of
experienced identity distress. In addition, this study sought to investigate whether or not US
acculturation may serve as a mediating factor between an adolescent refugee’s previous exposure
to war and conflict in their native country and their overall identity development.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
In 2012, there were nearly 15.2 million refugees worldwide, almost half of whom were
children and adolescents (United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, 2011). The United
States of America is considered to be one of the top ten refugee-hosting countries in the global
community and accepts more refugees on an annual basis than any other country worldwide
(United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, 2013). The American government has
granted asylum to over 3 million refugees over the past 35 years (Bureau of Population,
Refugees, and Migration, 2013). The state of Florida currently has the largest refugee population
in the United States, with over 143,314 refugees resettled in the state from 2008 to 2012 (Florida
Department of Children & Families, 2012).
Refugees are individuals that are involuntarily forced to flee from their native lands due
to life-threatening circumstances and oppression (United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees, 2002). At the 1951 Geneva Convention, the United Nations defined refugees as
individuals that are involuntarily forced to live outside of their countries of origin due to fear of
persecution based on “race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular social group or
political opinion” (United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, 2010, p. 14). Global issues
that frequently lead to the displacement of refugees include “war, political strife and instability,
natural disasters, mass population displacement, and extreme poverty” (Carlson, Cacciatore, &
Klimek, 2012, p. 259).
Young refugees that are forced to leave their homes to migrate to American soil have
typically experienced significant levels of loss and trauma prior to their resettlement
(Papadopoulos, 2001). The unstable and traumatic phases that encompass the refugee experience
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have shown to influence refugee youth in a variety of maladaptive ways (Sack, Clark, & Seeley,
1996; Harrell-Bond, 2000). Refugee resettlement into the United States can take months or years
to complete (Bureau of Population, Refugees, and Migration, 2013). Once resettled, refugee
families frequently live at a low-income or poverty level status in the United States (Landale,
Thomas, & Van Hook, 2011). Refugees must overcome obstacles upon resettlement including
new language acquisition, family separation, unemployment, and lack of resources.
Governmental research reported that the majority of refugees who relocate to the United States
cite familial adjustment to American society as one of the most difficult transitions involved in
the entire refugee resettlement experience (Bureau of Population, Refugees, and Migration,
2013).
The influence of post-migration stress and cultural bereavement for one’s homeland can
continue to impact adolescent refugees for years after they have been legally displaced and
sought asylum in a new country (Eisenbruch, 1991). Studies have shown that there is a higher
prevalence of adolescent mental health issues reported in the refugee population, most frequently
posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and depression (Kinzie, Boehnlein, & Sack, 1998; Mollica
et al., 2001; Bhui et al., 2003).
Exposure to War and Violence
One distinguishing element of the refugee experience is the exposure to violence, war,
and conflict that many refugees endure (Fantino & Colak, 2001). The majority of refugee
adolescents that are forcibly migrated to the United States have experienced traumatizing events
ranging from dangerous escapes, killings, kidnapping, rape, as well as stays in distressing
refugee camps. Identity development involves the interaction of “space, time, and social
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relations” (Fantino & Colak, 2001, p. 591). Therefore, the disruption that occurs when a minor is
forcibly removed from their dangerous homeland and must make the journey to resettle into a
new country may greatly unbalance the space and time as well as social relations of identity
development (Fantino & Colak, 2001).
The normative processes of identity development that occurs in adolescence enables a
youth to acquire the ability to think from another person’s perspective (Piaget, 1968), create
moral judgments (Turiel, 2002), and set personal goals (Holland, Lachiotte, Skinner, & Cain,
1998). Research conducted by Daiute and Lucić (2010) on Bosnian Muslim refugee adolescents
showed that refugee identity development was significantly characterized by the prominence of
uncertainty in their lives. The refugees’ frequent experiences of uncertainty were predominantly
related to the safety of themselves and their families. Unfortunately, once resettled in a new host
country, a refugee’s place in society may remain highly uncertain for extended periods of time.
Therefore, refugees’ lives can be characteristically branded by uncertainty, which may prevent
adolescent refugees from achieving secure identities within their new countries of residence.
The effects of migration-related trauma on an adolescent’s identity can also be observed
when refugees have had significant exposure to war pre-migration (Rousseau, Drapeau, &
Rahimi, 2003). Macksound, Dyregrov, and Raundalen (1993) reported that an adolescent’s
identity and moral development has shown to be influenced by war exposure. Young people who
experience war are forced to individually and collectively internalize their purpose and identity
within the context of the conflict (Martin-Baro, 1994). Research suggests that young people
faced with war “either internalize an identity that dehumanizes human relations but provides
them with the relative safety of power or they adopt a socially stigmatized identity, with the need
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to resort often to social lies in order to survive” (Rousseau et al., 2003, p. 1287).
Ethnic-political violence has significant prominence in many refugee related conflicts
around the world (Dubow, Huesmann, & Boxer, 2009). Political and social bodies that hold
power over groups of oppressed people frequently use ethnic-political violence as a source of
control. A war-exposed individual’s identity and personal factors have shown to possibility serve
as protective elements against maladaptive development. Dubow and colleagues (2009) suggest
that ethnic identity contributes to the development of morality and may be forged by how a
refugee personally identifies with either the offenders or the victims in ethnic-political conflicts.
Wartime has been shown to be a particularly vulnerable time for young people to
negotiate Erikson’s psychosocial developmental conflicts (Garbarino & Kostelny, 1996). In a
study on the relationship between posttraumatic stress and identity distress in Hurricane Katrina
victims, Wiley and colleagues (2011) found that posttraumatic stress symptoms were associated
with identity distress, with younger participants reporting higher levels of identity distress than
older participants. In a study that explored the impact of political violence on Bosnian adolescent
refugees, results indicated that Bosnian adolescent refugees felt alienated from their American
peers based on the things they had seen and lived through during their refugee experience
(Gibson, 2002). The Bosnian refugees that had experienced significant exposure to war and
conflict frequently diminished the severity of their experiences in war and sometimes even
denied their personal histories. All of the Bosnian refugees in the sample expressed an
overwhelming desire to identify with their American peers and not be labeled differently because
of their previous experiences within the Bosnian War.
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Acculturation
The strength of a refugee’s American identity can be a highly influential force behind
how acculturated and adapted the refugee is to their new environment and life in the United
States (Trickett & Birman, 2005). Acculturation can be defined as “the process of cultural
change that occurs as a result of contact between members of two or more cultural groups”
(Birman, 2006, p. 568). Social constructs within American society can serve as an acculturative
press that rewards and punishes the ways in which individuals adapt to their new host country
(Trickett & Birman, 2005). Studies have shown that biculturalism may be the most advantageous
form of acculturation for individuals faced with multicultural living circumstances (Berry, 1997;
Berry, Phinney, Sam, & Vedder, 2006; Phinney, Horenczyk, Liebkind, & Vedder, 2001).
According to Berry (1991), there are four different approaches or strategies one can adopt
in regard to acculturation the strategies of integration, separation, assimilation, and
marginalization. The strategy of integration implies that a person identifies with both their native
and their host country and is therefore bicultural. Separation indicates that a person identifies
with their native country but does not identify with their host country. Assimilation implies that a
person has abandoned their identification with their native country and only identifies with their
host country. The strategy of marginalization indicates that a person does not identify with
neither their native nor host country. Research has shown that adolescent refugees acculturate
differently than adult refugees, and may fluctuate greatly in how quickly and how well they
acculturate to their new lives in American society (Birman, 2006).
After resettlement, young refugees form identifications in relation to the diverse social
constructs and institutions to which they are exposed (e.g. home, community, school); such
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identifications have shown to be at a greater risk to culturally conflict and may increase
psychological instability in refugees (Bash, 2005). The balance between a refugee’s native
identity and American identity has been shown to be unequal (Trickett & Birman, 2005). Trickett
and Birman found that refugee adolescents from the former Soviet Union had stronger Russian
identities than American identities. The length of time a refugee had been in America had a
positive correlation with the strength of the refugee’s American acculturation level, and a
negative correlation with the strength of the refugee’s Russian acculturation level.
Language affiliation is a prominent component of one’s identity (Bigelow, 2010).
Research has shown that a significant proportion of a refugee’s budding American identity
develops through their affiliation with speaking and understanding the English language
(Birman, 2006). The complexity and dual-methodology of bilingualism has shown to provide
adolescent refugees with skills and abilities that are particularly useful when they are attempting
to manage their identity in bicultural living situations (Spotti, 2007).
Studies have shown that minors that migrate to the United States at a younger age have
advantages in the realms of bilingualism and adaption to their host country (Rumbaut, 2004;
Myers, Gao, & Emeka, 2009; Chiswick & DebBurman, 2004). The younger a refugee is upon
their arrival in United States, the higher their chances are of obtaining English fluency.
Furthermore, research indicates that migrants that resettle to America in their adolescence are an
at-risk population (Rumbaut, 2004; Myers et al., 2009; Chiswick & DebBurman, 2004).
Identity Development in Adolescence
Adolescence is a complex transitional stage of human development that involves the
challenge of constructing a lucid sense of identity (Erikson, 1968). The creation of a strong,
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coherent identity serves as a key developmental resource that provides guidance for adolescents
as they enter adulthood and forge their place in society (Scales, Benson, Leffert, & Blyth, 2000;
Côté & Allahar, 1994). Identity development is an idiosyncratic and complex component of
human nature, which involves an individual constructing a sense of self in relation to their goals,
roles, abilities, beliefs and values (Erikson, 1968).
In his psychosocial development theory, Erikson (1959) proposed that human
development occurs through a succession of interconnected stages that arise at different periods
during the course of a life span, with the stage of identity development occurring during the
period of adolescence. During the stage of identity development, adolescents confront the
psychosocial crisis of identity versus identity diffusion.
During identity development, adolescents explore the different ways in which they can
define themselves as individuals (Erikson, 1968). Adolescents who explore their personal
attributes and potential self-concepts and are able to commit to a lucid, defined identity
overcome their identity crisis (Erikson, 1959). Adolescents who are unable to commit to a stable
sense of identity are considered to have diffused identities. Identity diffusion is characterized by
insecurity and uncertainty. Diffused identities lack the central drive and focus necessary for
individuals to have a clear depiction of who they are and where they are going in life.
During the course of identity development, adolescents typically exhibit a variety of
symptomatic displays of their inner-turmoil such as rebellion, confusion, impulsivity and
discomfort (Erikson, 1968). Some adolescents may experience abnormally high levels of distress
when confronting their identity crises, which may be an indication of psychological
maladjustment (Waterman, 1988). Identity distress can be defined as “severe subjective distress
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regarding [the] inability to reconcile aspects of the self into a relatively coherent and acceptable
sense of self” (American Psychiatric Association, 1980, p. 65).
In a study by Berman and colleagues (2009) results indicated that identity distress is
associated with psychological symptoms, which may vary in intensity based on the level of
identity distress (e.g. – mild, acute, chronic identity distress). Research has also shown that
traumatic exposure may increase adolescents’ susceptibility to identity distress and may produce
more problematic identity crises (Pynoos & Eth, 1985).
Refugee Identity Development
Refugee adolescents’ identity development has shown to be immensely impacted by their
distinct life experiences of leaving their homes and previously established lives, for the pursuit of
human survival (Bash & Zezlina-Phillips, 2006). Self-identification is considered to be a
prominent component of adolescents’ growth when they are faced with the conflicts that arise
between two cultural worlds (Portes & Rivas, 2011). Adolescents exposed to the impact of
international migration have shown to have multifaceted identities that are exceedingly pliable
and show considerable change over time (Rumbaut, 1994).
The experiences refugees must endure to seek asylum in a host country have been
reported to be significantly dehumanizing in nature (Harrell-Bond, 2000). The identity of being a
refugee is highlighted by the transitional nature of the refugee experience (Turner, 1967). Many
refugees experience periods of residing in a limbo-like state, in which they are residents of
neither their native nor host country, but rather are displaced peoples that must cope with
extended periods of uncertainty while simultaneously being confronted with personal identity
struggles (Coker, 2004).
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The process of identity formation has been shown to be diversified by the phases of the
refugee experience (Griffiths, 2001). In a comparative study of Kurd refugees in the early and
late phases of refugee resettlement, identity fluctuations were reported. In the early phases of
refugee resettlement, Kurd refugees exhibited more frequent feelings of struggle and depicted a
desire to return to their native country. Newly resettled refugees displayed a more idealized and
somewhat distorted view of their homeland. In the late phases of refugee resettlement, refugees
typically exhibited more feelings of disillusionment in relation to both their homeland and host
country. A proportion of late phase refugees continued to shift back and forth between
idealization and disillusionment. The researcher concluded that these refugees that shifted
between idealization and disillusionment continued to claim an identity within the context of
their homeland while still recognizing that they were assimilating into American society.
As young refugees make their transition from childhood to adulthood, they are faced with
numerous governmental and physical challenges that frequently force them to take on adult roles
prior to their full developmental and legal maturation (Bash & Zezlina-Phillips, 2006). Bash and
Zezlina-Phillips theorize that young refugees must negotiate their position between their past and
present when reconstructing their identities. Research suggests that refugees must be in control
of their multi-sided identities in order to obtain social and cultural anchors that will allow them
to formulate a consistent and lucid sense of self.
The identity transformations of refugees have shown to be markedly threatened by
external and internal challenges of loss throughout their refugee experiences (Baker, 1983). The
state of identity confusion has been reported as one of the most frequent consequences of
involuntary refugee resettlement (Stein, 1986). In a study on identity transformations of
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Sudanese refugees living in Cairo, Mahmoud (2011) reported that the refugees reflected feelings
of ambiguity and ambivalence to their unstable identities.
During the progression of identity transformation, a variety of repercussions can result in
response to the inner-conflict within an adolescent refugee (Mahmoud, 2011). While most
typical adolescents are faced with the general task of developing an identity, refugee adolescents
must reconstruct and reevaluate their previous identity associated with their native country while
simultaneously developing a new identity in their host country. Refugees frequently come from
countries in which they were exposed to identity-based conflicts. Exposure to such conflicts has
shown to influence not only how refugees relate to their national, ethnic, and religious
affiliations, but also impacts their overall identity formation.
Refugee identity crises have shown to be uniquely complex in nature, due to their
immense reliance on transformation and reconstruction, which may not typically accompany a
standard adolescent identity crisis (Rousseau et al., 2005). In a study performed by Rousseau and
colleagues, refugee identity development and transformation was studied through the use of
drama therapy workshops. The results from the study showed that adolescent refugees’ identity
development was greatly impacted by the losses they had experienced in their lives, with an
emphasis on the loss of family members. The participants grieved for their losses while
simultaneously expressing a wishful identity that would grant them the sense of self they had
prior to their resettlement. The Rousseau and colleagues (2005) study depicts how identities are
fantasized, obtained, abandoned and distributed in convoluted relationships within the psyche of
an adolescent refugee.
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Overview, Rationale, Hypothesis, and Research Questions
Refugees frequently overcome life experiences that may be considered atypical in
relation to the average American or voluntarily immigrated adolescent populations (Gibson,
2002). Therefore, a characteristically unique course of identity development may occur in the
adolescent refugee. Research indicates that adolescent refugees are at a higher risk to develop
maladaptive reactions during the course of their development (Harrell-Bond, 2000; Sack et al.,
1996). Additional research is required to obtain greater understanding of the process behind
identity development and reconstruction that is unique to the refugee experience. Previous
studies have shown that exposure to war and conflict (Gibson, 2002; Dubow et al., 2009;
Macksound et al., 1993) and acculturation (Birman, 2006; Lewis, 2010; Trickett & Birman,
2005) are both associated with identity development. However, more research is required to
further investigate how all three of these factors may interact with one another in the adolescent
refugee population. This research will address the need for more research in regards to the
potential relationship and interactions among these three variables within an adolescent refugee
sample.
It is hypothesized that exposure to war and conflict influences the attainment of US
acculturation, which supports or impedes identity development. In other words, US acculturation
mediates the effects of exposure to war and conflict on identity development among adolescent
refugees (See Figure 1). Further investigation into the plight of young refugees may lead to a
better understanding of the distinct components that characterize an adolescent’s refugee
experience. In addition, further exploration into how identity distress is impacted by the presence
of previous exposure to war and conflict and acculturation will be conducted.
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This study hopes to examine four distinct research questions: To what extent does an
adolescent refugee’s previous exposure to war and conflict impact the degree to which he or she
acculturates to American society? To what extent does an adolescent refugee’s acquired US
acculturation level impact his or her identity development? To what extent does an adolescent
refugee’s previous exposure to war and conflict impact his or her identity development? To what
extent does previous exposure to war and conflict, acculturation and identity interact with one
another in an adolescent refugee sample?

Previous
Exposure to
War and
Conflict

US
Acculturation

Identity

Figure 1 – The proposed relationship among study variables suggesting that the effects of previous exposure
to war and conflict on identity development is mediated by US acculturation.
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METHOD
Participants
A sample of 33 adolescent refugees was recruited through Catholic Charities of Central
Florida, a refugee resettlement service provider located in Orlando, Florida. All adolescent
refugees that were receiving services from Catholic Charities of Central Florida were allowed to
participate. The sample consisted of 16 male and 17 female participants, with ages ranging
between 11 and 17 years (M = 14.61, SD = 1.48).
Participants included refugees from several cultural backgrounds. In the sample, 75.8%
of the refugees (n = 25) were Cuban, 12.1% of the refugees (n = 4) were Iraqi, 3% of the
refugees (n =1) were Jordanian, 3% of the refugees (n =1) were Haitian, 3% of the refugees (n
=1) were Colombian, and 3% of the refugees (n =1) were Venezuelan. According to statistics
provided from Catholic Charities of Central Florida, approximately 89% of their in-service
cliental at the time of data collection for this project were of Cuban descent. Therefore, the
cultural spread of the sample that participated in this study can be considered representative of
the cliental that was being served by Catholic Charities of Central Florida at the time of data
collection. In addition, several recruited Haitian refugee families ultimately chose to decline to
participate in the study due to unfamiliarity with research and fear in regards to allowing their
adolescent to participate in a survey based on psychological topical areas.
Participants had been living in the United States for a range of time, with length of
residence in the United States ranging from 1 to 17 months (M = 9.55, SD = 3.95). The average
age upon arrival to the United States ranged from 10 to 17 years of age (M = 13.70, SD = 1.51).
In addition, approximately 97% (n = 32) of the adolescent refugee sample were still receiving
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English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) instruction within the public school system,
which is based upon state-wide assessment-based eligibility requirements. Only one participant
was no longer receiving ESOL services, and therefore, presumably met the English language
proficiency requirements to exit the ESOL program. Participants included refugees living in a
range of home living environments within the United States with approximately 60.6% (n = 20)
of the refugees living with both their mother and father and 39.4% (n = 13) of the refugees living
in a single-parent household or with a single-non-parent legal guardian (i.e. grandmother, aunt,
uncle).
Materials
Participants were administered a paper and pencil survey battery in an individual setting
in their homes. The measures utilized in this study were translated via the back-translation model
(Guillemin, Bombardier, and Beaton, 1993). First, bilingual research assistants translated the
original English measures into Spanish, Arabic, and Creole. Then, bilingual research assistants
who had never seen the original English measures translated the measures back into English.
Analyses were performed and corrections were made to ensure that original contextual meaning
was sustained through the translation process. The surveys that are relevant to the present study
are described below:
A Background Questionnaire was used to obtain background information such as the
participant’s age, gender, grade level, ethnicity, race, country of origin, current housing situation,
number of residents residing in home, current primary caregivers, length of residence in the
United States, age of arrival in the United States, school enrollment status, number of countries
resided in lifetime and ESOL placement in school.
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The War Trauma Screening Scale (WTSS; Layne, Stuvland, Saltzman, Djapo, & Pynoos,
1999b) was used to measure previous exposure to war and/or conflict. Developed for Somali
refugee adolescents, this modified 25-item scale was designed to be a self-report inventory of
violent and traumatic events experienced in the context of war and/or conflict. The survey
includes 25 yes-no questions along with questions that indicated the location of the event (e.g.
during the war/in country of origin, while in a refugee camp, during migration, or in the U.S.).
Example items included “Was there ever a time when you strongly believed you would be
seriously hurt or killed?” and “Did you ever see the body of someone who had been killed?”. The
total number of questions that a participant answered yes to was added together to determine the
measurement score. The higher the score, the greater the previous exposure to war and/or
conflict experienced by the participant. The Cronbach’s alpha from the original instrument was
reported to be at .78 (Layne et al., 1999b). In this study, the Cronbach’s alpha was .74.
The Adolescent Post-War Adversities Scale (PWA; Layne, Stuvland, Saltzman, Djapo, &
Pynoos, 1999a) was used to measure stressful post-war hardships experienced by the participants
within the last six months. Developed for Somali refugee adolescents, this 26-item scale was
designed to be a self-report inventory of events and circumstances that had resulted from
previous exposure to war and/or conflict such as being separated from one’s parents, being a
primary wage earner for the family, being short on pocket money and having responsibilities that
interfered with having a social life. Because of the nature of this study, several items were
dropped from the survey including questions relating to pregnancy, alcohol and chronic health
problems. The adapted survey used in this study contained 14 yes-no questions. The total number
of questions that a participant answered yes to was added together to determine the measurement
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score. The higher the score, the greater the level of post-war adversity experienced by the
participant. The Cronbach’s alpha from the modified instrument was reported to be at .73 (Ellis,
MacDonald, Lincoln, & Cabral, 2008). In this study, the Cronbach’s alpha was .66.
The Abbreviated Multidimensional Acculturation Scale (AMAS-ZABB; Zea, Asner-Self,
Birman, & Buki, 2003) was used to measure the participants’ level of acculturation to the US and
to their native culture. This 42-item scale was designed to assess three subscales associated with
acculturation in the US and in one’s country of origin: cultural identity, language competence,
and cultural competence. The three subscales were combined to form a total acculturation score
for both the US and country of origin. Internal consistency reliabilities of the Country of Origin
and US acculturation scales were reported as .90 and .93, respectively (Zea et al., 2003). In this
study, the Cronbach’s alpha of the Country of Origin and US acculturation scales were .95 and
.88 respectively.
The Erikson Psychosocial Stage Inventory (EPSI; Rosenthal, Gurney, & Moore, 1981)
was used to measure adolescent identity. This 12-item scale was designed in accordance to
Erikson’s psychosocial theory of development and measured the strength of a participant’s sense
of self. A 5-point rating scale was utilized in this measure ranging from “Never true” to “Always
true”. Example items included “I change my opinion of myself a lot” and “I can’t decide what I
want to do with my life”. The scoring of the measure involved calculating the total sum of the
participant’s responses. The higher the score, the greater the level of identity commitment
experienced by the participant. The lower the score, the greater the level of identity confusion
experienced by the participant. The Cronbach’s alpha was reported to be at .71 (Rosenthal,
Gurney, & Moore, 1981). In this study, the Cronbach’s alpha was .74.
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The Identity Distress Survey (IDS; Berman, Montgomery, & Kurtines, 2004) was used to
measure identity distress. This 10-item scale was designed to be a self-report inventory of issues
most closely related to unsettled identity crises such as distress in relation to religion, career
choices, long-term goals and friendships. A 5-point rating scale was utilized in this measure
ranging from “Not at all” to “Very severely”. The scoring of the measure involved calculating
the average of the distress inquiries. The Cronbach’s alpha from the original instrument was
reported to be at .84 (Berman, Montgomery, & Kurtines, 2004). In this study, the Cronbach’s
alpha was .71.
Procedure
Initial contact with prospective participants was conducted through telephone
communication between an adolescent refugee’s parents/legal guardian and their family’s social
worker that had been assigned to them by Catholic Charities of Central Florida upon their arrival
to the US. If the family agreed to participate in the research study, the family’s assigned social
worker would provide the family’s contact information to the co-investigator. Then, the coinvestigator enlisted one of the study’s bilingual research assistants to call the family to schedule
an appointment to interview the refugee adolescent at his or her home. If the family requested to
have their social worker present during the interview, this accommodation was provided.
However, the majority of the adolescent refugee interviews were conducted without the presence
of a Catholic Charities social worker. No adolescent refugee was surveyed without the presence
of a parent or legal guardian.
At each adolescent refugee interview, the research was explained to the refugee’s parents
or legal guardian by the co-investigator and/or a bilingual research assistant. Then, a parent or
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legal guardian of the adolescent signed the IRB parent informed consent form explaining the
research. The adolescent assented to participate in the study by signing the IRB informed
consent. A bilingual student research assistant accompanied the co-investigator to every
adolescent refugee interview. The bilingual student research assistants were fluent in English and
either Spanish, Arabic, or Creole. The bilingual student research assistants served as interpreters
and cultural liaisons throughout each refugee interview by translating back and forth between the
co-investigator and the refugee family along with answering the adolescent refugee’s questions
during data collection. Participants completed all surveys along with a background questionnaire
in an individual setting in their homes. The co-investigator and/or a bilingual research assistant
read the directions to each participant and stood by to give assistance as needed.
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RESULTS
Preliminary Analyses and Descriptive Statistics
A preliminary set of descriptive statistics was preformed for each of the measures utilized
during this study (See Table 1). T-test analyses revealed no significant gender differences in the
scores on any of the measures. Correlational analyses indicated that none of the study variables
were correlated to age of the participants.
A further series of correlational analyses were conducted on the present data (See Table
2). Results indicated that previous exposure to war and conflict was positively correlated with
identity distress (r = .51, p = .005) and negatively correlated with identity development (r = -.50,
p = .006). Similarly, post-war hardships was also positively correlated with identity distress (r =
.54, p = .003) and negatively correlated with identity development (r = -.48, p = .009). Exposure
to war and conflict and post-war conflicts were highly correlated with each other (r = .63, p <
.001). Identity development and identity distress were negatively correlated (r = -.53, p = .003).
Native acculturation was only correlated with identity distress, in an inverse relationship (r = .37, p = .048), and US acculturation was not correlated with any of the study variables.
Results from the War Trauma Screening Survey (WTSS) indicated that approximately
69.7% of the refugee sample reported exposure to at least one of the 25 survey-based inquired
examples of previous exposure to war and conflict, with the number of endorsed responses per
participant ranging from 1 to 13. Endorsed responses included being physically assaulted, being
seriously injured, seeing someone who had been wounded or severely injured, seeing someone
who was extremely upset/distraught (e.g. he/she had just learned of the death of a family
member, were fleeing in terror), seeing the body of someone who had been killed, directly
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witnessing the massive destruction of property, having a bullet/grenade/bomb come so close that
he/she could have been seriously hurt or killed, having a person personally threaten to kill or
seriously injure him/her, having a time he/she strongly believed he/she would be seriously hurt
or killed, having a loved one killed, having a loved one seriously injured, having a loved one
develop a serious physical disability due to an injury, having his/her family’s home seriously
damaged, having his/her family lose many valuable possessions (e.g. money, furniture,
appliances that were stolen, seized, or were forced to abandon), being forced to leave his/her
home, being forced to leave his/her village/town, having to live in a refugee center/camp, having
a loved one have dangerous duties, having a loved one go missing and greatly fearing for his/her
safety, having someone personally threaten to seriously hurt or kill a loved one, being physically
separated from a loved at a time when he/she greatly feared for the loved one’s safety, being
separated from primary caregiver(s) for a month or longer, having to take on extremely heavy
family responsibilities.
Results from the Adolescent Post-War Adversities Scale (PWA) indicated that
approximately 72.7% of the refugee sample reported experiencing at least one of the 14 surveybased inquired examples of post-war hardships derived from previous exposure to war and/or
conflict, with the number of endorsed responses per participant ranging from 1 to 7.

Table 1 - Possible Range, Actual Range, Mean, and Standard Deviation for Study Variables

Measure
WTSS
Exposure to
War/Conflict
PWA
Post-War

Possible Range
0 - 25

0 - 14

Actual Range
0-13

0-7
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Mean
2.15

1.94

Std. Deviation
2.66

1.98

Hardships
AMAS-ZABB
US Acculturation
AMAS-ZABB
Native
Acculturation
EPSI
Identity
Development
IDS
Identity Distress

1-4

1.67-3.19

2.36

.45

1-4

1.43-4.00

3.33

.71

12-60

26-60

47.48

7.97

1-5

1-3.86

1.79

.63

Table 2 - Intercorrelations for Study Variables

Variable
1. Exposure to War and Trauma

1
--

2

3

4

5

2. Post-War Hardship
3. US Acculturation
4. Native Acculturation
5. Identity Development
6. Identity Distress
* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001

.63***
-.26
-.31
-.50**
.51**

--.08
-.22
-.48**
.54**

--.31
-.02
.07

-.33
-.37*

--.53**

Main Analyses
As hypothesized, previous exposure to war and conflict was found to impact identity
development. However, the proposed hypothesis in which US acculturation mediates the
association between exposure to war and conflict on the one hand, and identity development on
the other, was not supported. US acculturation did not appear to have an impact on any of the
study variables. However, identity distress was found to be related to an adolescent refugee’s
native acculturation.
In regards to the research question as to what extent does an adolescent refugee’s
previous exposure to war and conflict impact the degree to which he or she acculturates to
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American society, no significant relationship was found. In regards to the research question as to
what extent does an adolescent refugee’s acquired US acculturation level impact his or her
identity development, no significant relationship was found. In regards to the research question
as to what extent does an adolescent refugee’s previous exposure to war and conflict impact his
or her identity development, a negative correlational relationship was found. These results
indicate that the more war and/or conflict an adolescent refugee is exposed to, the greater the
level of identity confusion experienced by the participant. In regards to the research question as
to whether acculturation mediates the relationship between exposure to war and conflict on the
one hand, and identity development on the other, no mediation was found.
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DISCUSSION
The findings from this study further illustrate the unique nature of the refugee experience.
The results support previous research (Gibson, 2002; Dubow et al., 2009; Macksound et al.,
1993) that has shown that adolescent refugees’ previous exposure to war and conflict, along with
hardships evoked by such experiences, negatively impacts their identity development. This
information is important in that it exemplifies how the unique life experiences of an adolescent
refugee can continue to impact the life of a young refugee along with their overall sense of self
after their resettlement in a new country. The results of this study also indicated that previous
exposure to war and conflict and associated hardships were associated with increased levels of
identity distress. These results suggest that not only are refugees more susceptible to developing
a greater level of identity confusion when previously exposed to war and conflict, but that they
may also be at risk for experiencing severe distress in their inability to reconcile their sense of
self which may ultimately be an indication of psychological maladjustment. Further research is
needed to specifically analyze the identity development (or lack there of) of adolescent refugees
that are exposed to war and conflict in their native countries and to determine whether adolescent
refugees undertake a unique course of identity reconstruction all together upon resettlement to
the United States.
This study sought to specifically investigate whether US acculturation mediated the
association between exposure to war and conflict and identity development among adolescent
refugees. The results from this study indicated that contrary to previous research (Birman, 2006;
Lewis, 2010; Trickett & Birman, 2005), US acculturation played no significant role in relation to
any of the study variables, thus the overall hypothesis for this study was not confirmed. There are
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several potential explanations for why US acculturation did not play a significant role in this
study. One explanation derives from the acculturation measure utilized in the survey battery. The
survey may not have been representative of the acculturation process experienced by all
adolescent refugees within the sample. Furthermore, since the survey utilized was originally
created for Hispanic adolescents, it is possible that the survey was not as culturally sensitive for
the Middle Eastern and Haitian refugee adolescents surveyed in this study. Further research is
necessary to determine whether a more open-ended question and/or culture-specific format
would have been better served for the studying the US acculturation status of this sample.
Another potential explanation derives from the delivery of the survey battery, in that participants
may have felt a social desirability bias to answer the acculturation survey in a certain way
because an American college student served the role as the interviewer. While all participants
were ensured that there was no right or wrong answer to any question, the adolescents might
have found it difficult to report negative feelings about being an American to an American
interviewer.
Another explanation derives from the cultural spread of the sample utilized for this
research along with the location in which data collection took place. Approximately 75.8% of the
study sample was Cuban and approximately 81.8% was Spanish-speaking. Data collection
occurred in the Central Florida area, which is a geographic location that is highly inhabited by
Spanish-speaking families. Therefore, it is possible that these Spanish-speaking adolescents live
in an environment in which they do not experience as much of an acculturative press to adapt to
US English-speaking society. Many of these participants may be able to live most of their lives
socializing with Spanish-speaking peers and mingling within Hispanic culture, and therefore, US
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acculturation may play less of a role in their transition from their native culture to American
society. Ultimately, further research is needed to investigate whether these Spanish-speaking
adolescent refugees resettled in the Central Florida area utilize different aspects of their lives and
upbringings to mediate or moderate the relationship between their previous exposure to war and
conflict and their identity development.
One of the most important findings from this study is the relationship that was found
between refugee adolescents’ native acculturation and identity distress. Based on results from
this study, the more acculturated an adolescent refugee was to their native culture, the less
identity distress they experienced. This may indicate that native acculturation may serve as a
protective factor against identity distress among adolescent refugees. Such information has
immense implications in applied settings, since the majority of resettlement programs highly
focus on adjusting adolescent refugees to US culture and encouraging them to significantly
interact with American society. The results from this study suggest that there is significant
importance in assisting young refugees in maintaining their cultural ties to their native country.
Based on these results it is recommended that service providers support and facilitate adolescent
refugees in interacting with individuals from their country of origin and maintaining affiliations
with their native culture.
The significance of the results that may arise from this study may contribute information
that could impact both local and global communities. Locally, with the state of Florida having
the highest population of refugees in the United States, the unique challenges related to the
refugee experience are relevant and can contribute to Florida legislation and funding decisions,
as well as Florida’s publicly provided social services. For example, it is vital that social service
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providers are better educated about the process of adolescent identity development along with
the symptoms of identity distress so to better provide assistance to young refugees who may be
experiencing such issues once resettled to the United States. Furthermore, it is important to note
that hardships that derive from previous exposure to war and conflict, such as unemployment and
poverty, also impact young refugee’s sense of self and experienced level of identity distress.
Therefore, it is important that Florida legislation allocates more resources and funding to aiding
refugee families upon their resettlement to United States so as to ameliorate the potential
damaging effects that these hardships can cause on the development and well being of adolescent
refugees.
Globally, the advocacy for the protection and assistance of refugees continues to advance.
Through the advancement of knowledge of how exposure to war and conflict influences the
development and health of young refugees, further advancements can be made to prevent or
ameliorate the many disadvantages placed upon refugee people. Previous research has indicated
that the identity of being a refugee is highlighted by the transitional nature of the refugee
experience (Turner, 1967), where many refugees experience periods of residing in a limbo-like
state, in which they are residents of neither their native nor host country (Coker, 2004). Based on
the results from the present study indicating how a refugee’s acculturation to their native culture
may serve as a protective factor against the psychological effects of identity distress, it is
important that more measures be taken to ensure faster and less traumatic resettlement of
refugees worldwide. It is vital that refugees are given the resources and opportunities to maintain
their cultural ties to their native country despite the potential oppressive and conflict-ridden
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elements of their past and the push to adjust to American society to ensure their successful
future.
Limitations
There are several limitations that may have impacted the results of this study. Firstly, the
small sample size may have limited the statistical significance of the results and ultimately
impacted the study’s unconfirmed research hypotheses. The sample utilized in this study, while
relatively representative of the cliental served by Catholic Charities, possessed a significant
Cuban majority, which limited the diversity of the sample. With Cuba not being a current wartorn country, a more diverse sample that included more adolescent refugees from areas of the
world that experienced or are currently experiencing war may have contributed more significant
results in regards to the proposed hypotheses. Another important limitation to note is the
correlational design of this study. While the results of this study showed both positive and
negative correlations between study variables, correlation does not designate causation.
Therefore, it is important to consider that other outside factors not investigated by this study may
have contributed to the relationships found between variables.
Another limitation of this study was the length of the survey given to the participants.
The co-investigator received consistent feedback from participants that the survey was very long
and tiring to take. However, the survey was designed so that the most important measures were
placed at the front of the survey in order to combat this potential limitation. Furthermore, another
possible limitation based on the present study is the possible misinterpretations that could have
been caused by linguistic differences between specific language speakers. For example, Spanishspeakers from different countries may use different words to define specific feelings or
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situations, which could potentially hinder a participant’s comprehension of a survey item. The
back-translation model was utilized to help combat this issue, as bilingual student translators
from a variety of cultural backgrounds assisted in translating and back-translating the research
documents for this study. However, there is no guarantee that any and all linguistic differences
were eliminated.
Finally, the perspective of the participants may have served as a limitation to this study.
Since data was only collected from adolescent refugee participants and not their parents or legal
guardians, it is possible that they may not recall previous exposure to war and conflict that they
may have witnessed in their native country. In addition, the delivery of the survey from the coinvestigator, an American college student, may have potentially made participants feel as though
they needed to respond to questions in a certain way or felt uncomfortable about disclosing
experiences they had in their country of origin due to their cultural values or cultural pride.
While these biases are challenging to control for, certain measures were taken to try to
combat these issues as much as possible. Firstly, the survey was confidential and the participants
did not record any identifiable information on their survey responses. Secondly, the coinvestigator strived to bring a bilingual research assistant that was from the same country as the
participant when possible to ease the potential stress of being interviewed by an American.
Finally, all the participants were given instructions stating that there were no right or wrong
answers and that all that was inquired was their honest opinion and experiences.
Recommendations for Future Research
There are several recommendations for further research in this subject area. Firstly, it is
recommended to gather a larger more diverse sample of participants from different geographic
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locations around the United States. Further research might also benefit from utilizing a
longitudinal research model in which newly arrived refugees are surveyed and interviewed over
an extended period of time to track their developmental changes. It is also recommended that in
future research a compatible survey is developed and distributed to a parent or guardian of each
of the adolescent refugee participants. The co-investigator of this study had many in-depth and
enlightening conversations with the parents of the participants from this study throughout the
data collection process. It is recommended that such data is collected and analyzed in a more
structured fashion in order to provide more insight into the adolescent refugee’s experiences in
their native country and in the United States from their parent/guardian’s perspective. This data
may also provide more understanding into what an adolescent refugee’s life was like in their
native country, during migration, and upon resettlement in the United States. Parental interviews
would provide greater insight into why the family came to the United States, the immense
sacrifices that many of these families may have made to come to the United States (i.e. going
from upper class to poverty-level status), and how these life changes may have impacted the
development and well being of the adolescent refugee.
It is also recommended to be mindful of the length of the survey. A shorter questionnaire
would allow more time for open-ended format questions to be incorporated into the refugee
interview. The length of the survey along with the nature of the questions did not allow for
participants to give personal accounts or experiences in their own words, which would have
greatly enhanced the quality of the data derived for this study. Furthermore, the incorporation of
more open-ended format questions may have allowed participants to explain their US
acculturation experiences in their own words, which may have provided better insight into
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whether or not US acculturation truly plays any role between previous exposure to war and
conflict and identity development among adolescent refugees.
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APPENDIX B: INFORMED PARENTAL CONSENT (ENGLISH)
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Adolescent Refugee Identity Development
Parent Informed Consent
Principal Investigator/Faculty Advisor:

Steven L. Berman, Ph.D.

Co-Investigator:

Jessy Guler

Investigational Site(s):

The homes of refugee families that are receiving services from
Catholic Charities of Central Florida

How to Return this Consent Form: Please sign this form and return it to the co-investigator, Jessy
Guler, if you give permission for your child to participate in this study.
Introduction: Researchers at the University of Central Florida (UCF) study many topics. To do
this we need the help of people who agree to take part in a research study. You are being asked
to allow your child to take part in a research study which will include about 100 refugees that are
receiving services from Catholic Charities. Your child is being invited to take part in this
research study because he or she is an adolescent receiving services from Catholic Charities of
Central Florida.
The person doing this research is Jessy Guler of the University of Central Florida Psychology
Department. Because the researcher is an undergraduate student she is being guided by Dr.
Steven Berman, a UCF faculty supervisor in the Psychology Department.
What you should know about a research study:
• Someone will explain this research study to you.
• A research study is something you volunteer for.
• Whether or not you take part is up to you.
• You should allow your child to take part in this study only because you want to.
• You can choose not to take part in the research study.
• You can agree to take part now and later change your mind.
• Whatever you decide it will not be held against you or your child.
• Feel free to ask all the questions you want before you decide.
Purpose of the research study: The purpose of this study is to explore how the association
between young people’s previous and current life experiences may influence their sense of self.
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The results of the study may be used to bring awareness and gain a better understanding of what
young refugees experience when they move to the United States. These results may not directly
help your child today, but may benefit future children who resettle to the United States from
abroad in the future.
What your child will be asked to do in the study: Participants will be asked to complete a
survey containing 175 statements (for example, “I have definitely decided on a career”) to which
they will respond by rating how much they agree with each statement on a 1 (strongly disagree)
to 5 (strongly agree) scale. The survey is confidential; participants will not be asked to write
their names on the questionnaires. Results will only be reported in the form of group data.
Participation or nonparticipation in this study will not affect the child’s placement in any
programs.
Location: The researcher will go to the participant at his or her home.
Time required: The survey will take approximately 40-minutes to complete and will be
administered in the participant’s home.
Risks: There are no expected risks to your child for participating in this study. However, some
people become anxious or upset when answering questions about their behaviors, well-being,
past experiences or views. If you feel that your child experiences this risk, please speak with
your Catholic Charities social worker.
Benefits: Your child will not benefit directly from taking part in this research, besides learning
more about how research is conducted.
Compensation or payment: There is no compensation or payment for your child’s part in this
study.
Confidentiality: We will limit the personal data collected in this study. Efforts will be made to
limit your child’s personal information to people who have a need to review this information. We
cannot promise complete secrecy. Organizations that may inspect and copy your information
include the IRB and other representatives of UCF. The survey is confidential; participants will
not be asked to write their names on the questionnaires. Results will only be reported in the form
of group data.
Study contact for questions about the study or to report a problem: If you have questions,
concerns, or complaints, or think the research has hurt your child contact Jessy Guler,
Researcher, Psychology Department, jessy.guler@knights.ucf.edu or Dr. Steven Berman, Faculty
Supervisor, Psychology Department, at (386) 506-4049 or steven.berman@ucf.edu.
IRB contact about you and your child’s rights in the study or to report a complaint:
Research at the University of Central Florida involving human participants is carried out under
the oversight of the Institutional Review Board (UCF IRB). This research has been reviewed
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and approved by the IRB. For information about the rights of people who take part in research,
please contact: Institutional Review Board, University of Central Florida, Office of Research &
Commercialization, 12201 Research Parkway, Suite 501, Orlando, FL 32826-3246 or by
telephone at (407) 823-2901. You may also talk to them for any of the following:
• Your questions, concerns, or complaints are not being answered by the research team.
• You cannot reach the research team.
• You want to talk to someone besides the research team.
• You want to get information or provide input about this research.
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Your signature below indicates your permission for the child named below to take part in this
research.
DO NOT SIGN THIS FORM AFTER THE IRB EXPIRATION DATE BELOW

Name of participant

Signature of parent or guardian

Date
 Parent
 Guardian (See note
below)

Printed name of parent or guardian

Assent of the child
 Obtained

Note on permission by guardians: An individual may provide permission for a child only if that
individual can provide a written document indicating that he or she is legally authorized to consent
to the child’s general medical care. Attach the documentation to the signed document.
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Desarrollo de Identidad de Adolescente Refugiado
Consentimiento Informativo para Padres
Investigador Principal /Consejero de la Facultad:

Steven L. Berman, Ph.D.

Co-Investigadora:

Jessy Guler

Sitio(s) de Investigación:

Los hogares de las familias refugiadas que reciben servicios de
Caridades Católicas de la Florida Central

Como regresar este formulario de consentimiento: Favor firmar este formulario y regresarlo a la
co-investigadora, Jessy Guler, si le da permiso a su niño(a) para participar en este estudio.
Introducción: Los Investigadores de la Universidad Central de La Florida (UCF) estudian varios
temas. Para esto necesitamos la ayuda de gente que esté de acuerdo a formar parte en un estudio
de investigación. Es por esto que se le está pidiendo el permiso a usted de dejar que su niño (a)
participe en un estudio, el cual incluirá alrededor de 100 refugiados que reciben servicios de las
Caridades Católicas de la Florida Central. Mediante la presente su niño(a) está siendo invitado a
formar parte de este estudio investigativo porque él o ella es un adolescente que recibe servicios
de las Caridades Católicas de la Florida Central.
La persona a cargo de realizar esta investigación es Jessy Guler del Departamento de Psicología
de la Universidad la Florida Central. Dado a que la investigadora es una estudiante de pregrado,
ella está siendo guiada por el Dr. Steven Berman, un supervisor de la facultad de UCF
perteneciente al Departamento de Psicología.
Lo debe saber acerca de un estudio investigativo:
• Alguien le explicara este estudio investigativo a usted.
• Un estudio de investigación es algo al cual usted decide participar de forma voluntaria.
• Si desea o no desea formar parte de este estudio esta en sus manos.
• La única razón que su hijo puede participar en este estudio es solo si usted lo desea.
• Usted puede elegir no participar en este estudio.
• Usted puede elegir participar ahora y después cambiar de opinión.
• Cual sea su decisión, no será tomada en contra de usted o su niño(a).
• No dude en hacer todas la preguntas que desee antes de tomar su decisión.
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Propósito de este estudio de investigación: El propósito de este estudio es aquel de explorar
como la asociación entre las experiencias pasadas y actuales de personas jóvenes puedan
influenciar su sentido de si mismo. Los resultados de este estudio pueden ser usados para crear
conciencia y ganar un mejor entendimiento de las experiencias de jóvenes refugiados al mudarse
a los Estados Unidos. Estos resultados pueden no ayudar directamente a su niño(a) hoy, pero
pueden beneficiar a los próximos niños que se mudan a los Estados Unidos desde el extranjero
en un futuro.
Lo que se le pedirá a hacer a su hijo durante el estudio: Los participantes se les pedirá
completar una encuesta conteniendo 175 declaraciones (por ejemplo, “He decidido
definitivamente una carrera”) al cual ellos tendrán que responder cuanto están de acuerdo con
cada declaración en una escala del 1 (muy en desacuerdo) al 5 (muy de acuerdo). La encuesta es
confidencial; no se les pedirá a los participantes escribir su nombre en los cuestionarios. Los
resultados serán reportados únicamente en forma de data grupal. En este estudio la participación
o no participación del participante no afectara el puesto del estudiante en ningún programa.
Localización: El investigador ira a el hogar del participante.
Tiempo requerido: La encuesta tomara aproximadamente 40 minutos para completar y será
administrada en el hogar del participante.
Riesgos: No hay riesgos anticipados por tomar parte de este estudio. Sin embargo, algunas
personas se pueden sentir ansiosas o molestas al responder algunas de las preguntas sobre su
comportamiento, bienestar, experiencias pasadas u opiniones. Si usted cree que su hijo/a está
experimentando este riesgo, por favor hable con su trabajador social de Caridades Católicas.
Beneficios: Su niño(a) no se beneficiara directamente de la participación en esta investigación,
además de aprender mas acerca de cómo se realizan investigaciones.
Compensaciones o Pagos: No hay compensación alguna o pago por la participación de su
niño(a) en este estudio.
Confidencialidad: Nosotros limitaremos información personal coleccionada en este estudio. Se
tomaran esfuerzos para limitar y resguardar la información personal de su niño(a) a gente que
tienen necesidad de revisar esta información. No podemos prometer que la información será
completamente secreta. Organizaciones que pueden inspeccionar y copiar su información
incluyen IRB y otros representantes de UCF. Sin embargo, repetimos que esta encuesta es
confidencial; no se les pedirá a los estudiantes escribir su nombre en los cuestionarios y los
resultados serán reportados únicamente en forma de data grupal.
Contactos del estudio investigativo en caso de tener preguntas acerca de estudio o para
reportar un problema: Si usted tiene preguntas, preocupaciones, quejas, o cree que la
investigación a lastimado a su hijo(a) contacte a Jessy Guler, Investigadora, Departamento de
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Psicología, jessy.guler@knights.ucf.edu o Dr. Steven Berman, Supervisor de la Facultad,
Departamento de Psicología, al (386) 506-4049 o sberman@mail.ucf.edu.
Contacto para el IRB sobre usted y los derechos de su niño(a) en el estudio o para reportar
una queja: Investigaciones en la Universidad de la Florida Central involucrando a participantes
humanos es supervisado por la Junta de Revisión Institucional (UCF IRB). Esta investigación ha
sido revisada y aprobada por el IRB. Para información acerca de los derechos de las personas
que forman parte de este estudio, por favor contactar: Junta de Revisión Institucional,
Universidad de la Florida Central, Oficina de Investigación & Comercialización, 12201 Research
Parkway, Suite 501, Orlando, FL 32826-3246 o por teléfono al (407) 823-2901. Usted también
puede contactarlos por cualquiera de estas razones:
•
•
•
•

Sus preguntas, preocupaciones, o quejas no han sido respondidas por el equipo de
investigación.
No puede localizar al equipo de investigación.
Desea hablar con otra persona que no sea parte del equipo de investigación.
Desea obtener información o aportar alguna opinión acerca de este estudio.
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Su firma debajo indica que ha dado permiso para que el niño(a) nombrado forme parte de esta
investigación. en esta investigación.
NO FIRME EN ESTA FORMA DESPUES DE LA FECHA DE EXPIRACIONDEL IRB
LOCALIZADA DEBAJO

Nombre del participante

Firma de padre o guardián

Fecha
 Padres
 Guardián (Ver nota
debajo)

Nombre escrito de padre o guardián

Consentimiento del niño
 Obtenido

Nota acerca de permiso cedido por guardianes: Un individuo puede proveer permiso para un
niño(a) solo si el individuo puede proveer un documento escrito indicando que el o ella esta
autorizado(a) legalmente a dar consentimiento para el cuidado medico general del niño(a).
Adjuntar la documentación al documento firmado.
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APPENDIX D: INFORMED PARENTAL CONSENT (ARABIC)
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ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ وﺳﻂ ﻓﻠﻮرﯾﺪا
ﺗﻄﻮر ھﻮﯾﺔ اﻻﺟﺊ اﻟﻤﺮاھﻖ
ﻣﻮاﻓﻘﺔ اﻻﺑﺎء اﻟﻤﺴﺒﻘﺔ
اﻟﺒﺎﺣﺚ اﻟﺮﺋﯿﺴﻲ /ﻣﺸﺮف:
ﺑﺎﺣﺚ ﻣﺸﺎرك:
ﻣﻮﻗﻊ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ:

د /ﺳﺘﯿﻔﻦ ل .ﺑﺮﻣﺎن
ﺟﯿﺴﻲ ﺟﻮﻟﺮ
ﻣﻨﺎزل ﻋﺎﺋﻼت اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ اﻟﺬﯾﻦ ﯾﺄﺧﺬون ﺧﺪﻣﺎت
ﻣﻦ اﻟﺠﻤﻌﯿﺎت اﻟﺨﯿﺮﯾﺔ اﻟﻜﺎﺛﻮﻟﯿﻜﯿﺔ ﺑﻮﺳﻂ
ﻓﻠﻮرﯾﺪا

ﻛﯿﻒ ﺗﺮﺟﻊ اﺳﺘﻤﺎرة اﻟﻤﻮاﻓﻘﺔ :ﻣﻦ ﻓﻀﻠﻚ وﻗﻊ ﻋﻠﻲ ھﺬة اﻹﺳﺘﻤﺎرة و ارﺟﻌﮭﺎ اﻟﻲ اﻟﺒﺎﺣﺚ اﻟﻤﺸﺎرك ﺟﯿﺴﻲ ﺟﻮﻟﺮ اذا ﻣﻨﺤﺖ إﺑﻨﻚ
أو إﺑﻨﺘﻚ ﺗﺼﺮﯾﺢ ﺑﺎﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ ھﺬة اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ.
ﻣﻘﺪﻣﺔ :اﻟﺒﺎﺣﺜﻮن ﺑﺠﺎﻣﻌﺔ وﺳﻂ ﻓﻠﻮرﯾﺪا ) (FCUﯾﺪرﺳﻮن ﻣﻮاﺿﯿﻊ ﻋﺪﯾﺪة .ﻟﻨﻘﻮم ﺑﺬﻟﻚ ﻧﺤﻦ ﻧﺤﺘﺎج إﻟﻲ ﻣﺴﺎﻋﺪة اﻟﻨﺎس اﻟﺬﯾﻦ
ﯾﻮاﻓﻘﻮن ﺑﺎﻻﺷﺘﺮاك ﻓﻲ ھﺬة اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ اﻟﺒﺤﺜﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺸﻤﻞ ﺣﻮاﻟﻲ  100ﻻﺟﺊ ﯾﺄﺧﺬون ﺧﺪﻣﺎت ﻣﻦ اﻟﺠﻤﻌﯿﺎت اﻟﺨﯿﺮﯾﺔ اﻟﻜﺎﺛﻮﻟﻜﯿﺔ.
إﺑﻨﻚ أو إﺑﻨﺘﻚ ﻣﺪﻋﻮ ﻟﯿﺸﺎرك ﻓﻲ ھﺬة اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ اﻟﺒﺤﺜﯿﺔ و ذﻟﻚ ﻻﻧﮫ ﻣﺮاھﻖ ﯾﺄﺧﺬ ﺧﺪﻣﺎت ﻣﻦ اﻟﺠﻤﻌﯿﺎت اﻟﺨﯿﺮﯾﺔ اﻟﻜﺎﺛﻮﻟﯿﻜﯿﺔ ﺑﻮﺳﻂ
ﻓﻠﻮرﯾﺪا.
اﻟﺸﺨﺺ اﻟﻘﺎﺋﻢ ﺑﮭﺬا اﻟﺒﺤﺚ ھﻮ ﺟﯿﺴﻲ ﺟﻮﻟﺮ ﻣﻦ ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ وﺳﻂ ﻓﻠﻮرﯾﺪا ﻗﺴﻢ ﻋﻠﻢ ﻧﻔﺲ .و ﻷن اﻟﺒﺎﺣﺚ طﺎﻟﺒﺔ ﻏﯿﺮ ﻣﺘﺨﺮﺟﺔ ﻓﺎﻧﮭﺎ ﺗﺄﺧﺬ
ﺗﻮﺟﯿﮫ د .ﺳﺘﯿﻔﯿﻦ ﺑﺮﻣﺎن أﺳﺘﺎذ ﻣﺸﺮف ﺑﻘﺴﻢ ﻋﻠﻢ اﻟﻨﻔﺲ ﺑﺠﺎﻣﻌﺔ وﺳﻂ ﻓﻠﻮرﯾﺪا .FCU
ﻣﺎ اﻟﺬي ﯾﺠﺐ ان ﺗﻌﻠﻤﮫ ﻣﻦ ھﺬة اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ اﻟﺒﺤﺜﯿﺔ:
 ﺳﯿﻘﻮم ﺷﺨﺺ ﻣﺎ ﺑﺸﺮح ھﺬة اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ اﻟﺒﺤﺜﯿﺔ ﻟﻚ. اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ اﻟﺒﺤﺜﯿﺔ ھﻲ ﺷﺊ ﺗﺘﻄﻮع ﻟﮫ. إذا ﺷﺎرﻛﺖ أم ﻻ ﯾﺮﺟﻊ اﻻﻣﺮ ﻟﻚ اﻧﺖ. ﯾﻨﺒﻐﻲ ان ﺗﺪع إﺑﻨﻚ/إﺑﻨﺘﻚ ﯾﺸﺎرﻛﻮن ﻓﻲ ھﺬة اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﻓﻘﻂ ﻷﻧﻚ ﺗﺮﯾﺪ ذﻟﻚ. ﯾﻤﻜﻨﻚ أن ﺗﺨﺘﺎر ﻋﺪم اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ ھﺬة اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ. ﯾﻤﻜﻨﻚ اﻟﻤﻮاﻓﻘﺔ ﻋﻠﻲ اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ اﻵن و ﺗﻐﯿﺮ رأﯾﻚ ﻻﺣﻘﺎً. أي إن ﻛﺎن ﻗﺮارك ﻻ ﯾﺆﺧﺬ ھﺬا ﺿﺪك أو ﺿﺪ إﺑﻨﻚ/إﺑﻨﺘﻚ. ﻻ ﺗﺘﺮدد أن ﺗﺴﺄل أي أﺳﺌﻠﺔ ﻗﺒﻞ أن ﺗﻘﺮر.اﻟﻐﺮض ﻣﻦ ھﺬة اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ اﻟﺒﺤﺜﯿﺔ :اﻟﻐﺮض ﻣﻦ ھﺬة اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ھﻮ ﻛﺸﻒ اﻟﻌﻼﻗﺔ ﺑﯿﻦ ﺧﺒﺮة اﻟﺤﯿﺎة اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻘﺔ و اﻟﺤﺎﻟﯿﺔ ﻟﻠﻤﺮاھﻘﯿﻦ و
ﺗﺄﺛﯿﺮھﺎ ﻋﻠﻲ ﺷﻌﻮرھﻢ ﺑﺬاﺗﮭﻢ.
ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ ھﺬة اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﺳﻮف ﺗﺴﺘﺨﺪم ﻓﻲ زﯾﺎدة اﻟﻤﻌﺮﻓﺔ و اﻟﻔﮭﻢ اﻻﻓﻀﻞ ﻋﻦ ﺧﺒﺮة اﻟﻤﺮاھﻘﯿﻦ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ ﻋﻨﺪﻣﺎ ﯾﻨﺘﻘﻠﻮا اﻟﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت
اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة .ھﺬة اﻟﻨﺘﺎﺋﺞ رﺑﻤﺎ ﻻ ﺗﺴﺎﻋﺪ إﺑﻨﻚ أو إﺑﻨﺘﻚ ﻣﺒﺎﺷﺮة اﻟﯿﻮم و ﻟﻜﻦ رﺑﻤﺎ ﺗﻔﯿﺪ ﻣﺮاھﻘﻮن ﯾﺘﻮطﻨﻮا ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة ﻣﻦ
اﻟﺨﺎرج ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻘﺒﻞ.
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ﻣﺎ اﻟﺬي ﺳﯿُﻄﻠﺐ ﻣﻦ ﻣﺮاھﻘﻚ أن ﯾﻔﻌﻞ ﻓﻲ ھﺬة اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ :اﻟﻄﻠﺒﺔ اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﯿﻦ ﺳﯿﻄﻠﺐ ﻣﻨﮭﻢ اﺳﺘﻜﻤﺎل اﺳﺘﻄﻼع ﻣﻜﻮن ﻣﻦ ۲۰۲
ﺟﻤﻠﺔ )ﻣﺜﻼً "أﻧﺎ ﺻﻤﻤﺖ ﻋﻠﻲ ﻣﮭﻨﺔ"( ﯾﺘﺠﺎوﺑﻮن ﻟﮭﺎ ﺑﺘﻘﺪﯾﺮ ﻣﺪي ﻣﻮاﻓﻘﺘﮭﻢ ﻋﻠﻲ ﻛﻞ ﺟﻤﻠﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺗﺪرج ) 1اﻋﺎرض ﺑﻘﻮة( ﺣﺘﻲ 5
)اواﻓﻖ ﺑﻘﻮة( .اﻹﺳﺘﻄﻼع ﺳﺮي ،اﻟﻄﻼب ﻟﻦ ﯾُﺴﺄﻟﻮن ﺑﻜﺘﺎﺑﺔ اﺳﻤﺎءھﻢ ﻋﻠﻲ اﻻﺳﺘﻄﻼع .اﻟﻨﺘﺎﺋﺞ ﺳﻮف ﺗُﺪون ﻓﻘﻂ ﻓﻲ ﺻﻮرة ﺑﯿﺎﻧﺎت
ﺟﻤﺎﻋﯿﺔ .اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ أو ﻋﺪم اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻻ ﺗﺆﺛﺮ ﻋﻠﻲ وﺿﻊ اﻟﻄﺎﻟﺐ ﻓﻲ اي ﺑﺮاﻣﺞ.
اﻟﻤﻜﺎن :اﻟﺒﺎﺣﺚ ﺳﻮف ﯾﺬھﺐ ﻟﻠﻤﺸﺎرك ﻓﻲ ﻣﻨﺰﻟﺔ.
اﻟﻮﻗﺖ اﻟﻤﻄﻠﻮب :اﻹﺳﺘﻄﻼع ﺳﻮف ﯾﺴﺘﻐﺮق ﺣﻮاﻟﻲ  ٤۰دﻗﯿﻘﺔ و ﺳﻮف ﯾُﺪار ﻓﻲ ﻣﻨﺰل اﻟﻤﺸﺎرك.
اﻟﻤﺨﺎطﺮ :ﻻ ﺗﻮﺟﺪ ﻣﺨﺎطﺮ ﻣﺘﻮﻗﻌﺔ ﻟﻚ ﻟﻠﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ ھﺬة اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ .و ﻟﻜﻦ ﺑﻌﺾ اﻟﻨﺎس ﯾﺘﻮﺗﺮون أو ﯾﻨﺰﻋﺠﻮن ﺣﯿﻨﻤﺎ ﯾﺠﺎوﺑﻮن
ﻋﻠﻲ أﺳﺌﻠﺔ ﺗﺨﺺ أﻓﻌﺎﻟﮭﻢ أو ﺳﻼﻣﺘﮭﻢ أو ﺧﺒﺮاﺗﮭﻢ اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻘﺔ أو ﻣﻌﺘﻘﺪاﺗﮭﻢ .إذا ﻛﻨﺖ ﺗﻈﻦ أن إﺑﻨﻚ أو إﺑﻨﺘﻚ ﺳﻮف ﯾﺠﺘﺎز ھﺬه
اﻟﻤﺨﺎطﺮة ﻣﻦ ﻓﻀﻠﻚ ﺗﺤﺪث ﻣﻊ أﺧﺼﺎﺋﻲ إﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﻲ ﺑﺎﻟﺠﻤﻌﯿﺎت اﻟﺨﯿﺮﯾﺔ اﻟﻜﺎﺛﻮﻟﯿﻜﯿﺔ.
اﻟﻔﻮاﺋﺪ :ﻟﻦ ﯾﺴﺘﻔﯿﺪ إﺑﻨﻚ أو إﺑﻨﺘﻚ ﺑﺼﻮرة ﻣﺒﺎﺷﺮة ﺑﺎﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ ھﺬا اﻟﺒﺤﺚ ﺑﺈﺳﺜﻨﺎء ﺗﻌﻠﻢ ﻛﯿﻒ ﺗُﺠﺮي ھﺬه اﻷﺑﺤﺎث.
اﻹﺳﺘﺤﻘﺎﻗﺎت اﻟﺘﻌﻮﯾﻀﯿﺔ أو اﻟﻤﻜﺎﻓﺄة :ﻻ ﯾﻮﺟﺪ ﺗﻌﻮﯾﻀﺎت أو ﻣﻜﺎﻓﺂت أو رﺻﯿﺪ إﺿﺎﻓﻲ ﻟﺪراﺟﺎت إﺑﻨﻚ أو إﺑﻨﺘﻚ اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﯿﺔ
ﻟﻠﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ ھﺬة اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ.
اﻟﺨﺼﻮﺻﯿﺔ :ﺳﻮف ﻧﺤﺪ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺒﯿﺎﻧﺎت اﻟﺸﺨﺼﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗُﺠﻤﻊ ﻓﻲ ھﺬة اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ .و اﻟﺠﮭﻮد ﺳﻮف ﺗﺒﺬل ﻟﻨﺤﺪ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت اﻟﺸﺨﺼﯿﺔ
ﻹﺑﻨﻚ أو إﺑﻨﺘﻚ ﻟﻠﻨﺎس اﻟﺬﯾﻦ ﻟﺪﯾﮭﻢ ﺣﺎﺟﮫ ﻟﻤﺮاﺟﻌﺔ ھﺬة اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت .ﻻ ﻧﺴﺘﻄﯿﻊ ان ﻧﻌﺪ ﺑﺎﻟﺴﺮﯾﺔ اﻟﺘﺎﻣﺔ .اﻟﮭﯿﺌﺎت اﻟﺘﻲ رﺑﻤﺎ ﺗﻔﺤﺺ
ﻧﺴﺨﺔ ﻣﻦ ﻣﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎﺗﻚ ﺗﺸﻤﻞ ﻟﺠﻨﺔ اﻟﻤﺮاﺟﻌﺔ اﻟﻤﺆﺳﺴﯿﺔ ) (IRBو ﻣﻤﺜﻠﻮن آﺧﺮون ﻟﺠﺎﻣﻌﺔ وﺳﻂ ﻓﻠﻮرﯾﺪا .اﻻﺳﺘﻄﻼع ﺳﺮي؛ اﻟﻄﻠﺒﺔ
ﺳﻮف ﻟﻦ ﯾُﺴﺄﻟﻮن ﻋﻦ ﻛﺘﺎﺑﺔ أﺳﻤﺎءھﻢ ﻋﻠﻲ اﻻﺳﺘﻄﻼع .اﻟﻨﺘﺎﺋﺞ ﺳﻮف ﺗﺪون ﻓﻲ ﺻﻮرة ﺑﯿﺎﻧﺎت ﺟﻤﺎﻋﯿﺔ.
ﻟﻼﺗﺼﺎل ﺑﺎﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﻟﻸﺳﺌﻠﺔ ﻋﻦ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ أو ﻟﺘﺒﻠﻎ ﻋﻦ ﻣﺸﻜﻠﺔ :إذا ﻛﺎن ﻟﺪﯾﻚ أﺳﺌﻠﺔ أو إھﺘﻤﺎم أو ﺷﻜﻮي ،أو إذا ﻛﻨﺖ ﺗﻌﺘﻘﺪ أن
اﻟﺒﺤﺚ اذي إﺑﻨﻚ أو إﺑﻨﺘﻚ اﺗﺼﻞ ب )ﺟﯿﺴﻲ ﺟﻮﻟﺮ(– ﺑﺎﺣﺚ ﺑﻘﺴﻢ ﻋﻠﻢ ﻧﻔﺲ  jessy.guler@knights.ucf.eduأو د .ﺳﺘﯿﻔﯿﻦ
ﺑﺮﻣﺎن– ﻣﺸﺮف ﻛﻠﯿﺔ ،ﻗﺴﻢ ﻋﻠﻢ ﻧﻔﺲ ﻋﻠﻲ رﻗﻢ  368 -506-4049أو Sberman@mail.ucf.edu
ﻟﻼﺗﺼﺎل ب ﻟﺠﻨﺔ اﻟﻤﺮاﺟﻌﺔ اﻟﻤﺆﺳﺴﯿﺔ ) (IRBﻋﻦ ﺣﻘﻮﻗﻚ و ﺣﻘﻮق إﺑﻨﻚ أو إﺑﻨﺘﻚ ﻓﻲ ھﺬة اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ أو ﻟﻺﺑﻼغ ﻋﻦ ﺷﻜﻮي:
اﻷﺑﺤﺎث ﺑﺠﺎﻣﻌﺔ وﺳﻂ ﻓﻠﻮرﯾﺪا اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺸﻤﻞ ﻣﺸﺎرﻛﯿﻦ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺒﺸﺮ ﺗُﻨﺠﺰ ﺗﺤﺖ ﻣﺮاﻗﺒﺔ ﻟﺠﻨﺔ اﻟﻤﺮاﺟﻌﺔ اﻟﻤﺆﺳﺴﯿﺔ ) (UCF IRBھﺬا
اﻟﺒﺤﺚ ﺗﻢ ﻣﺮاﺟﻌﺘﺔ و اﻟﻤﻮاﻓﻘﺔ ﻋﻠﯿﮫ ﺑﻮاﺳﻄﺔ ﻟﺠﻨﺔ اﻟﻤﺮاﺟﻌﺔ اﻟﻤﺆﺳﺴﯿﺔ ) .(IRBﻟﻠﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت ﻋﻦ ﺣﻘﻮق اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﯿﻦ ﻓﻲ ھﺬا اﻟﺒﺤﺚ
ﻣﻦ ﻓﻀﻠﻚ اﺗﺼﻞ ب :
Institutional Review Board, University of Central Florida,
Office of Research & Commercialization,
12201 Research Parkway, Suite 501
Orlando, FL 32826-3246
أو ﻋﻠﻲ ﺗﻠﯿﻔﻮن (407) 823-2901.
و ﯾﻤﻜﻨﻚ أﯾﻀﺎً اﻷﺗﺼﺎل ﺑﮭﻢ ﻷي ﻣﻦ ھﺬة اﻻﺳﺒﺎب اﻟﺘﺎﻟﯿﺔ:
 أﺳﺌﻠﺘﻚ ،إھﺘﻤﺎﻣﺎﺗﻚ أو ﺷﻜﻮاك ﻟﻢ ﯾﺠﺎوب ﻋﻠﯿﮭﺎ ﻣﻦ ﻓﺮﯾﻖ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ. ﻻ ﺗﺴﺘﻄﯿﻊ اأاﺗﺼﺎل ﺑﻔﺮﯾﻖ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ. ﺗﺮﯾﺪ أن ﺗﺘﺤﺪث اﻟﻲ ﺷﺨﺺ آﺧﺮ ﺑﺎﻻﺿﺎﻓﺔ ﻟﻔﺮﯾﻖ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ. إذا ﻛﻨﺖ ﺗﺮﯾﺪ ﻣﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت أو ﺗﻘﺪم ﻣﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻋﻦ ھﺬا اﻟﺒﺤﺚ.47

ﺗﻮﻗﯿﻌﻚ أدﻧﺎه ﯾﺪل ﻋﻠﻲ أﻧﻚ ﺗﻌﻄﻲ ﺗﺼﺮﯾﺢ ﻟﻤﺮاھﻘﻚ اﻟﻤﺪون إﺳﻤﮫ ﻻﺣﻘﺎ ﻟﻠﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ ھﺬا اﻟﺒﺤﺚ
ﻻ ﺗﻮﻗﻊ ﻋﻠﻲ ھﺬة اﻹﺳﺘﻤﺎرة ﺑﻌﺪ ﻣﺮور ﺗﺎرﯾﺦ ﺻﻼﺣﯿﺔ ﻟﺠﻨﺔ اﻟﻤﺮاﺟﻌﺔ اﻟﻤﺆﺳﺴﯿﺔ ) (IRBأﺳﻔﻠﮫ
إﺳﻢ اﻟﻤﺸﺎرك
ﺗﻮﻗﯿﻊ اﻟﻮاﻟﺪ أو وﻟﻲ اﻻﻣﺮ

اﻟﺘﺎرﯾﺦ
واﻟﺪ 
وﻟﻲ اﻣﺮ )إﻗﺮاء اﺳﻔﻠﮫ( 

إﺳﻢ اﻟﻮاﻟﺪ أو وﻟﻲ اﻻﻣﺮ

ﻣﻮاﻓﻘﺔ اﻟﻤﺮاھﻖ

ﺗﻢ اﻟﺤﺼﻮل ﻋﻠﯿﮭﺎ 

ﻣﻼﺣﻈﺔ ﻋﻠﻲ ﺗﺼﺮﯾﺢ أوﻟﯿﺎء اﻷﻣﻮر :ﯾﺴﺘﻄﯿﻊ ﺷﺨﺺ ﻣﻨﺢ ﺗﺼﺮﯾﺢ ﻟﻺﺑﻦ ﻓﻘﻂ إذا ﻛﺎن ھﺬا اﻟﺸﺨﺺ ﻗﺎدر ﻋﻠﻲ إﻋﻄﺎء ﻣﺴﺘﻨﺪ ﻣﻜﺘﻮب
ﯾﺪل ﻋﻠﻲ اﻧﮫ ﻣﺨﻮل ﻗﺎﻧﻮﻧﯿﺎ ً ﺑﺎﻟﻤﻮاﻓﻘﺔ ﻋﻠﻲ اﻟﺮﻋﺎﯾﺔ اﻟﻄﺒﯿﺔ اﻟﻌﺎﻣﺔ ﻟﻠﻤﺮاھﻖ .ارﻓﻖ اﻟﺘﻮﺛﯿﻖ ﺑﺎﻟﻮﺛﯿﻘﺔ اﻟﻤﻮﻗﻌﺔ.
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APPENDIX E: INFORMED PARENTAL CONSENT (CREOLE)
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Devlopman Idantite Adolesan Refijye
Fom pou Paran yo Konsantman
Envestigatè Prensipal/Konseye nan fakilte a:

Steven L. Berman, Ph.D.

Ko-Envestigatè:

Jessy Guler

Kote envestigasyon an ap fèt:

Lakay fanmi refijye kap resevwa èd nan men Charite
Katolik nan Central Florida.

Koman pou Ou Remet Fom sa a: Tanpri siyen fom sa a epi remet Ko-Envestigatè Jessy Guler li
siw vle pitit ou a patisipe nan etid sa a.
Entrodiksyon: Rechèchè nan Univèsite nan Central Florida (UCF) etidye anpil sijè. Pou nou ka
fè sa nou bezwen èd moun ki aksepte fè pati de on etid. Nou ap mande ou pou ou kite pitit ou a
patisitpe nan on etid ki ap genyen 100 refijye ki ap resevwa èd nan men Charite Katolik. Nou
envite pitit ou a pou li patisipe nan etid sa a paske li se on jèn moun ki ap resevwa èd nan men
Charite Katolik nan Central Florida.
Moun ki ap fè rechèch sa se Jessy Guler ki soti nan Depatman Sikoloji nan Univèsite nan Central
Florida. Pou rechèchè sa gradye, li gen on konseye, Doktè Steven Berman, on profesè e on
sipèvizè nan Depatman Sikoloji a.
Sa ou bezwen konnen a pwopo on etid de rechèch:
• On moun pral eksplikew rechèch sa a pou ou.
• On etid de rechèch se on bagay volontè li ye.
• Se sèl ou ki ka deside si ou vle patisipe ou pa.
• Ou ta dwe kite pitit ou a patisipe nan etid sa sèlman paske ou vle.
• Ou gen dwa deside pa patisipe nan etid rechèch sa a.
• Ou gen dwa deside patisipe kounya a epi pita ou gen dwa chanje lide w.
• Nenpot kisa ou deside a, li pa pral fèt kont ou menm ou byen pitit ou a.
• Ou lib pou ou poze tout kesyon ke ou vle poze avan ke ou deside
objektif nan etid rechèch la: Objektif la nan etid sa a pou eksplore ki jan asosyasyon ki genyen
ant eksperyans anvan yo ak aktyèl lavi jèn moun nan kapab enfliyanse sans yo nan pwòp tèt ou.
Rezilta yo nan etid la kapab itilize yo pote konsyans ak jwenn yon pi bon konprann nan sa ki
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refijye jenn eksperyans yo lè yo deplase al nan peyi Etazini. Rezilta sa yo pa gen dwa dirèkteman
ede pitit ou a jodi a, men ka benefisye timoun lavni ki moun ki rétablir nan Etazini soti nan peyi
letranje nan lavni.
Kisa nou pral mande pitit ou a fè nan etid sa a: Nou pral mande moun ki ap patisipe nan etid
sa a pou yo reponn on lis ki gen 175 fraz. Pa egzanp (“Mwen gen tan deside sou on karyè), kote
yo pral reponn pa pousantaj konbyen yo dakò ak chak deklarasyon sou yon echèl 1 (dakò) a 5
(fòtman dakò). Sondaj la ap rete konfidansyèl; patisipan yo pa pral mande pou ekri non yo sou
kesyonè yo. Rezilta pral sèlman dwe rapòte nan fòm lan nan done gwoup. Patisipasyon oswa ki
pa patisipasyon ¬ nan etid sa a pa pral afekte plasman timoun lan nan nenpòt pwogram yo.
Kibo rechèch la ap fèt: Moun ki ap fè rechèch la pral lakay patisipan an.
Konbyen tan rechèch la ap dire: Lis kesyon yo ap pran anviwon 40 minit pou fini e li ap fèt
lakay patisipan an.
Kisa ki ka rive: Nou pa panse ke ap gen risk pou pitit ou a patisipe nan etid sa. Men gen moun
ki konn santi yo vin enkyete oswa fache le yo ap reponn kesyon a pwopo de bagay ki pase yo,
kwayans yo, oubyen konpotman yo. Si ou panse ke pitit ou a ka gen pwoblem sa yo, tanpri pale
ak asistan social nan Charite Katolic ou a.
Benefis: Pitit ou a pap fe oken dirèk benefis lè li patisipe nan rechèch sa; li ap sèlman aprann plis
koman ke rechèch sa ap fèt.
Konpansasyon: Nou pap peye pitit ou a oubyen ba li anyen ki ka konsidere tankou peyman pou
li ka patisipe nan etid sa a.
Konfidans: Nou ap gen on limit sou enfomasyon prive ke nou pran nan etid sa a. Nou ap fè efo
pou nou gen yon limit sou enfomasyon ke nou bay moun ki gen pou yo wè pati nan etid sa a.
Nou pa ka pwomèt ke tout enfomasyon yo ap rete sekrè. Gen kek oganizasyon ki ka bezwen
enspekte e kopye enfomasyon ou yo tankou IRB avèk lot reprezantan UCF. Lis kesyon an ap
prive; nou ap mande pou patisipan yo pa ekri non yo sou lis la. Nou ap ekri rezilta yo an gwoup.
Moun ke ou ka kontakte pou kesyon a pwopo de etid la oubyen pou ou repote on pwoblem:
Si ou gen on kesyon, ou bezwen repote on pwoblèm, oubyen ou panse ke rechèch la bay pitit ou
a on pwoblem, kontakte Jessy Guler, Rechèchè, Depatman Sikoloji, jessy.guler@knights.ucf.edu
oubyen Doktè Steven Berman, Sipèvizè nan Fakilte a, Depatman Sikoloji, nan (386) 506-4049
oubyen steven.berman@ucf.edu.
Kontak IRB a pwopo de dwa ke ou menm oubyen pitit ou a genyen nan etid la, oubyen pou
ou ka repote on pwoblèm: Rechèch ki fèt nan Inivèsite Central Florida a ki gen moun ki
patisipe ladanl gen on komite ki sipèvize yo. Komite sa a rele IRB (Institutional Review Board).
IRB gade e li apwouve rechèch sa a. Pou enfomasyon sou dwa moun ki patisipe nan rechèch sa a
genyen, tanpri pran kontak avek: Institutional Review Board, University of Central Florida,
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Office of Research & Commercialization, 12201 Research Parkway, Suite 501, Orlando, FL
32826-3246 oubyen rele nimewo sa a (407) 823-2901. Ou ka pran kontak avèk yo tou si nenpot
nan bagay sa yo rive:
•
•
•
•

Gwoup ki ap fè rechèch la pa reponn kesyon, pwoblèm, oubyen enkyetid ou yo.
Ou pa ka jwenn gwoup ki ap fè rechèch la.
Ou vle pale ak on moun ki pa fè pati de gwoup rechèch la.
Ou vle gen enfomasyon ou byen bay opinyon ou de rechèch la.
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Si ou siyen anba a, sa vle di ke ou bay pitit ou a pèmisyon pou li patisipe nan rechèch sa a.
PA SIYEN FOM SA SI DAT EKSPIRASYON IRB KI ANBA A PASE DEJA

Non Patisipan an

Siyati paran an oubyen gadyen an

Dat
 Paran
 Gadyen (Li not ki anba a)

Enprime Non paran an oubyen gadyen an

Eske timoun nan dako
 Timoun nan dako

Not sou pèmisyon gadyen yo: On moun gendwa bay pèmisyon pou on timoun selman si yo ka bay
on papye ki di ke li gen otorizasyon legal ki ba li responsabilite pou li veye sou swen medikal
timoun nan. Kole papye a avèk fom sa a.
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APPENDIX F: SURVEY (ENGLISH)
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BACKGROUND QUESTIONNAIRE
Please use the Bubble Sheet provided to fill in your background information as follows.
NAME: Please mark the name of the country you were born in.
SEX: Select MALE or FEMALE
GRADE: Bubble in the highest grade you have completed.
(5)=5th Grade
(6)=6th Grade
(7)=7th Grade
(8)=8th Grade
(9)=9th Grade
(10)=10th Grade
(11)=11th Grade
(12)=12th Grade
MONTH: Please mark the month you moved to the United States.
DAY: LEAVE BLANK
YEAR: Please mark the year you moved to the United States.
IDENTIFICATION NO.:
A

Are you currently enrolled in school?
(0) No
(1) Yes, middle school
(2) Yes, high school
(3) Yes, GED classes
(4) Yes, College/University

BC

Mark your Age under columns labeled “B” & “C”.

D

In the third column labeled “D”, mark the ethnic/racial identifier that best describes you:
(0)= White, non-Hispanic
(1)= Black, non-Hispanic
(2)= Hispanic
(3)= Asian or Pacific Islander
(4)= Native American or Alaskan Native
(5)= Mixed ethnicity
(6)= Other
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E

In the fourth column labeled “E”, please select the option that best describes who your
primary caregiver(s) is (are):
(0)= My mother and father
(1)= My mother
(2)= My father
(3)= My mother and her boyfriend/partner/fiancé/my step-father
(4)= My father and his girlfriend/partner/fiancé/my step-mother
(5)= My mother and father (divorced/separated) engage in co-parenting from separate
households
(6)= Another legal guardian (e.g., Grandparent(s), Aunt/Uncle, Sibling)
(7)= None. I am an unaccompanied refugee minor OR I am of age (18) and live on my
own
(8)= Other

FG
Mark how old you were when you moved to the United States under columns labeled
“F” & “G”. Please use a two-digit number. For example, if you were 9 years old when you
moved to the United States bubble in “09” on your bubble sheet.
H

How many total countries have you lived in during your lifetime?
(2) 2 countries
(3) 3 countries
(4) 4 countries
(5) 5 countries
(6) 6 countries
(7) 7 countries
(8) 8 countries
(9) 9 countries

I

Mark how many people are living in your home under column “I”.

J

LEAVE BLANK

PLEASE TURN THE BUBBLE SHEET OVER TO ANSWER THE FOLLOWING
QUESTIONS.
1

Please select the option that best describes your home?
(a) Apartment/Condo
(b) Mobile home
(c) Single-family house
(d) Multi-family house
(e) Other
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2

Are you currently taking ESOL classes at school?
(a)Yes
(b)
No

3

During the past six months, have you lived as a displaced person?
(a) Yes
(b) No

4

During the past six months, have one or both of your parents/guardians (who lives with
you) worked long hours so you do not get to see him/her much?
(a) Yes
(b) No

5

During the past six months, have you been separated from your mother/father/caretaker
for a month or longer because he/she must work in another region or country to support
the family?
(a) Yes
(b) No

6

During the past six months, have your living accommodations been very inadequate
(overcrowded, unsanitary, etc.) or unfit for people to live in?
(a) Yes
(b) No

7

During the past six months, has there been uncertainty over whether you (your family)
would be forced to move into worse living accommodations than you now have?
(a) Yes
(b) No

8

During the past six months, have you (your family) been evicted from your habitation, or
forced to move into worse accommodations than you previously had?
(a) Yes
(b) No

9

During the past six months, have you (your family) lacked money for basic necessities
(e.g., food, housing, clothing, or medical care)?
(a) Yes
(b) No

10

During past six months, have you been unable to go places you strongly want to go
because of political boundaries?
(a) Yes
(b) No
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11

During the past six months, has a primary wage earner (parent or caretaker, etc.) been
unemployed?
(a) Yes
(b) No

12

During the past six months, have you had to take on heavy family responsibilities, such
as being responsible for all the homework, tending to your siblings all day, or caring for
sick or injured people?
(a) Yes
(b) No

13

During the past six months, have you had to take a job to help support your family?
(a) Yes
(b) No

14

During the past six months, have you been short on pocket money, so that you can’t buy
things that many teenagers have (clothes, movie tickets, pizza, etc.)?
(a) Yes
(b) No

15

During the past six months, have your responsibilities at home greatly interfered with
your schoolwork?
(a) Yes
(b) No

16

During the past six months, have your responsibilities at home greatly interfered with
having a normal social life?
(a)Yes
(b)
No

WTSS - For each of these events, I want you to tell me if it happened to you anytime in your
life, and then I want to know whether it happened during a war, while in a refugee camp,
during migration (anytime between the country you were born in and U.S. except for refugee
camp), or after you came to the U.S.
17.

Were you ever physically assaulted (someone hit or kicked you, or hit you with an
object)?
(a) Yes
(b) No

18.

Were you ever seriously injured?
(a) Yes
(b) No
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19.

20.

Did you develop a serious physical disability as a result of your injury?
(a) Yes
(b) No
(c) N/A – Did not happen

Did you ever see someone who had been wounded or severely injured?
(a) Yes
(b) No
21.

Did he/she see it happen to them?
(a) Yes
(b) No
(c) N/A – Did not happen
22.
Did that happen during the war, while in a refugee camp, during migration
or in the
U.S.?
(a) During the war
(b) While in a refugee camp
(c) During migration
(d) In the U.S.
(e) N/A – Did not happen

23.

Did you ever see someone who was extremely upset/distraught (e.g., he/she had just
learned of the death of a family member; were fleeing in terror)?
(a) Yes
(b) No
24.

25.

Did that happen during the war, while in a refugee camp, during migration or in
the U.S.?
(a) During the war
(b) While in a refugee camp
(c) During migration
(d) In the U.S.
(e) N/A – Did not happen

Did you ever see the body of someone who had been killed?
(a) Yes
(b) No
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26.

27.

Did you ever witness armed combat between enemies?
(a) Yes
(b) No
28.

29.

Did that happen during the war, while in a refugee camp, during migration or in
the U.S.?
(a) During the war
(b) While in a refugee camp
(c) During migration
(d) In the U.S.
(e) N/A – Did not happen

Did you ever directly witness the massive destruction of property, such as seeing bridges
or building being burned or shelled?
(a) Yes
(b) No
30.

31.

Did that happen during the war, while in a refugee camp, during migration or in
the U.S.?
(a) During the war
(b) While in a refugee camp
(c) During migration
(d) In the U.S.
(e) N/A – Did not happen

Did that happen during the war, while in a refugee camp, during migration or in
the U.S.?
(a) During the war
(b) While in a refugee camp
(c) During migration
(d) In the U.S.
(e) N/A – Did not happen

Did a bullet, grenade or bomb ever come so close to you that you could have been
seriously hurt or killed?
(a) Yes
(b) No
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32.

33.

Did anyone ever personally threaten to kill or seriously hurt you?
(a) Yes
(b) No
34.

35.

Did that happen during the war, while in a refugee camp, during migration or in
the U.S.?
(a) During the war
(b) While in a refugee camp
(c) During migration
(d) In the U.S.
(e) N/A – Did not happen

Was there ever a time when you strongly believed you would be seriously hurt or killed?
(a) Yes
(b) No
36.

37.

Did that happen during the war, while in a refugee camp, during migration or in
the U.S.?
(a) During the war
(b) While in a refugee camp
(c) During migration
(d) In the U.S.
(e) N/A – Did not happen

Did that happen during the war, while in a refugee camp, during migration or in
the U.S.?
(a) During the war
(b) While in a refugee camp
(c) During migration
(d) In the U.S.
(e) N/A – Did not happen

Was a loved one (family or close personal friend) ever killed?
(a) Yes
(b) No
38.

Did that happen during the war, while in a refugee camp, during migration or in
the U.S.?
(a) During the war
(b) While in a refugee camp
(c) During migration
(d) In the U.S.
(e) N/A – Did not happen
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39.

Was a loved one (family or close personal friend) ever seriously physically injured?
(a) Yes
(b) No
40.

41.

Did a loved one ever develop a serous physical disability due to an injury?
(a) Yes
(b) No
42.

43.

Did that happen during the war, while in a refugee camp, during migration or in
the U.S.?
(a) During the war
(b) While in a refugee camp
(c) During migration
(d) In the U.S.
(e) N/A – Did not happen

Was your family’s home ever seriously damaged?
(a) Yes
(b) No
44.

45.

Did that happen during the war, while in a refugee camp, during migration or in
the U.S.?
(a) During the war
(b) While in a refugee camp
(c) During migration
(d) In the U.S.
(e) N/A – Did not happen

Did that happen during the war, while in a refugee camp, during migration or in
the U.S.?
(a) During the war
(b) While in a refugee camp
(c) During migration
(d) In the U.S.
(e) N/A – Did not happen

Did your family ever lose many valuable possessions (money, furniture, appliances, car,
or farm equipment that were stolen, seized, or that you were forced to abandon)?
(a) Yes
(b) No
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46.

47.

Were you ever forced to leave your home?
(a) Yes
(b) No
48.

49.

Did that happen during the war, while in a refugee camp, during migration or in
the U.S.?
(a) During the war
(b) While in a refugee camp
(c) During migration
(d) In the U.S.
(e) N/A – Did not happen

Did that happen during the war, while in a refugee camp, during migration or in
the U.S.?
(a) During the war
(b) While in a refugee camp
(c) During migration
(d) In the U.S.
(e) N/A – Did not happen

Were you ever forced to leave your village/town?
(a) Yes
(b) No
50.

Did that happen during the war, while in a refugee camp, during migration or in
the U.S.?
(a) During the war
(b) While in a refugee camp
(c) During migration
(d) In the U.S.
(e) N/A – Did not happen

51.

Did you ever live in a collective refugee center (refugee camp)?
(a) Yes
(b) No

52.

Did a loved one (family or close personal friend) ever have any dangerous duties?
(a) Yes
(b) No
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53.

54.

Was a loved one (family or close personal friend) ever missing or unaccounted for and
you greatly feared for his or her safety?
(a) Yes
(b) No
55.

56.

Did that happen during the war, while in a refugee camp, during migration or in
the U.S.?
(a) During the war
(b) While in a refugee camp
(c) During migration
(d) In the U.S.
(e) N/A – Did not happen

Did someone ever personally threaten to seriously hurt or kill a loved one (family or
close personal friend) of yours?
(a) Yes
(b) No
57.

58.

Did that happen during the war, while in a refugee camp, during migration or in
the U.S.?
(a) During the war
(b) While in a refugee camp
(c) During migration
(d) In the U.S.
(e) N/A – Did not happen

Did that happen during the war, while in a refugee camp, during migration or in
the U.S.?
(a) During the war
(b) While in a refugee camp
(c) During migration
(d) In the U.S.
(e) N/A – Did not happen

Were you ever physically separated from a loved one at a time when you greatly feared
for your loved one’s safety (e.g., he/she was outside when a grenade fell nearby)?
(a) Yes
(b) No
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59.

60.

Were you ever separated from whoever you consider your primary caregivers to be
(parents, aunts, uncles) for a month or longer?
(a) Yes
(b) No
61.

62.

Did that happen during the war, while in a refugee camp, during migration or in
the U.S.?
(a) During the war
(b) While in a refugee camp
(c) During migration
(d) In the U.S.
(e) N/A – Did not happen

Were you ever deprived of food or water for so long that you strongly believed you were
going to die?
(a) Yes
(b) No
63.

64.

Did that happen during the war, while in a refugee camp, during migration or in
the U.S.?
(a) During the war
(b) While in a refugee camp
(c) During migration
(d) In the U.S.
(e) N/A – Did not happen

Did that happen during the war, while in a refugee camp, during migration or in
the U.S.?
(a) During the war
(b) While in a refugee camp
(c) During migration
(d) In the U.S.
(e) N/A – Did not happen

Was there ever a time when you had to take on extremely heavy family responsibilities,
such as being responsible for all the housework, working to support the family, tending to
your siblings all day, or caring for sick or injured people?
(a) Yes
(b) No
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65.

Did that happen during the war, while in a refugee camp, during migration or in
the U.S.?
(a) During the war
(b) While in a refugee camp
(c) During migration
(d) In the U.S.
(e) N/A – Did not happen

PLEASE STOP AND NOTIFY YOUR INTERVIEWER THAT YOU HAVE
COMPLETED PART 1 OF THE SURVEY.
Which of all the things that we talked about is the worst for you? _________
For that item, respond to the following 3 questions
66.

How scary was this experience?
A
B
C
Not scary A little scary Scary

D
Very Scary

67.

Did you feel confused or mixed up (or helpless)?
(a) Yes
(b) No

68.

Did you feel sick or disgusted (or horrified)?
(a) Yes
(b) No

E
One of the scariest things that
has ever happened to me

PTSD Checklist - Below is a list of problems people sometimes have. Read each one carefully
and mark the option that best describes HOW MUCH TIME YOU FELT THE KIND OF
FEELING WE ASK IN EACH QUESTION OVER THE PAST MONTH.
A
Not at all
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.

B
A little bit

C
Moderately

D
Quite a bit

E
Extremely

Do you get nightmares or have bad dreams about what happened?
Do you get upset when you think about what happened?
When something reminds you of what happened, do you get tense or upset?
Do you go over and over what happened in your mind?
Do you think about (or see pictures in your head of) what happened even when you don't
want to?
Do you worry that it might happen again?
Do you try not to think about what happened?
Do you try to stay away from things that remind you of what happened?
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77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.

83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.

Do you ever have trouble remembering important parts of what happened?
Do you act out things or repeat things like what happened?
Do you sometimes feel like its happening all over again, even when its not?
Do you ever feel its hard to have any feelings any more, like you feel numb?
Do you ever make yourself very busy and do things so you won't think about what
happened?
Have you ever got physically upset when something reminded you of what happened-like getting sweaty, shaking, your heart pounding, getting short of breath, or stomachaches?
Do you have trouble falling asleep or staying asleep?
Is it hard for you to pay attention--like listening to people, or doing your work--because
you can't concentrate well?
Do you ever feel you need to stay "on guard" –like something could happen and you need
to be ready?
Do you get jumpy or startle easily?
Do you get annoyed (grouchy) or irritable (kinda angry) real easy?
Do you get angry or upset at people for no reason?
Do you ever get so angry at people you hit or hurt someone?
Do you ever think you won't grow up and be what you want to be?
Do you feel its hard to have fun doing things?
Do you ever feel its hard to feel happy?
Do you feel alone even when other people are around?

AMAS-ZABB - The following statements describe things you may either agree with or disagree
with. In the bubble sheet provided, please mark the letter that shows how much you agree or
disagree that a statement is true of you or not true of you.
A
B
C
D
Strongly
Disagree
Agree
Strongly agree
disagree
somewhat
somewhat
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.

I think of myself as being U.S. American.
I feel good about being U.S. American.
Being U.S. American plays an important part of my life.
I feel that I am part of U.S. American culture.
I have a strong sense of being U.S. American.
I am proud of being U.S. American.
I think of myself as being a member of my culture of origin.
I feel good about being a member of my culture of origin.
Being a member of my culture of origin plays an important part in my life.
I feel that I am part of my native culture.
I have a strong sense of being a member of my culture of origin.
I am proud of being a member of my culture of origin.
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Please answer the questions below using the following responses:
A
B
C
D
Not at all
A little
Pretty well
Extremely well
How well do you speak English:
106. at school or work?
107. with American friends?
108. on the phone?
109. with strangers?
110. in general?
How well do you understand English?
111. on television or in movies?
112. in newspapers and magazines?
113. words in songs?
114. in general?
How well do you speak your native language:
115. with family?
116. with friends from the same country as you?
117. on the phone?
118. with strangers?
119. in general?
How well do you understand your native language:
120. on television or in movies?
121. in newspapers and magazines?
122. words in songs?
123. in general?
How well do you know:
124. American national heroes?
125. popular American television shows?
126. popular American newspapers and magazines?
127. popular American actors and actresses?
128. American history?
129. American political leaders?
130. national heroes from your native culture?
131. popular television shows in your native language?
132. popular newspapers and magazines in your native language?
133. popular actors and actresses from your native culture?
134. history of your native culture?
135. political leaders from your native culture?
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EPSI - The following statements describe things you may either agree with or disagree with. In
the bubble sheet provided, please mark the letter that shows how much you agree or disagree that
a statement is true of you or not true of you.
A
Never
True
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.

B
Rarely
True

C
Sometimes
True

D
Often
True

E
Always
True

I change my opinion of myself a lot.
I've got a clear idea of what I want to be.
I feel mixed up.
The important things in life are clear to me.
I've got it together.
I know what kind of person I am.
I can't decide what I want to do with my life.
I have a strong sense of what it means to be male/female.
I like myself and am proud of what I stand for.
I don't really know who I am.
I work to keep up a certain image when I'm with people.
I don't really feel involved.

IDS - To what degree have you recently been upset, distressed, or worried over any of the
following issues in your life? (Please select the appropriate response, using the following scale).
A
None At
All
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.

B
Mildly

C
Moderately

D
Severely

E
Very
Severely

Long-term goals? (e.g., finding a good job, being in a romantic relationship, etc.)
Career choice? (e.g., deciding on a trade or profession, etc.)
Friendships? (e.g., experiencing a loss of friends, change in friends, etc.)
Sexual orientation and behavior? (e.g., feeling confused about sexual preferences,
intensity of sexual needs, etc.)
Religion? (e.g., stopped believing, changed your belief in God/religion, etc.)
Values or beliefs? (e.g., feeling confused about what is right or wrong, etc.)
Group loyalties? (e.g., belonging to a club, school group, gang, etc.)
Please rate your overall level of discomfort (how bad they made you feel) about all the
above issues as a whole.
Please rate how much uncertainty over these issues as a whole has interfered with your
life (for example, stopped you from doing things you wanted to do, or being happy)
How long (if at all) have you felt upset, distressed, or worried over these issues as a
whole? (Use rating scale below)
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A
Never or less
a month

B
1 to 3 months

C
3 to 6 months

D
E
6 to 12 months More than 12
months

BSI 18 - Below is a list of problems people sometimes have. Read each one carefully and mark
the option that best describes HOW MUCH THAT PROBLEM HAS DISTRESSED OR
BOTHERED YOU DURING THE PAST 7 DAYS INCLUDING TODAY.
A
Not at all
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.
174.
175.

B
A little bit

C
Moderately

Faintness or dizziness
Feeling no interest in things
Nervousness or shakiness inside
Pains in heart or chest
Feeling lonely
Feeling tense or keyed up
Nausea or upset stomach
Feeling blue
Suddenly scared for no reason
Trouble getting your breath
Feelings of worthlessness
Spells of terror or panic
Numbness or tingling in parts of your body
Feeling hopeless about the future
Feeling so restless you couldn’t sit still
Feeling weak in parts of your body
Thoughts of ending your life
Feeling fearful

THANK YOU, YOU HAVE COMPLETED OUR SURVEY.
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D
Quite a bit

E
Extremely

APPENDIX G: SURVEY (SPANISH)
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CUESTIONARIO DE ANTECEDENTES
Por favor utilice el formulario de selección múltiple proveído para completar la información.
NOMBRE: Marque el nombre del País en que nació.
SEXO: Seleccione HOMBRE o MUJER
GRADO: Marque el grado más alto que ha completado.
(5)=5o Grado
(6)=6o Grado
(7)=7o Grado
(8)=8o Grado
(9)=9o Grado
(10)=10o Grado
(11)=11o Grado
(12)=12o Grado
MES: Marque el mes en que se mudó a Los Estados Unidos.
DIA: Deje en Blanco
AÑO: Marque el año en que se mudó a Los Estados Unidos.
Numero de Identificación:
A

¿Está matriculado en la escuela?
(0) No
(1) Si, Preparatoria
(2) Si, Bachillerato
(3) Si, Clases de GED
(4) Si, Universidad

BC

Marque su EDAD en las columnas indicadas “B” & “C”.

D
En la tercera columna indicada “D”, marque el identificador étnico / racial que mejor lo
describa:
(0)= Blanco, no Hispano/a
(1)= Negro, no Hispano/a
(2)= Hispano/a
(3)= Asiático o de las Islas Pacificas
(4)= Nativo Americano o Nativo de Alaska
(5)= Étnico Mixto
(6)= Otro
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E
En la cuarta columna indicada “E”, por favor seleccione la opción que mejor describa
quien es su principal cuidador (es).
(0)= Mi Mama y Papa
(1)= Mi Mama
(2)= Mi Papa
(3)= Mi Mama y su Novio/pareja/ mi padrastro
(4)= Mi Papa y su novia/pareja/ mi madrastra
(5)= Mi madre y mi padre (divorciado / separado) comparten custodia desde hogares
separados.
(6)= Otro representante legal (por ejemplo, Abuelos (s), tía / tío, hermano)
(7)= Ninguno. Yo soy un refugiado no acompañado o soy mayor de edad y vivo por mi
cuenta
(8)= Otro
FG
Marque la edad que tenía cuando se mudó a los Estados Unidos bajo las columnas
indicadas “F” & “G”. Profavor utilice un número de dos dígitos. Por ejemplo, si usted tenía 9
años cuando se mudó a los Estados Unidos marque "09" en la hoja
H

¿En cuántos países en total ha vivido durante toda su vida?
(2) 2 países
(3) 3 países
(4) 4 países
(5) 5 países
(6) 6 países
(7) 7 países
(8) 8 países
(9) 9 países

I

Marque el número de personas que viven en su hogar, en la columna “I”.

J

DEJE EN BLANCO

POR FAVOR DÉ VUELTA AL FORMULARIO DE SELECCIÓN MULTIPLE PARA
CONTESTAR LAS SIGUIENTES PREGUNTAS.
17

Por favor, seleccione la opción que mejor describa su casa.
(a) Apartamento/Condominio
(b) Casa Móvil
(c) Casa Unifamiliar (una familia)
(d) Casa compartida con varias familias (multifamiliar)
(e) Otro
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18

¿Está tomando clases de ESOL en la escuela?
(c)Si
(d)
No

19

¿Durante los últimos seis meses, ha vivido como persona desplazada?
(c) Si
(d) No

20

Durante los últimos seis meses, ¿uno o ambos de sus padres / cuidadores (que vive con
usted) han trabajado horas largas que ocasiona que no se vean tanto?
(c) Si
(d) No

21

Durante los últimos seis meses, ¿ha sido separado de su madre / padre / cuidador durante
un mes o más debido a que él / ella tiene que trabajar en otra región o país para apoyar a
la familia?
(c) Si
(d) No

22

Durante los últimos seis meses, ¿su alojamiento ha sido muy insuficiente (superpoblado,
antihigiénico, etc.) o no apto para que personas vivan ahí?
(c) Si
(d) No

23

Durante los últimos seis meses, ¿ha sentido incertidumbre sobre si usted (su familia) se
vería obligado a mudarse a una vivienda peor que la que ahora tiene?
(c) Si
(d) No

24

Durante los últimos seis meses, ¿usted (su familia) ha sido desalojado de su vivienda, o
forzado a pasar a peores acomodaciones de lo que previamente tenía?
(c) Si
(d) No

25

Durante los últimos seis meses, ¿usted (su familia) ha (han) carecido de dinero para las
necesidades básicas (por ejemplo, alimentos, vivienda, ropa o atención médica)?
(c) Si
(d) No

26

Durante los últimos seis meses, ¿ha sido incapaz de ir a lugares que realmente desea ir
debido a las fronteras políticas?
(c) Si
(d) No
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27

Durante los últimos seis meses, ¿un asalariado principal (padre o cuidador, etc.) ha estado
desempleado?
(c) Si
(d) No

28

Durante los últimos seis meses, ¿ha tenido que asumir responsabilidades familiares
difíciles, como el ser responsable de todas las tareas, cuidando a sus hermanos todo el
día, o el cuidado de enfermos o heridos?
(c) Si
(d) No

29

Durante los últimos seis meses, ¿ha tenido que tomar un trabajo para ayudar a mantener a
su familia?
(c) Si
(d) No

30

Durante los últimos seis meses, ¿ha sido escaso en dinero de bolsillo, de modo que usted
no puede comprar cosas que muchos adolescentes tienen (ropa, entradas de cine, pizza,
etc.)?
(c) Si
(d) No

31

Durante los últimos seis meses, ¿las responsabilidades en el hogar han interferido con su
trabajo escolar?
(c) Si
(d) No

16.
Durante los últimos seis meses, ¿las responsabilidades en el hogar han interferido con
tener una a vida social normal?
(c)Si
(d)
No
WTSS - Para cada uno de estos eventos, quiero que me diga si le pasó a usted en cualquier
momento de su vida. También quiero saber si sucedió durante la guerra, mientras que estaba
en un campo de refugiados, durante la migración (en cualquier momento entre el país que
nació y en EE.UU., excepto en el campamento de refugiados), o después de que llegó a los
EE.UU.
66.

¿Alguna vez fue agredido físicamente (alguien lo golpeó, pateo, o lo golpeó con un
objeto?
(c) Si
(d) No
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67.

¿Alguna vez fue gravemente herido?
(c) Si
(d) No
68.

69.

¿Ha desarrollado una grave discapacidad física como consecuencia de su lesión?
(d) Si
(e) No
(f) N/A – No Paso Nada

¿Alguna vez vio a alguien que fue gravemente herido?
(c) Si
(d) No
70.

¿Él/ella miraron que les sucedió?
(d) Si
(e) No
(f) N/A – No Paso Nada
71.
¿Le paso durante la guerra, mientras que en el campo de refugiados,
durante la
migración o en los EE.UU.?
(f) Durante la guerra
(g) En un campo de refugiados
(h) Durante la migración
(i) En los EE.UU.
(j) N/A – No Paso Nada

72.

¿Alguna vez ha visto a alguien que estaba muy molesto / angustiado (por ejemplo, él /
ella acababa de enterarse de la muerte de un familiar o huían aterrorizados)?
(c) Si
(d) No
73.

74.

¿Le paso durante la guerra, mientras estaba en un campo de refugiados, durante la
migración, o en los EE.UU?
(f) Durante la guerra
(g) En un campo de refugiados
(h) Durante la migración
(i) En los EE.UU.
(j) N/A – No Paso Nada

¿Ha visto el cuerpo de una persona que fue asesinado?
(c) Si
(d) No
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75.

76.

¿Alguna vez fue testigo de un combate armado entre enemigos?
(c) Si
(d) No
77.

78.

Le paso durante la guerra, cuando en un campo de refugiados, durante la
migración, o en los EE.UU?
(a) Durante la guerra
(b) En un campo de refugiados
(c) Durante la migración
(d) En los EE.UU
(e) N/A- No Paso Nada

Alguna vez fue testigo directo de la destrucción masiva de alguna propiedad, tales como
puentes o edificios que se quemaron o se destruyeron.
(c) Si
(d) No
79.

80.

Le paso durante la guerra, cuando en un campo de refugiados, durante la
migración, o en los EE.UU?
(f) Durante la guerra
(g) En un campo de refugiados
(h) Durante la migración
(i) En los EE.UU
(j) N/A – No Paso Nada

Le paso durante la guerra, cuando en un campo de refugiados, durante la
migración, o en los EE.UU?
(f) Durante la guerra
(g) En un campo de refugiados
(h) Durante la migración
(i) En los EE.UU
(j) N/A – No Paso Nada

¿Alguna vez ha pasado cerca de usted una bala, granada, o una bomba que podría haberlo
herido gravemente o hasta matado?
(c) Si
(d) No
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81.

82.

¿Alguien ha amenazado personalmente con matarlo o herirlo gravemente?
(c) Si
(d) No
83.

84.

Le paso durante la guerra, cuando en un campo de refugiados, durante la
migración, o en los EE.UU?
(f) Durante la guerra
(g) En un campo de refugiados
(h) Durante la migración
(i) En los EE.UU.
(j) N/A – No Paso Nada

¿Hubo alguna vez en la que realmente creía que lo herirían gravemente o que lo
matarían?
(c) Si
(d) No
85.

86.

Le paso durante la guerra, cuando en un campo de refugiados, durante la
migración, o en los EE.UU?
(f) Durante la guerra
(g) En un campo de refugiados
(h) Durante la migración
(i) En los EE.UU
(j) N/A – No Paso Nada

Le paso durante la guerra, cuando en un campo de refugiados, durante la
migración, o en los EE.UU?
(f) Durante la guerra
(g) En un campo de refugiados
(h) Durante la migración
(i) En los EE.UU?
(j) N/A – No Paso Nada

¿Alguna vez han matado a un ser querido (familiar o amigo cercano) suyo?
(c) Si
(d) No
87.

Le paso durante la guerra, cuando en un campo de refugiados, durante la
migración, o en los EE.UU?
(f) Durante la guerra
(g) En un campo de refugiados
(h) Durante la migración
(i) En los EE.UU
(j) N/A – No pasó nada
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88.

¿Alguna vez ha sido gravemente herido físicamente un ser querido (familiar o amigo
cercano)?
(c) Si
(d) No
89.

90.

¿Algún ser querido de usted desarrollo una discapacidad física grave debido a una lesión?
(c) Si
(d) No
91.

92.

Le paso durante una guerra, cuando en un campo de refugiados, durante la
migración, o en los EE.UU
(f) Durante la guerra
(g) En un campo de refugiados
(h) Durante la migración
(i) En los EE.UU
(j) N/A – No pasó nada

¿Alguna vez fue seriamente dañada la casa de su familia?
(c) Si
(d) No
93.

94.

Le paso durante la guerra, cuando en un campo de refugiados, durante la
migración, o en los EE.UU?
(f) Durante la guerra
(g) En un campo de refugiados
(h) Durante la migración
(i) En los EE.UU
(j) N/A – No pasó nada

Le paso durante una guerra, cuando en un campo de refugiados, durante la
migración, o en los EE.UU?
(f) Durante la guerra
(g) En un campo de refugiados
(h) Durante la migración
(i) En los EE.UU
(j) N/A – No pasó nada

¿Su familia ha perdido posesiones de valor (dinero, muebles, electrodomésticos,
automóviles o maquinaria agrícola porque fueron robados, incautados o porque se vieron
obligados a abandonarlos)?
(c) Si
(d) No
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95.

96.

¿Alguna vez fue forzado a abandonar su casa?
(c) Si
(d) No
97.

98.

Le paso durante una guerra, cuando en un campo de refugiados, durante la
migración, o en los EE.UU?
(f) Durante la guerra
(g) En un campo de refugiados
(h) Durante la migración
(i) En los EE.UU
(j) N/A – No pasó nada

Le paso durante una guerra, cuando en un campo de refugiados, durante la
migración, o en los EE.UU?
(f) Durante la guerra
(g) En un campo de refugiados
(h) Durante la migración
(i) En los EE.UU
(j) N/A – No pasó nada

¿Alguna vez se vio obligado a abandonar su pueblo / ciudad?
(c) Si
(d) No
99.

Le paso durante una guerra, cuando en un campo de refugiados, durante la
migración, o en los EE.UU?
(f) Durante la guerra
(g) En un campo de refugiados
(h) Durante la migración
(i) En los EE.UU
(j) N/A – No pasó nada

100.

¿Alguna vez vivió en un centro colectivo de refugiados (campo de refugiados)?
(c) Si
(d) No

101.

¿Un ser querido (familiar o amigo personal) tuvo un trabajo peligroso?
(c) Si
(d) No
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102.

103.

¿Alguna vez desapareció o no fue encontrado un ser querido (familiar o amigo personal)
y usted temió por su seguridad?
(c) Si
(d) No
104.

105.

Le paso durante una guerra, cuando en un campo de refugiados, durante la
migración, o en los EE.UU?
(f) Durante la guerra
(g) En un campo de refugiados
(h) Durante la migración
(i) En los EE.UU
(j) N/A – No pasó nada

¿Alguna vez alguien personalmente amenazo con lastimar seriamente o matar a un ser
querido (familiar o amigo cercano) suyo?
(c) Si
(d) No
106.

107.

Le paso durante una guerra, cuando en un campo de refugiados, durante la
migración, o en los EE.UU?
(f) Durante la guerra
(g) En campo de refugiados
(h) Durante la migración
(i) En los EE.UU.
(j) N/A – No pasó nada

Le paso durante una guerra, cuando en un campo de refugios, durante la
migración, o en los EE.UU?
(f) Durante la guerra
(g) En un campo de refugiados
(h) Durante la migración
(i) En los EE.UU
(j) N/A – No pasó nada

¿Alguna vez fue separado físicamente de un ser querido en un momento en que usted
temía por la seguridad de su ser querido (por ejemplo, él / ella estaba afuera cuando una
granada cayó cerca)?
(c) Si
(d) No
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108.

109.

¿Alguna vez fue separado de los que se consideran sus cuidadores principales (padres,
tías, tíos) por un mes o más?
(c) Si
(d) No
110.

111.

Le paso durante una guerra, cuando en un campo de refugiados, durante la
migración, o en los EE.UU?
(f) Durante la guerra
(g) En un campo de refugiados
(h) Durante la migración
(i) En los EE.UU?
(j) N/A – No pasó nada

¿Alguna vez fue privado de alimentos o agua por tanto tiempo que usted pensaba que iba
a morir?
(c) Si
(d) No
112.

113.

Le paso durante una guerra, cuando en un campo de refugiados, durante la
migración, o en los EE.UU?
(f) Durante la guerra
(g) En un campo de refugiados
(h) Durante la migración
(i) En los EE.UU
(j) N/A – No pasó nada

Le paso durante una guerra, cuando en un campo de refugiados, durante la
migración, o en los EE.UU?
(f) Durante la guerra
(g) En un campo de refugiados
(h) Durante la migración
(i) En los EE.UU
(j) N/A – No pasó nada

¿Hubo alguna vez un momento en que tuvo que asumir responsabilidades familiares muy
fuertes, como el ser responsable de todas las tareas domésticas, trabajar para mantener a
la familia, cuidar a sus hermanos todo el día, o el cuidado de enfermos o heridos?
(c) Si
(d) No
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114.

Le paso durante una guerra, cuando en un campo de refugiados, durante la
migración, o en los EE.UU?
(f) Durante la guerra
(g) En un campo de refugiados
(h) Durante la migración
(i) En los EE.UU
(j) N/A – No pasó nada

POR FAVOR, NOTIFIQUE A SU ENTREVISTADOR QUE HA COMPLETADO
PARTE 1 DE LA ENCUESTA.
¿Cuál de todas las cosas de las que hemos hablado ha sido la peor para usted?_________
Para ese artículo, conteste las tres siguientes preguntas
69. ¿Qué tan espantosa fue esta experiencia?
A
B
No fue
Un poco
espantosa espantosa

C
Espantosa

D
Muy espantosa

E
Una de las cosas
más espantosas
que me han
pasado

70. ¿Se sintió confundido o desorientado?
(c) Si
(d) No
71. ¿Se sintió enfermo o disgustado (horrorizado)?
(c) Si
(d) No
Lista de Comprobación: Trastorno de Estrés Postraumático – Debajo se encuentra una lista
de problemas que, a veces, tienen las personas. Lea cada una de ellas cuidadosamente y
seleccione la opción que describe mejor CUAN A MENUDO SENTIO EL TIPO DE
SENTIMIENTO MENCIONADO EN CADA PREGUNTA DURANTE ESTE ULTIMO
MES.
A
Para nada

94.
95.
96.
97.

B
Un poco

C
D
Moderadamen Bastante
te

E
Extremadame
nte

¿Ha tenido pesadillas o sueños aterradores acerca de lo sucedido?
¿Se molesta cuando piensa sobre lo que sucedió?
¿Cuándo algo le recuerda sobre lo que paso, usted se pone tenso(a) o molesto(a)?
¿Usted recuerda constantemente una y otra vez lo que sucedió?
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98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.

108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.

¿Piensa en (o ve imágenes en su cabeza de) lo que sucedió aunque usted no quiera?
¿Le preocupa que pueda suceder otra vez?
¿Trata de no pensar en lo que sucedió?
¿Trata de alejarse de cosas que le recuerdan a lo sucedido?
¿Algunas veces tiene problemas en recordar partes importantes de lo que paso?
¿Actúa o repite actos de lo que sucedió?
¿A veces siente como si estuviera pasando otra vez, aun cuando no lo está?
¿Alguna vez se siente como si fuera difícil tener alguna emoción o sentimiento, como si
estuviera adormecido (a)?
¿Tiende a ocuparse y hace cosas para no tener que pensar en lo sucedido?
¿Alguna vez se ha molestado físicamente cuando algo le recordó sobre lo que paso,
como: mucho sudor, temblor en el cuerpo, palpitaciones, falta de respiración, o dolores
estomacales?
¿Tiene problemas para dormir o quedarse dormido?
¿Le es difícil prestar atención, como escuchar a la gente, hacer su trabajo, por no poder
concentrarse bien?
¿Alguna vez siente que necesita estar “en guardia”, como que algo podría pasar o siente
que necesita estar listo?
¿Se sobresalta fácilmente?
¿Se molesta o se irrita (algo enfadado) muy fácilmente?
¿Se enfada o se molesta con la gente sin razón alguna?
¿Se ha sentido tan enfadado(a) con personas que llega a golpearlas o lastimarlas?
¿Algunas veces piensa que no llegara a ser la persona que quiere ser?
¿A veces siente que es difícil divertirse?
¿Algunas veces siente que es difícil sentirse feliz?
¿Se siente solo(a) aun cuando hay gente alrededor?

AMAS-ZABB – Las próximas declaraciones describen cosas con las cuales puede estar de
acuerdo o en desacuerdo. En la página suministrada, por favor marque con un círculo la letra que
refleja cuan verdadero (de acuerdo) o falso (en desacuerdo) cada declaración es acerca de usted.
A
Muy en
desacuerdo
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.

B
Algo en
desacuerdo

C
Algo de acuerdo

D
Muy de acuerdo

Pienso de mí mismo(a) como un Estadounidense.
Me siento bien acerca de ser un Estadounidense.
Ser estadounidense juega un papel importante en mi vida.
Siento que soy parte de la cultura Americana Estadounidense.
Tengo un gran sentido de ser estadounidense.
Me siento orgulloso(a) de ser Estadounidense Americano.
Pienso en mí mismo(a) como un miembro de mi cultura de origen.
Me siento bien acerca de ser un miembro de mi cultura de origen.
Ser un miembro de mi cultura de origen juega un papel importante en mi vida.
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145.
146.
147.

Siento que soy parte de mi cultura nativa.
Tengo un gran sentido de ser un miembro(a) de mi cultura de origen.
Estoy orgulloso(a) de ser un miembro(a) de mi cultura de origen.

Por favor conteste las preguntas localizadas debajo usando las siguientes respuestas:
A
Para nada

B
Un poco

C
Bastante bien

Cuán bien habla el inglés:
148. ¿En el colegio o trabajo?
149. ¿Con amigos americanos?
150. ¿Por teléfono?
151. ¿Con extraños?
152. ¿En general?
Cuán bien entiende el inglés:
153. ¿En televisión o en películas?
154. ¿En periódicos o revistas?
155. ¿En letras de canciones?
156. ¿En general?
Cuán bien habla su idioma nativo:
157. ¿ Con la familia?
158. ¿Con amigos de su mismo país?
159. ¿En el teléfono?
160. ¿Con extraños?
161. ¿En general?
Cuán bien entiende su idioma nativo:
162. ¿En televisión o películas?
163. ¿En periódicos o revistas?
164. ¿En letras de canciones?
165. ¿En general?
Cuán bien conoce acerca:
166. ¿De héroes nacionales americanos?
167. ¿De programas americanos populares en televisión?
168. ¿De periódicos o revistas americanas populares?
169. ¿De actores o actrices americanos populares?
170. ¿De historia americana?
171. ¿De líderes políticos americanos?
172. ¿De héroes nacionales de su cultura nativa?
173. ¿De programas populares de televisión en su idioma nativo?
174. ¿De periódicos o revistas en su idioma nativo?
175. ¿De actores o actrices populares de su cultura nativa?
176. ¿De historia de su cultura nativa?
177. ¿De líderes políticos de su cultura nativa?
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D
Extremadamente
bien

EPSI - Las siguientes declaraciones describen sentimientos con los que usted puede estar de
acuerdo o puede discrepar. Llene su hoja de respuestas.
A
Nunca
verdad

B
Raramente
verdad

C
Aveces verdad

D
Frequentemente
verdad

E
Siempre verdad

136. Yo cambio mucho de parecer sobre mi.
137. Sé precisamente lo que quiero llegar a ser.
138. Me siento confundido/a.
139. Reconozco las cosas importantes de la vida.
140. Siento que tengo control sobre mi mismo.
141. Yo sé que clase de persona soy.
142. No puedo decidir lo que quiero hacer con mi vida.
143. Poseo un buen sentido de lo que representa ser hombre o mujer.
144. Me gusta como soy y me siento orgulloso/a de mis principios.
145. Realmente no sé quien soy.
146. Cuando estoy con otras personas me esfuerzo por mantener cierta apariencia.
147. Realmente no me siento como parte de un grupo.
IDS - A que grado recientemente ha estado trastornado o preocupado de los siguiente
situaciones?
A
Nunca

B
Un poco

C
Moderado

D
Severo

E
Muy Severo

148. Metas de largo plazo? (e.g. encontrando un buen trabajo, estando en una relacion romantica,
etc.)
149. Carrera? (e.g. decidiendo escojer un profession o negocio, etc.)
150. Amistades? (e.g. experiencas perdiendo un amigo, cambios de amigos, etc.)
151. Conducta y orientacion sexual? (e.g. sentiendo confusion con preferencias sexual o intensida de
necesidades sexual, etc.)
152. Religion? (e.g. dejo de creer, cambio su creencia en Dios/religion, etc.)
153. Valores o creencias? (e.g. sentiendo confuso sobre que es correcto o incorrecto, etc.)
154. Lealtad de grupo? (e.g. perteneciendo a un club, grupo de escuela, pandilla, etc.)
155. Por favor clasifique su nivel de incomodidad (cual mal te han echo sentir) sobre estas
situaciones a nivel general.
156. Por favor clasifique a que nivel su estado de inconformidad general, ha interferido con su
vida (por ej: si impidio que ud. hiziera cosas que deseaba hacer, o le afecto en su felicidad).
157. Por cuanto tiempo has sentido trastornado o preocupado, sobre estas situaciones a nivel general?
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A
Nunca o menos
de un mes

B
1-3 Meses

C
3-6 Meses

D
6-12 Meses

E
Mas de 12

BSI-18 - A continuación encontrará una lista de problemas y quejas que la gente
presenta en ocasiones. Marca en la HOJA DE RESPUESTAS AZUL la letra que
mejor describa lo que te ocurre, teniendo en cuenta la escala que se presenta.
Responde indicando cuánto te ha afectado cada problema o queja durante las
últimas semanas, incluyendo el día de hoy. Escoge solamente una respuesta por
cada frase.
A
Para Nada

B
Un Poco

C
Moderadamente

D
Bastante

158. Debilidad o mareos.
159. Sentir desinterés frente a las cosas.
160. Nerviosismo o temblores internos.
161. Dolores en el corazón o en el pecho.
162. Sentirse solo (a).
163. Sentirse tenso(a).
164. Nauseas o molestias estomacales.
165. Sentirse triste.
166. Asustarse repentinamente sin razón.
167. Dificultad para respirar.
168. Sentimientos de que no vales nada.
169. Ataques de terror o pánico.
170. Sentir partes de tu cuerpo entumecidas o dormidas.
171. Sentirse sin esperanzas frente al futuro.
172. Sentimientos de intranquilidad que te impiden estar quieto(a).
173. Sentir debilidad en partes del cuerpo.
174. Pensamientos de terminar con tu vida.
175. Sentimientos de miedo.
GRACIAS, HA TERMINADO NUESTRA ENCUESTA.
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E
Extremadamente

APPENDIX H: SURVEY (ARABIC)
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إﺳﺘﺒﯿﺎن اﻟﺨﻠﻔﯿﺔ
ﻣﻦ ﻓﻀﻠﻚ إﺳﺘﺨﺪم اﻹﺳﺘﻤﺎرة اﻟﻔﻘﺎﻋﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﺮاﻓﻘﺔ ﻟﺘﻤﻸ ﻣﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت اﻟﺨﻠﻔﯿﺔ ﻛﺎﻵﺗﻲ.
اﻹﺳﻢ :ﻣﻦ ﻓﻀﻠﻚ ﻋﻠﱢﻢ ﻋﻠﻲ اﻟﺒﻠﺪ اﻟﺘﻲ وﻟﺪت ﺑﮭﺎ
اﻟﺠﻨﺲ :ذﻛﺮ أو أﻧﺜﺔ
اﻟﻤﺆھﻞ اﻟﺪراﺳﻲ :ﺿﻊ ﻋﻼﻣﺔ ﻋﻠﻲ أﻋﻠﻲ ﻣﺆھﻞ دراﺳﻲ ﺣﺎﺻﻞ ﻋﻠﯿﮫ
) (5اﻟﺼﻒ اﻟﺨﺎﻣﺲ
) (6اﻟﺼﻒ اﻟﺴﺎدس
) (7اﻟﺼﻒ اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻊ
) (8اﻟﺼﻒ اﻟﺜﺎﻣﻦ
) (9اﻟﺼﻒ اﻟﺘﺎﺳﻊ
) (10اﻟﺼﻒ اﻟﻌﺎﺷﺮ
) (11اﻟﺼﻒ اﻟﺤﺎدي ﻋﺸﺮ
) (12اﻟﺼﻒ اﻟﺜﺎﻧﻲ ﻋﺸﺮ
اﻟﺸﮭﺮ :ﺿﻊ ﻋﻼﻣﺔ ﻋﻠﻲ اﻟﺸﮭﺮ اﻟﺬي اﻧﺘﻘﻠﺖ ﺑﮫ ﻟﻠﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة.
اﻟﯿﻮم :اﺗﺮﻛﮫ ﺧﺎﻟﯿﺎ ً
اﻟﺴﻨﺔ :ﺿﻊ ﻋﻼﻣﺔ ﻋﻠﻲ اﻟﺴﻨﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ اﻧﺘﻘﻠﺖ ﻓﯿﮭﺎ ﻟﻠﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة.
رﻗﻢ اﻟﮭﻮﯾﺔ:
A

ھﻞ أﻧﺖ ﻣﺴﺠﻞ ﺑﻤﺪرﺳﺔ ﺣﺎﻟﯿﺎً؟
) (0ﻻ
) (1ﻧﻌﻢ اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ اﻹﻋﺪادﯾﺔ
) (2ﻧﻌﻢ اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ اﻟﺜﺎﻧﻮﯾﺔ
) (3ﻧﻌﻢ دﺑﻠﻮﻣﺔ ﻣﻌﺎدﻟﺔ
) (4ﻧﻌﻢ ﻛﻠﯿﺔ أو ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ
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BC

ﺿﻊ ﻋﻼﻣﺔ ﻋﻠﻲ اﻟﺴﻦ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻌﻤﻮد ” “Bو ”“C

D

ﻓﻲ اﻟﻌﻤﻮد اﻟﺜﺎﻟﺚ " "Cﺿﻊ ﻋﻼﻣﺔ ﻋﻠﻲ اﻟﻌﺮق اﻟﺬي ﯾﻤﺜﻠﻚ
) (0اﺑﯿﺾ ﻏﯿﺮ اﺳﺒﺎﻧﻲ
) (1اﺳﻮد ﻏﯿﺮ اﺳﺒﺎﻧﻲ
) (2اﺳﺒﺎﻧﻲ
) (3اﺳﯿﻮي أو ﻣﻦ ﺟﺰر اﻟﻤﺤﯿﻂ اﻟﮭﺎدي
) (4ﻣﻦ ﺳﻜﺎن أﻣﺮﯾﻜﺎ أو اﻟﺴﻜﺎن اﻷﺻﻠﯿﯿﻦ
) (5ﻋﺮق ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻂ
) (6آﺧﺮ

E

ﻓﻲ اﻟﻌﻤﻮد اﻟﺮاﺑﻊ " "Dإﺧﺘﺎر أﻓﻀﻞ ﺧﯿﺎر ﯾﺼﻒ اﻟﺸﺨﺺ أو اﻷﺷﺨﺎص اﻟﺬﯾﻦ ﯾﻘﺪﻣﻮن ﻟﻚ اﻟﺮﻋﺎﯾﺔ اﻷوﻟﯿﺔ:
) (0أﻣﻲ و أﺑﻲ
) (1أﻣﻲ
) (2أﺑﻲ
) (3أﻣﻲ و ﺻﺪﯾﻘﮭﺎ  ,رﻓﯿﻘﮭﺎ  ,ﺧﻄﯿﺒﮭﺎ  ,زوﺟﮭﺎ
) (4أﺑﻲ و ﺻﺪﯾﻘﺘﮫ  ,رﻓﯿﻘﺘﮫ  ,ﺧﻄﯿﺒﺘﮫ  ,زوﺟﺘﮫ
) (5أﻣﻲ و أﺑﻲ )ﻣﻄﻠﻘﯿﻦ /ﻣﻨﻔﺼﻠﯿﻦ( ﻣﺘﻜﻔﻠﯿﻦ ﺑﺎﻷﺑﻮة و اﻷﻣﻮﻣﺔ ﻣﻦ ﺑﯿﻮت ﻣﻨﻔﺼﻠﺔ
) (6وﺻﯿﻖ ﻗﺎﻧﻮﻧﻲ آﺧﺮ )ﺟﺪ أو اﺟﺪاد  ,ﻋﻤﺔ أو ﻋﻢ  ,أﻗﺎرب(
) (7ﻻ أﺣﺪ .أﻧﺎ ﻻﺟﺊ ﻗﺎﺻﺮ ﻏﯿﺮ ﻣﺮاﻓﻖ ـ أو ﻋﻤﺮي  ۱۸و أﻋﯿﺶ ﺑﻤﻔﺮدي
) (8آﺧﺮ

 FGﻓﻲ اﻷﻋﻤﺪة " "Fو" "Gﻋﻠﱢﻢ ﻛﻢ ﻛﺎن ﻋﻤﺮك ﺣﯿﻦ إﻧﺘﻘﻠﺖ ﻟﻠﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة ـ ﻣﻦ ﻓﻀﻠﻚ اﺧﺘﺮ رﻗﻤﯿﻦ.
ﻣﺜﻼً إذا ﻛﺎن ﻋﻤﺮك  ۹ﺳﻨﯿﻦ ﺣﯿﻦ اﻧﺘﻘﻠﺖ ﻟﻠﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة ﺿﻊ " ".۹ﻓﻲ ورﻗﺔ اﻹﺟﺎﺑﺔ
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H

ﻛﻢ ﻋﺪد اﻟﺪول اﻟﺘﻲ ﻋﺸﺖ ﺑﮭﺎ ﺧﻼل ﺣﯿﺎﺗﻚ؟
) ۲ (2دوﻟﺔ
) ۳ (3دول
) ٤ (4دول
) ٥ (5دول
) ٦ (6دول
) ۷ (7دول
) ۸ (8دول
) ۹ (9دول

I

ﻋﻠﻢ ﻋﺪد اﻷﻓﺮاد اﻟﺬﯾﻦ ﯾﻌﯿﺸﻮن ﺑﺎﻟﻤﻨﺰل ﻣﻦ اﻟﻌﻤﻮد ""J

J

ﺗﺘﺮك ﺧﺎﻟﯿﺔ

ﻣﻦ ﻓﻀﻠﻚ اﻗﻠﺐ اﻹﺳﺘﻤﺎرة اﻟﻔﻘﺎﻋﯿﺔ ﻟﺘﺠﯿﺐ ﻋﻦ اﻷﺳﺌﻠﺔ اﻵﺗﯿﺔ
 .1ﻣﻦ ﻓﻀﻠﻚ اﺧﺘﺮ اﻓﻀﻞ اﺧﺘﯿﺎر ﯾﺼﻒ ﻣﻨﺰﻟﻚ؟
) (aﺷﻘﺔ
) (bﺑﯿﺖ ﻣﺘﺤﺮك
) (cﺑﯿﺖ أُﺳﺮة واﺣﺪ
) (dﺑﯿﺖ ﻣﺘﻌﺪد اﻷﺳﺮ
) (eآﺧﺮ
.2

ھﻞ اﻧﺖ ﺣﺎﻟﯿﺎ ً ﻣﻠﺘﺤﻖ ﺑﻔﺼﻮل اﻧﺠﻠﯿﺰي ﻟﻠﻤﺘﺤﺪﺛﯿﻦ ﺑﻠﻐﺎت اﺧﺮي ) (ESOLﺑﺎﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
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 .3ﺧﻼل اﻟﺴﺘﺔ ﺷﮭﻮر اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻘﺔ ھﻞ ﻋﺸﺖ ﻛﻤﺸﺮد؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
 .4ﺧﻼل اﻟﺴﺘﺔ ﺷﮭﻮر اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻘﺔ ﻛﺎن اﺣﺪ واﻟﺪﯾﻚ أو ﻛﻼھﻤﺎ أو اﻷوﺻﯿﺎء اﻟﺬﯾﻦ ﺗﻌﯿﺶ ﻣﻌﮭﻢ ﯾﻌﻤﻞ ﺳﺎﻋﺎت
ﻛﺜﯿﺮة و ﻟﻢ ﺗﺘﺎح ﻟﻚ اﻟﻔﺮﺻﺔ ﻟﺘﺮاھﻢ ﻛﺜﯿﺮاً ؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
 .5ﺧﻼل اﻟﺴﺘﺔ اﺷﮭﺮ اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻘﺔ ھﻞ اﻧﻔﺼﻠﺖ ﻋﻦ أﻣﻚ أو أﺑﯿﻚ أو ﻣﻦ ﯾﻨﻮب ﻋﻨﮭﻢ ﻓﻲ اﻷھﺘﻤﺎم ﺑﻚ ﻟﻤﺪة ﺷﮭﺮ
أو اﻛﺜﺮ ﺑﺴﺒﺐ ﻋﻤﻠﮫ أو ﻋﻤﻠﮭﺎ ﻓﻲ ﻣﻨﻄﻘﺔ أو ﺑﻠﺪ آﺧﺮ ﻟﺪﻋﻢ اﻷﺳﺮة؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
 .6ﺧﻼل اﻟﺴﺘﺔ اﺷﮭﺮ اﻟﻤﺎﺿﯿﺔ ھﻞ ﻛﺎن ﻣﻜﺎن اﻟﻤﻌﯿﺸﺔ ﻏﯿﺮ ﻣﻼﺋﻢ ﺟﺪاً )ﺷﺪﯾﺪ اﻟﺰﺣﺎم  ,ﻏﯿﺮ ﺻﺤﻲ  ,اﻟﺦ(
أو ﻏﯿﺮ ﻣﺆھﻞ ﻟﻺﻗﺎﻣﺔ؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
 .7ﺧﻼل اﻟﺴﺘﺔ اﺷﮭﺮ اﻟﻤﺎﺿﯿﺔ ھﻞ ﻛﺎن ﻟﺪﯾﻚ ﺷﻚ ﺑﺄﻧﻚ )أو أﺳﺮﺗﻚ( ﺳﻮف ﺗُﺠﺒﺮ ﻋﻠﻲ اﻷﻧﺘﻘﺎل إﻟﻲ ﻣﻜﺎن
ﻣﻌﯿﺸﺔ اﺳﻮأ ﻣﻤﻦ ﻟﺪﯾﻚ اﻵن؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
 .8ﺧﻼل اﻟﺴﺘﺔ اﺷﮭﺮ اﻟﻤﺎﺿﯿﺔ ھﻞ طُﺮدت أﻧﺖ أو اﺳﺮﺗﻚ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺴﻜﻦ أو اﺟﺒﺮت ﻋﻠﻲ اﻹﻧﺘﻘﺎل إﻟﻲ ﻣﻜﺎن
ﻣﻌﯿﺸﺔ اﺳﻮأ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻖ؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
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 .9ﺧﻼل اﻟﺴﺘﺔ اﺷﮭﺮ اﻟﻤﺎﺿﯿﺔ ھﻞ ﻛﺎن ﯾﻨﻘﺼﻚ أﻧﺖ )أو أﺳﺮﺗﻚ( اﻟﻤﺎل اﻟﻜﺎﻓﻲ ﻟﻺﺣﺘﯿﺎﺟﺎت اﻟﻀﺮورﯾﺔ
)ﻣﺜﻼً اﻟﻄﻌﺎم  ,اﻟﺴﻜﻦ  ,اﻟﻤﻠﺒﺲ أو اﻟﺮﻋﺎﯾﺔ اﻟﻄﺒﯿﺔ(
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
 .10ﺧﻼل اﻟﺴﺘﺔ اﺷﮭﺮ اﻟﻤﺎﺿﯿﺔ ﻟﻢ ﺗﺴﺘﻄﯿﻊ اﻟﺬھﺎب إﻟﻲ أﻣﺎﻛﻦ ﺗﺮﯾﺪ ان ﺗﺬھﺐ إﻟﯿﮭﺎ ﺑﺸﺪة ﺑﺴﺒﺐ
ﻗﯿﻮد ﺳﯿﺎﺳﯿﺔ؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
 .11ﺧﻼل اﻟﺴﺘﺔ اﺷﮭﺮ اﻟﻤﺎﺿﯿﺔ ھﻞ ﻛﺎن ﺻﺎﺣﺐ اﻟﺪﺧﻞ اﻷﺳﺎﺳﻲ )اب او ﻋﺎﺋﻞ( ﻻ ﯾﻌﻤﻞ؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
 .12ﺧﻼل اﻟﺴﺘﺔ اﺷﮭﺮ اﻟﻤﺎﺿﯿﺔ ھﻞ ﻗﻤﺖ ﺑﻤﺴﺆﻟﯿﺎت أًﺳﺮﯾﮫ ﻛﺒﯿﺮة ﻣﺜﻞ اﻟﻘﯿﺎم ﺑﻜﻞ اﻟﻮاﺟﺒﺎت
اﻟﻤﻨﺰﻟﯿﺔ  ,رﻋﺎﯾﺔ اﺷﻘﺎءك ﻛﻞ اﻟﯿﻮم أو رﻋﺎﯾﺔ ﻣﺮﺿﻲ أو ﻣﺼﺎﺑﯿﻦ؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
 .13ﺧﻼل اﻟﺴﺘﺔ اﺷﮭﺮ اﻟﻤﺎﺿﯿﺔ ھﻞ إﺿﻄﺮرت ﻟﻠﻌﻤﻞ ﻟﺘﺪﻋﯿﻢ اﻷﺳﺮة؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
 .14ﺧﻼل اﻟﺴﺘﺔ اﺷﮭﺮ اﻟﻤﺎﺿﯿﺔ ھﻞ ﻛﺎن ﻋﻨﺪك ﻋﺠﺰ ﻓﻲ ﻣﺼﺮوﻓﻚ ﻓﻠﻢ ﺗﻘﺪر ﻋﻠﻲ ﻟﺸﺮاء
اﺷﯿﺎء ﯾﺴﺘﻄﯿﻊ اﻟﻜﺜﯿﺮ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺮاھﻘﯿﻦ ﺷﺮاءھﺎ )ﻣﻼﺑﺲ  ,ﺗﺬاﻛﺮ ﺳﯿﻨﯿﻤﺎ  ,ﺑﯿﺘﺰا  ,اﻟﺦ(..
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
.15

ﺧﻼل اﻟﺴﺘﺔ اﺷﮭﺮ اﻟﻤﺎﺿﯿﺔ ھﻞ ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﻣﺴﺆﻟﯿﺎﺗﻚ اﻟﻤﻨﺰﻟﯿﺔ ﺗﺘﻌﺎرض ﺟﺪاً ﻣﻊ واﺟﺒﺎﺗﻚ اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﯿﺔ؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ

.16

ﺧﻼل اﻟﺴﺘﺔ اﺷﮭﺮ اﻟﻤﺎﺿﯿﺔ ھﻞ ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﻣﺴﺆﻟﯿﺎﺗﻚ اﻟﻤﻨﺰﻟﯿﺔ ﺗﺘﻌﺎرض ﻣﻊ اﻟﺤﯿﺎة اﻷﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﯿﺔ اﻟﻄﺒﯿﻌﯿﺔ؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
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 - WTSSﻓﻲ ﻛﻞ واﺣﺪة ﻣﻦ ھﺬة اﻻﺣﺪاث أرﯾﺪ أن ﺗﺨﺒﺮﻧﻲ إذا ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﺣﺪﺛﺖ ﻣﻌﻚ اي ﻣﻨﮭﺎ ﻓﻲ أي وﻗﺖ ﺧﻼل
ﺣﯿﺎﺗﻚ .ﺣﯿﻨﺌﺬ أرﯾﺪ أن أﻋﺮف إذا ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﻗﺪ ﺣﺪﺛﺖ ﺧﻼل ﺣﺮب  ,ﻣﺨﯿﻢ ﻻﺟﺌﯿﻦ  ,ﺧﻼل اﻟﮭﺠﺮة )ﻓﻲ أي وﻗﺖ ﺑﯿﻦ
ﺑﻠﺪك و اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة ﺑﺈﺳﺘﺜﻨﺎء ﻣﺨﯿﻢ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ(  ,أو ﺑﻌﺪ ﻗﺪوﻣﻚ ﻟﻠﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة.
.17

ھﻞ اذﯾﺖ اﺑﺪاً ﺑﺪﻧﯿﺎ ً )ﺿﺮﺑﻚ أو رﻛﻠﻚ أﺣﺪ  ,أو ﺿﺮﺑﻚ ﺑﺸﺊ(؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ

.18

ھﻞ أُﺻﺒﺖ ﺑﺈﺻﺎﺑﺔ ﺧﻄﯿﺮة؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
 .19ھﻞ أُﺻﺒﺖ ﺑﺈﻋﺎﻗﺔ ﺑﺪﻧﯿﺔ ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ ﻟﮭﺬة اﻹﺻﺎﺑﺔ؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
) (cﻟﻢ ﯾﺤﺪث

.20

ُﺮح أو أُﺻﯿﺐ ﺑﺈﺻﺎﺑﺔ ﺧﻄﯿﺮة؟
ھﻞ رأﯾﺖ اﺑﺪاً ﺷﺨﺺ ﺟ ِ
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
 .21ﻓﮭﻞ رأي ھﺬا اﻟﺸﺨﺺ ذﻟﻚ ﯾﺤﺪث ﻟﮭﻢ؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
) (cﻟﻢ ﯾﺤﺪث
 .22ھﻞ ﺣﺪث ذﻟﻚ اﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﺤﺮب  ,ﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ  ,أﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة  ,أو ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة؟
) (aﺧﻼل اﻟﺤﺮب
) (bﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ
) (cأﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة
) (dﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة
) (eﻻ ﯾﻨﻄﺒﻖ /ﻟﻢ ﯾﺤﺪث

.23

ھﻞ رأﯾﺖ أﺣﺪ ﻣﻨﺰﻋﺞ ﺟﺪاً  -ﺷﺪﯾﺪ اﻷﺿﻄﺮاب )ﻣﺜﻼً  :ﻋﻠﻢ او ﻋﻠﻤﺖ ﺑﻤﻮت أﺣﺪ أﻓﺮاد اﻷﺳﺮة  -ھﺎرب ﻣﻦ رﻋﺐ(؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
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 .24ھﻞ ﺣﺪث ذﻟﻚ اﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﺤﺮب  ,ﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ  ,أﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة  ,أو ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة؟
) (aﺧﻼل اﻟﺤﺮب
) (bﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ
) (cأﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة
) (dﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة
) (eﻻ ﯾﻨﻄﺒﻖ /ﻟﻢ ﯾﺤﺪث
.25

ھﻞ رأﯾﺖ اﺑﺪاً ﺟﺴﺪ ﺷﺨﺺ ﻣﻘﺘﻮل؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
 .26ھﻞ ﺣﺪث ذﻟﻚ اﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﺤﺮب  ,ﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ  ,أﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة  ,أو ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة؟
) (aﺧﻼل اﻟﺤﺮب
) (bﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ
) (cأﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة
) (dﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة
) (eﻻ ﯾﻨﻄﺒﻖ /ﻟﻢ ﯾﺤﺪث

.27

ھﻞ ﺷﺎھﺪت اﺑﺪاً ﻗﺘﺎل ﻣﺴﻠﺢ ﺑﯿﻦ اﻷﻋﺪاء؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ

.29

 .28ھﻞ ﺣﺪث ذﻟﻚ اﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﺤﺮب  ,ﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ  ,أﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة  ,أو ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة؟
) (aﺧﻼل اﻟﺤﺮب
) (bﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ
) (cأﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة
) (dﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة
) (eﻻ ﯾﻨﻄﺒﻖ /ﻟﻢ ﯾﺤﺪث
ھﻞ ﺷﺎھﺪت ﻣﺒﺎﺷﺮةً ﺗﺪﻣﯿﺮ ﺷﺎﻣﻞ ﻟﻌﻘﺎرات ﻣﺜﻞ ﻛﻮﺑﺮي أو ﻣﺒﻨﻲ ﯾﺤﺘﺮق أو ﯾﻘﺼﻒ؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
 .30ھﻞ ﺣﺪث ذﻟﻚ اﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﺤﺮب  ,ﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ  ,أﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة  ,أو ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة؟
) (aﺧﻼل اﻟﺤﺮب
) (bﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ
) (cأﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة
) (dﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة
) (eﻻ ﯾﻨﻄﺒﻖ /ﻟﻢ ﯾﺤﺪث
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 .31ھﻞ ﺟﺎﺋﺖ رﺻﺎﺻﺔ أو ﻗﺬﯾﻔﺔ أو ﻗﻨﺒﻠﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﻘﺮب ﻣﻨﻚ و ﻛﺎن ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﻤﻜﻦ ان ﺗﺼﺎب ﺑﺸﺪة او ﺗُﻘﺘَﻞ؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
 .32ھﻞ ﺣﺪث ذﻟﻚ اﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﺤﺮب  ,ﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ  ,أﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة  ,أو ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة؟
) (aﺧﻼل اﻟﺤﺮب
) (bﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ
) (cأﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة
) (dﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة
) (eﻻ ﯾﻨﻄﺒﻖ /ﻟﻢ ﯾﺤﺪث
) (eﻻ ﯾﻨﻄﺒﻖ /ﻟﻢ ﯾﺤﺪث
 .33ھﻞ ھﺪدك أﺣﺪ ﺷﺨﺼﯿﺎ ً ﺑﺎﻟﻘﺘﻞ أو ﺑﺎﻹﯾﺬاء اﻟﺸﺪﯾﺪ؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
 .34ھﻞ ﺣﺪث ذﻟﻚ اﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﺤﺮب  ,ﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ  ,أﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة  ,أو ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة؟
) (aﺧﻼل اﻟﺤﺮب
) (bﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ
) (cأﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة
) (dﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة
) (eﻻ ﯾﻨﻄﺒﻖ /ﻟﻢ ﯾﺤﺪث
 .35ھﻞ ﻛﺎن اﺑﺪاً وﻗﺖ ﺣﯿﻦ اﻋﺘﻘﺪت ﺷﺪﯾﺪاً ﺑﺄﻧﻚ ﺳﺘﺆذي ﺑﺸﺪة أو ﺳﺘُﻘﺘَﻞ؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
 .36ھﻞ ﺣﺪث ذﻟﻚ اﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﺤﺮب  ,ﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ  ,أﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة  ,أو ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة؟
) (aﺧﻼل اﻟﺤﺮب
) (bﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ
) (cأﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة
) (dﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة
) (eﻻ ﯾﻨﻄﺒﻖ /ﻟﻢ ﯾﺤﺪث
 .37ھﻞ ﻗُﺘِﻞ اﺑﺪاً ﺷﺨﺺ ﻣﺤﺒﻮب ﻟﺪﯾﻚ )ﻓﺮد ﻣﻦ اﻷﺳﺮة أو ﺻﺪﯾﻖ ﺷﺨﺼﻲ(؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
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 .38ھﻞ ﺣﺪث ذﻟﻚ اﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﺤﺮب  ,ﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ  ,أﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة  ,أو ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة؟
) (aﺧﻼل اﻟﺤﺮب
) (bﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ
) (cأﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة
) (dﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة
) (eﻻ ﯾﻨﻄﺒﻖ /ﻟﻢ ﯾﺤﺪث
 .39ھﻞ اﺻﯿﺐ ﺷﺨﺺ ﻣﺤﺒﻮب ﻟﺪﯾﻚ ) ﻓﺮد ﻣﻦ اﻷﺳﺮة أو ﺻﺪﯾﻖ ﺷﺨﺼﻲ ( ﺑﺈﺻﺎﺑﺎت ﺑﺪﻧﯿﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﻐﺔ؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
 .40ھﻞ ﺣﺪث ذﻟﻚ اﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﺤﺮب  ,ﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ  ,أﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة  ,أو ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة؟
) (aﺧﻼل اﻟﺤﺮب
) (bﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ
) (cأﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة
) (dﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة
) (eﻻ ﯾﻨﻄﺒﻖ /ﻟﻢ ﯾﺤﺪث
 .41ھﻞ ﺣﺪث ﻟﺸﺨﺺ ﻣﺤﺒﻮب ﻟﺪﯾﻚ ﻋﺎھﺔ ﺑﺪﻧﯿﺔ ﺧﻄﯿﺮة ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ ﻹﺻﺎﺑﺘﮫ؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
 .42ھﻞ ﺣﺪث ذﻟﻚ اﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﺤﺮب  ,ﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ  ,أﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة  ,أو ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة؟
) (aﺧﻼل اﻟﺤﺮب
) (bﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ
) (cأﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة
) (dﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة
) (eﻻ ﯾﻨﻄﺒﻖ /ﻟﻢ ﯾﺤﺪث
 .43ھﻞ ﺣﺪث أي ﺿﺮر ﻛﺒﯿﺮ ﻟﻤﻨﺰل اﻷﺳﺮة؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
 .44ھﻞ ﺣﺪث ذﻟﻚ اﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﺤﺮب  ,ﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ  ,أﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة  ,أو ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة؟
) (aﺧﻼل اﻟﺤﺮب
) (bﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ
) (cأﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة
) (dﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة
) (eﻻ ﯾﻨﻄﺒﻖ /ﻟﻢ ﯾﺤﺪث
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 .45ھﻞ ﻓﻘﺪت أﺳﺮﺗﻚ أي ﻣﻤﺘﻠﻜﺎت ﻗﯿﻤﺔ )ﻣﺎل  ,أﺛﺎث  ,أﺟﮭﺰة  ,ﺳﯿﺎرة  ,أو ﻣﻌﺪات زراﻋﯿﺔ( ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ ﻟﻠﺴﺮﻗﺔ أو
اﻟﺤﺠﺰﻋﻠﯿﮭﺎ أو اﻹﺟﺒﺎر ﻋﻦ اﻟﺘﺨﻠﻲ ﻋﻠﯿﮭﺎ؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
 .46ھﻞ ﺣﺪث ذﻟﻚ اﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﺤﺮب  ,ﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ  ,أﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة  ,أو ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة؟
) (aﺧﻼل اﻟﺤﺮب
) (bﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ
) (cأﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة
) (dﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة
) (eﻻ ﯾﻨﻄﺒﻖ /ﻟﻢ ﯾﺤﺪث
 .47ھﻞ أُﺟﺒﺮت ﻋﻠﻲ ﺗﺮك ﻣﻨﺰﻟﻚ؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
 .48ھﻞ ﺣﺪث ذﻟﻚ اﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﺤﺮب  ,ﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ  ,أﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة  ,أو ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة؟
) (aﺧﻼل اﻟﺤﺮب
) (bﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ
) (cأﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة
) (dﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة
) (eﻻ ﯾﻨﻄﺒﻖ /ﻟﻢ ﯾﺤﺪث
 .49ھﻞ أُﺟﺒﺮت ﻋﻠﻲ ﺗﺮك ﻗﺮﯾﺘﻚ أو ﻣﺪﯾﻨﺘﻚ؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
 .50ھﻞ ﺣﺪث ذﻟﻚ اﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﺤﺮب  ,ﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ  ,أﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة  ,أو ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة؟
) (aﺧﻼل اﻟﺤﺮب
) (bﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ
) (cأﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة
) (dﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة
) (eﻻ ﯾﻨﻄﺒﻖ /ﻟﻢ ﯾﺤﺪث
 .51ھﻞ ﻋﺸﺖ ﻣﻦ ﻗﺒﻞ ﻓﻲ ﻣﺮﻛﺰ ﺗﺠﻤﻊ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ )ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ(؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
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 .52ھﻞ ﻛﺎن اﺑﺪاً ﻋﻠﻲ أﺣﺪ ﻣﻤﻦ ﺗﺤﺐ )أﺣﺪ أﻓﺮاد اﻷﺳﺮة  ,ﺻﺪﯾﻖ ﺷﺨﺼﻲ ﻣﻘﺮب( أن ﯾﻘﻮم ﺑﻮاﺟﺒﺎت ﺧﻄﯿﺮة؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
 .53ھﻞ ﺣﺪث ذﻟﻚ اﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﺤﺮب  ,ﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ  ,أﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة  ,أو ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة؟
) (aﺧﻼل اﻟﺤﺮب
) (bﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ
) (cأﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة
) (dﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة
) (eﻻ ﯾﻨﻄﺒﻖ /ﻟﻢ ﯾﺤﺪث
.54

ھﻞ ﻛﺎن اﺑﺪاً أﺣﺪ ﻣﻤﻦ ﺗﺤﺐ )ﻣﻦ اﻷﺳﺮة  ,أو ﺻﺪﯾﻖ ﺷﺨﺼﻲ ﻣﻘﺮب( ﻏﺎﺋﺐ أو ﻟﻢ ﯾﻜﻦ ﻣﻮﺟﻮد و ﻛﻨﺖ ﻗﻠﻖ
ﻋﻠﻲ ﺳﻼﻣﺘﺔ؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
 .55ھﻞ ﺣﺪث ذﻟﻚ اﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﺤﺮب  ,ﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ  ,أﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة  ,أو ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة؟
) (aﺧﻼل اﻟﺤﺮب
) (bﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ
) (cأﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة
) (dﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة
) (eﻻ ﯾﻨﻄﺒﻖ /ﻟﻢ ﯾﺤﺪث

 .56ھﻞ ﻗﺎم أﺣﺪ ﺑﺘﮭﺪﯾﺪ ﺷﺨﺼﻲ ﻟﻤﺖ ﺗﺤﺐ ) ﻣﻦ اﻷﺳﺮة أو ﺻﺪﯾﻖ ﺷﺨﺼﻲ ﻣﻘﺮب( ﺑﺎﻹﯾﺬاء اﻟﺸﺪﯾﺪ أو اﻟﻘﺘﻞ؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
 .57ھﻞ ﺣﺪث ذﻟﻚ اﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﺤﺮب  ,ﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ  ,أﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة  ,أو ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة؟
) (aﺧﻼل اﻟﺤﺮب
) (bﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ
) (cأﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة
) (dﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة
) (eﻻ ﯾﻨﻄﺒﻖ /ﻟﻢ ﯾﺤﺪث
 .58ھﻞ ﻋُﺰﻟﺖ ﻋﻤﻦ ﺗﺤﺐ ﻓﻲ وﻗﺖ ﻛﻨﺖ ﺗﺨﺎف ﺟﺪاً ﻋﻠﻲ ﺳﻼﻣﺘﺔ )ﻛﺎن أو ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﺑﺎﻟﺨﺎرج و ﺳﻘﻄﺖ ﻗﺬﯾﻔﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﻘﺮب ﻣﻨﮫ(؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
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 .59ھﻞ ﺣﺪث ذﻟﻚ اﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﺤﺮب  ,ﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ  ,أﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة  ,أو ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة؟
) (aﺧﻼل اﻟﺤﺮب
) (bﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ
) (cأﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة
) (dﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة
) (eﻻ ﯾﻨﻄﺒﻖ /ﻟﻢ ﯾﺤﺪث
 .60ھﻞ اﻧﻔﺼﻠﺖ ﻋﻤﻦ ﺗﻌﺘﺒﺮھﻢ اﻷﺳﺎﺳﯿﯿﻦ ﻓﻲ ﺗﻘﺪﯾﻢ اﻟﺮﻋﺎﯾﺔ ﻟﻚ )أﺑﺎء  ,ﻋﻤﺎت  ,أﻋﻤﺎم( ﻟﻤﺪة ﺷﮭﺮ أو أﻛﺜﺮ؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
 .61ھﻞ ﺣﺪث ذﻟﻚ اﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﺤﺮب  ,ﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ  ,أﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة  ,أو ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة؟
) (aﺧﻼل اﻟﺤﺮب
) (bﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ
) (cأﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة
) (dﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة
) (eﻻ ﯾﻨﻄﺒﻖ /ﻟﻢ ﯾﺤﺪث
 .62ھﻞ ﺣُﺮﻣﺖ اﺑﺪاً ﻣﻦ اﻷﻛﻞ أو اﻟﺸﺮب ﻟﻔﺘﺮة طﻮﯾﻠﺔ أﺣﺴﺴﺖ ﺧﻼﻟﮭﺎ أﻧﻚ ﺳﺘﻤﻮت؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
 .63ھﻞ ﺣﺪث ذﻟﻚ اﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﺤﺮب  ,ﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ  ,أﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة  ,أو ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة؟
) (aﺧﻼل اﻟﺤﺮب
) (bﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ
) (cأﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة
) (dﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة
) (eﻻ ﯾﻨﻄﺒﻖ /ﻟﻢ ﯾﺤﺪث
 .64ھﻞ ﻛﺎن اﺑﺪاً ھﻨﺎك وﻗﺖ ﺣﯿﻦ إﺿﻄﺮرت ﻟﻠﻘﯿﺎم ﺑﻤﺴﺆﻟﯿﺎت ﺛﻘﯿﻠﺔ ﺟﺪاً ﻣﺜﻞ اﻟﻘﯿﺎم ﺑﻜﻞ اﻟﻮاﺟﺒﺎت اﻟﻤﻨﺰﻟﯿﺔ  ,اﻟﻌﻤﻞ ﻟﺘﺪﻋﯿﻢ اﻷﺳﺮة ,
رﻋﺎﯾﺔ أﺷﻘﺎءك طﻮال اﻟﯿﻮم  ,أو رﻋﺎﯾﺔ ﻣﺮﯾﺾ أو ﻣﺼﺎب؟
) (aﻧﻌﻢ
) (bﻻ
 .65ھﻞ ﺣﺪث ذﻟﻚ اﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﺤﺮب  ,ﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ  ,أﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة  ,أو ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة؟
) (aﺧﻼل اﻟﺤﺮب
) (bﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺴﻜﺮ اﻟﻼﺟﺌﯿﻦ
) (cأﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﮭﺠﺮة
) (dﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة
) (eﻻ ﯾﻨﻄﺒﻖ /ﻟﻢ ﯾﺤﺪث
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ﻣﻦ ﻓﻀﻠﻚ ﺗﻮﻗﻒ و اﺧﺒﺮ اﻟﺸﺨﺺ اﻟﺬي ﺣﺪدت ﻣﻌﮫ اﻟﻤﻘﺎﺑﻠﺔ ﺑﺄﻧﻚ اﻛﻤﻠﺖ اﻟﺠﺰء اﻷول ﻣﻦ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ.
اي ﻣﻦ اﻷﺷﯿﺎء اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺤﺪﺛﻨﺎ ﻋﻨﮭﺎ ﻛﺎﻧﺖ اﻷﺳﻮأ ﺑﺎﻟﻨﺴﺒﺔ ﻟﻚ؟
ﻓﻲ ھﺬة اﻟﻔﻘﺮة ﻣﻦ ﺳﺌﻞ  3اﺳﺌﻠﺔ
 .66ﻛﯿﻒ ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﻣﺨﯿﻔﺔ ھﺬة اﻟﺘﺠﺮﺑﺔ؟
A
ﻏﯿﺮ ﻣﺨﯿﻒ

B
ﻣﺨﯿﻒ ﻗﻠﯿﻼً

D
ﻣﺨﯿﻒ ﺟﺪاً

C
ﻣﺨﯿﻒ

E
واﺣﺪة ﻣﻦ اﻛﺜﺮ اﻻﺷﯿﺎء اﻟﻤﺨﯿﻔﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺣﺪﺛﺖ
ﻟﻲ ﻋﻠﻲ اﻻطﻼق

 .67ھﻞ ﺷﻌﺮت اﻧﻚ ﻣﺘﺤﯿﺮ او ﻣﻀﻄﺮب )او ﻋﺎﺟﺰ(؟
) (Aﻧﻌﻢ
) (Bﻻ
 .68ھﻞ ﺷﻌﺮت ﺑﺎﻧﻚ ﻣﺮﯾﺾ أو ﻣﺸﻤﺌﺰ )أو ﻣﺮﻋﻮب(
) (Aﻧﻌﻢ
) (Bﻻ
ﻗﺎﻣﺔ اﺿﻄﺮاب ﻣﺎ ﺑﻌﺪ اﻟﺼﺪﻣﺔ .ﻓﯿﻤﺎ ﯾﻠﻲ ﻗﺎﺋﻤﺔ اﻟﻤﺸﺎﻛﻞ اﻟﺘﻲ ﯾﻤﺘﻠﻜﮭﺎ ﺑﻌﺾ اﻟﻨﺎس اﺣﯿﺎﻧﺎً .إﻗﺮأ ﻛﻞ واﺣﺪه ﺑﻌﻨﺎﯾﺔ و ﺿﻊ ﻋﻼﻣﺔ
ﻋﻠﻲ اﻓﻀﻞ اﺧﺘﯿﺎر ﯾﺼﻒ ﻛﻢ ﺷﻌﺮت ھﺬا اﻟﻨﻮع ﻣﻦ اﻟﺸﻌﻮر اﻟﺬي ﻧﺴﺄﻟﮫ ﻓﻲ ﻛﻞ ﺳﺆال ﺧﻼل اﻟﺸﮭﺮ اﻟﻤﺎﺿﻲ.
A
ﻻ ﻋﻠﻲ اﻟﻤﻄﻠﻖ

B
ﻗﻠﯿﻼً

D
ﻻ ﺑﺄس ﺑﮫ

C
ﻣﺘﻮﺳﻂ

E
ﺟﺪاً

 .69ھﻞ ﺣﺪث ﻟﻚ ﻛﻮاﺑﯿﺲ أو أﺣﻼم ﻣﺰﻋﺠﺔ ﻋﻦ ﻣﺎ ﺣﺪث؟
 .70ھﻞ ﺗﺘﻀﺎﯾﻖ ﻋﻨﺪﻣﺎ ﺗﻔﻜﺮ ﻓﻲ ﻣﺎ ﺣﺪث؟
 .71ﻋﻨﺪﻣﺎ ﯾﺬﻛﺮك ﺷﺊ ﺑﻤﺎ ﺣﺪث ھﻞ ﺗﺘﻮﺗﺮ أو ﺗﺘﻀﺎﯾﻖ؟
 .72ھﻞ ﺗﺴﺘﺮﺟﻊ ﻣﺎ ﺣﺪث ﻓﻲ ذھﻨﻚ؟
 .73ھﻞ ﺗﻔﻜﺮ ﻓﻲ )أو ﺗﺮي ﺻﻮرة ذھﻨﯿﮫ( ﻟﻤﺎ ﺣﺪث ﺣﺘﻲ ﻋﻨﺪﻣﺎ ﻻ ﺗﺮﯾﺪ ذﻟﻚ؟
 .74ھﻞ ﻟﺪﯾﻚ ﻗﻠﻖ ان ﯾﺤﺪث ھﺬا ﺛﺎﻧﯿﺔً؟
 .75ھﻞ ﺗﺤﺎول أن ﻻ ﺗﻔﻜﺮ ﻓﻲ ﻣﺎ ﺣﺪث؟
 .76ھﻞ ﺗﺤﺎول أن ﺗﺒﻘﻲ ﺑﻌﯿﺪاً ﻋﻦ اﻷﺷﯿﺎء اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺬﻛﺮك ﺑﻤﺎ ﺣﺪث؟
 .77ھﻞ ﻟﺪﯾﻚ ﻣﺸﻜﻠﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺗﺬﻛﺮ أﺟﺰاء ﻣﮭﻤﺔ ﻣﻤﺎ ﺣﺪث؟
 .78ھﻞ ﺗﻤﺜﻞ او ﺗﻜﺮر أﺷﯿﺎء ﻣﺜﻞ ﻣﺎ ﺣﺪث؟
 .79ھﻞ ﺗﺸﻌﺮ اﺣﯿﺎﻧﺎ ً ﺑﺄن اﻟﺤﺪث ﯾﺤﺪث ﻣﺮه أُﺧﺮي ﻋﻨﺪﻣﺎ ﯾﻜﻮن ﻻ ﯾﺤﺪث؟
 .80ھﻞ ﺗﺸﻌﺮ اﻧﮫ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺼﻌﺐ أن ﯾﻜﻮن ﻟﻚ إﺣﺴﺎس ﻣﺮه أُﺧﺮي ،ﻛﺄﻧﻚ ﺗﺸﻌﺮ ﺑﺘﻨﻤﯿﻞ؟
 .81ھﻞ ﺗﺸﻐﻞ ﻧﻔﺴﻚ ﻛﺜﯿﺮاً أو ﺗﻔﻌﻞ أﺷﯿﺎء ﺣﺘﻲ ﻻ ﺗﻔﻜﺮ ﻓﻲ ﻣﻤﺎ ﺣﺪث؟
 .82ھﻞ ﺗﺸﻌﺮ ﺑﺈﺿﻄﺮاب ﺑﺪﻧﻲ ﻋﻨﺪﻣﺎ ﯾﺬﻛﺮك ﺷﺊ ﺑﻤﺎ ﺣﺪث – ﻋﺮق أو ارﺗﻌﺎش أو إرﺗﻔﺎع ﺿﺮﺑﺎت اﻟﻘﻠﺐ أو ﺿﯿﻖ ﺗﻨﻔﺲ أو
أﻟﻢ ﺑﺎﻟﻤﻌﺪة
 .83ھﻞ ﻟﺪﯾﻚ ﻣﺸﻜﻠﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻨﻮم أو اﻹﺳﺘﻤﺮار ﺑﺎﻟﻨﻮم؟
 .84ھﻞ ﻟﺪﯾﻚ ﻣﺸﻜﻠﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻹﻧﺘﺒﺎه  -ﻣﺜﻞ اﻹﺳﺘﻤﺎع ﻟﻠﻨﺎس أو اﻟﻘﯿﺎم ﺑﻮظﯿﻔﺘﻚ -ﻟﻌﺪم ﻗﺪرﺗﻚ ﻋﻠﻲ اﻟﺘﺮﻛﯿﺰ؟
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 .85ھﻞ ﺗﺸﻌﺮ أﺑﺪاً ﺑﺄﻧﻚ ﺗﺮﯾﺪ أن ﺗﺒﻘﻲ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺮاﺻﺔ ﻛﺄﻧﮫ رﺑﻤﺎ ﯾﺤﺪث ﺷﺊ و ﺗﺤﺘﺎج أن ﺗﻜﻮن ﻣﺴﺘﻌﺪ؟
 .86ھﻞ ﺗﻘﻔﺰ أو ﺗﺠﻔﻞ ﺑﺴﮭﻮﻟﺔ؟
 .87ھﻞ ﺗﻨﺰﻋﺞ )ﺗﺘﺬﻣﺮ( أو ﺗﮭﺘﺎج )ﺗﻐﻀﺐ( ﺳﺮﯾﻌﺎً؟
 .88ھﻞ ﺗﻐﻀﺐ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻨﺎس أو ﺗﻨﺰﻋﺞ ﺑﻼ ﺳﺒﺐ؟
 .89ھﻞ ﺗﻐﻀﺐ ﺟﺪاً ﻣﻦ اﻟﻨﺎس ﻓﺘﻀﺮب او ﺗﺆذي أﺣﺪ؟
 .90ھﻞ ﺗﻔﻜﺮ اﺑﺪاً اﻧﻚ ﻟﻦ ﺗﻜﺒﺮ و ﺗﻜﻮن ﻣﺎ ﺗﺮﯾﺪ أن ﺗﻜﻮن؟
 .91ھﻞ ﺗﺸﻌﺮ أﻧﮫ ﺻﻌﺐ أن ﺗﺠﺪ ﻣﺘﻌﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻋﻤﻞ اﻷﺷﯿﺎء؟
 .92ھﻞ ﺷﻌﺮت أﺑﺪاً اﻧﮫ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺼﻌﺐ أن ﺗﻜﻮن ﺳﻌﯿﺪاً؟
 .93ھﻞ ﺗﺸﻌﺮ اﻧﻚ وﺣﯿﺪ ﺣﺘﻲ ﺣﯿﻦ وﺟﻮد اﻟﻨﺎس ﻣﻦ ﺣﻮﻟﻚ؟
 - AMAS-ZABBاﻟﺒﯿﺎن اﻟﺘﺎﻟﻲ ﯾﺼﻒ أﺷﯿﺎء رﺑﻤﺎ ﺗﺘﻔﻖ او ﺗﺘﻌﺎرض ﻣﻌﮭﺎ .ﻓﻲ
اﻹﺳﺘﻤﺎرة اﻟﻔﻘﺎﻋﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﻘﺪﻣﺔ ﻣﻦ ﻓﻀﻠﻚ ﺿﻊ ﻋﻼﻣﺔ ﻋﻠﻲ اﻟﺤﺮف اﻟﺬي ﯾﺒﯿﻦ ﻛﻢ اﻧﺖ ﻣﻮاﻓﻖ او ﻣﻌﺎرض ﻋﻠﻲ ان اﻟﺒﯿﺎن ﺣﻘﯿﻘﻲ او
ﻏﯿﺮ ﺣﻘﯿﻘﻲ ﻟﻚ.
A

ﻣﻌﺎرض ﺑﺸﺪة

C
ﻣﻮاﻓﻖ اﻟﻲ ﺣﺪ ﻣﺎ

B
ﻣﻌﺎرض اﻟﻲ ﺣﺪ ﻣﺎ

D
اواﻓﻖ ﺑﺸﺪة

 .94اﻓﻜﺮ ﺑﻨﻔﺴﻲ ﺑﻜﻮﻧﻲ اﻣﺮﯾﻜﻲ.
 .95اﺷﻌﺮﺑﺸﻌﻮر ﺟﯿﺪ ﻛﻮﻧﻲ اﻣﺮﯾﻜﻲ.
 .96ﻛﻮﻧﻲ اﻣﺮﯾﻜﻲ ﯾﻠﻌﺐ دوراً ھﺎﻣﺎ ً ﻓﻲ ﺣﯿﺎﺗﻲ.
 .97اﺷﻌﺮ ﺑﺄﻧﻲ ﺟﺰء ﻣﻦ اﻟﺜﻘﺎﻓﺔ اﻻﻣﺮﯾﻜﯿﺔ.
 .98ﻟﺪي ﺷﻌﻮر ﻗﻮي ﺑﻜﻮﻧﻲ اﻣﺮﯾﻜﻲ.
 .99اﻧﺎ ﻓﺨﻮر ﺑﻜﻮﻧﻲ اﻣﺮﯾﻜﻲ.
 .100اﻓﻜﺮ ﺑﻨﻔﺴﻲ ﻛﻌﻀﻮ ﻓﻲ ﺛﻘﺎﻓﺘﻲ اﻷﺻﻠﯿﺔ.
 .101اﺷﻌﺮ ﺑﺸﻌﻮر ﺟﯿﺪ ﺑﻜﻮﻧﻲ ﻋﻀﻮ ﻓﻲ ﺛﻘﺎﻓﺘﻲ اﻷﺻﻠﯿﺔ.
 .102ﻛﻮﻧﻲ ﻋﻀﻮ ﻓﻲ ﺛﻘﺎﻓﺘﻲ اﻷﺻﻠﯿﺔ ﯾﻠﻌﺐ دوراً ھﺎﻣﺎً ﻓﻲ ﺣﯿﺎﺗﻲ.
 .103أﺷﻌﺮ ﺑﺄﻧﻲ ﺟﺰء ﻣﻦ ﺛﻘﺎﻓﺔ وطﻨﻲ.
 .104ﻟﺪي ﺷﻌﻮر ﻗﻮي ﺑﺄﻧﻲ ﻋﻀﻮ ﻓﻲ ﺛﻘﺎﻓﺘﻲ اﻷﺻﻠﯿﺔ.
 .105اﻧﻨﻲ ﻓﺨﻮر ﺑﻜﻮﻧﻲ ﻋﻀﻮ ﻓﻲ ﺛﻘﺎﻓﺘﻲ اﻻﺻﻠﯿﺔ.
ﻣﻦ ﻓﻀﻠﻚ اﺟﺐ ﻋﻠﻲ اﻷﺳﺌﻠﺔ اﻟﺘﺎﻟﯿﺔ ﻣﺴﺘﺨﺪﻣﺎ ً اﻟﺮدود اﻟﺘﺎﻟﯿﺔ
C
D
ﻻ ﻋﻠﻲ اﻹطﻼق

ﻗﻠﯿﻼً

ﻣﺎ ھﻲ درﺟﺔ إﺟﺎدﺗﻚ ﻟﺘﺤﺪث اﻹﻧﺠﻠﯿﺰﯾﺔ:
 .106ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ؟
 .107ﻣﻊ اﻻﺻﺪﻗﺎء؟
.108ﻋﺒﺮ اﻟﺘﻠﯿﻔﻮن؟
 .109ﻣﻊ اﻟﻐﺮﺑﺎء؟
 .110ﺑﺼﻮرة ﻋﺎﻣﺔ؟
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B

A

ﺑﺸﻜﻞ ﺟﯿﺪ

ﺑﺸﻜﻞ ﺟﯿﺪ ﻟﻠﻐﺎﯾﺔ

ﻣﺎ ھﻲ درﺟﺔ إﺟﺎدﺗﻚ ﻟﻔﮭﻢ اﻹﻧﺠﻠﯿﺰﯾﺔ؟
 .111ﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﻠﻔﺰﯾﻮن أو اﻟﻸﻓﻼم؟
 .112ﻓﻲ اﻟﺠﺮاﺋﺪ أو اﻟﻤﺠﻼت؟
 .113ﻛﻠﻤﺎت ﻓﻲ أﻏﺎﻧﻲ.
 .114ﺑﺼﻮرة ﻋﺎﻣﺔ؟
ﻣﺎ ھﻲ درﺟﺔ إﺟﺎدﺗﻚ ﻟﺘﺤﺪث ﻟﻐﺘﻚ اﻻﺻﻠﯿﺔ؟
 .115ﻣﻊ اﻷﺳﺮة؟
 .116ﻣﻊ اﺻﺪﻗﺎﺋﻚ ﻣﻦ ﻧﻔﺲ ﺑﻠﺪك؟
 .117ﻋﺒﺮ اﻟﺘﻠﯿﻔﻮن؟
 .118ﻣﻊ اﻟﻐﺮﺑﺎء؟
 .119ﺑﺼﻮرة ﻋﺎﻣﺔ؟
ﻣﺎ ھﻲ درﺟﺔ إﺟﺎدﺗﻚ ﻟﻔﮭﻢ ﻟﻐﺘﻚ اﻻﺻﻠﯿﺔ؟
 .120ﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﻠﻔﺰﯾﻮن أو اﻻﻓﻼم؟
 .121ﻓﻲ اﻟﺠﺮاﺋﺪ او اﻟﻤﺠﻼت؟
 .122ﻛﻠﻤﺎت ﻓﻲ اﻏﺎﻧﻲ؟
 .123ﺑﺼﻮرة ﻋﺎﻣﺔ؟
ﻣﺎ ھﻲ درﺟﺔ إﺟﺎدﺗﻚ ﻟﻤﻌﺮﻓﺔ:
 .124أﺑﻄﺎل أﻣﺮﯾﻜﺎ اﻟﻘﻮﻣﯿﻮن؟
 .125اﻟﺒﺮاﻣﺞ اﻟﺘﻠﻔﺰﯾﻮﻧﯿﺔ اﻷﻣﺮﯾﻜﯿﺔ اﻟﺸﮭﯿﺮة؟
 .126اﻟﺼﺤﻒ و اﻟﻤﺠﻼت اﻷﻣﺮﯾﻜﯿﺔ اﻟﺸﮭﯿﺮة؟
 .127اﻟﻤﻤﺜﻠﯿﻦ و اﻟﻤﻤﺜﻼت اﻷﻣﺮﯾﻜﯿﯿﻦ اﻟﻤﺸﮭﻮرﯾﻦ؟
 .128اﻟﺘﺎرﯾﺞ اﻷﻣﺮﯾﻜﻲ؟
 .129اﻟﺜﻘﺎﻓﺔ اﻻﻣﺮﯾﻜﯿﺔ؟
 .130اﻻﺑﻄﺎل اﻟﻘﻮﻣﯿﻮن ﺑﺜﻘﺎﻓﺘﻚ اﻷﺻﻠﯿﺔ؟
 .131اﻟﺒﺮاﻣﺞ اﻟﺘﻠﻔﺰﯾﻮﻧﯿﺔ اﻟﺸﮭﯿﺮة ﺑﻠﻐﺘﻚ اﻷﺻﻠﯿﺔ؟
 .132اﻟﺼﺤﻒ و اﻟﻤﺠﻼت ﻓﻲ ﻟﻐﺘﻚ اﻷﺻﻠﯿﺔ؟
 .133اﻟﻤﻤﺜﻠﯿﻦ و اﻟﻤﻤﺜﻼت اﻟﻤﺸﮭﻮرﯾﻦ ﻓﻲ ﺛﻘﺎﻓﺘﻚ اﻷﺻﻠﯿﺔ؟
 .134ﺗﺎرﯾﺦ ﺛﻘﺎﻓﺘﻚ اﻷﺻﻠﯿﺔ؟
 .135اﻟﻘﺎدة اﻟﺴﯿﺎﺳﯿﯿﻦ ﻓﻲ ﺛﻘﺎﻓﺘﻚ اﻷﺻﻠﯿﺔ؟
 -IESPاﻟﻔﻘﺮة اﻟﺘﺎﻟﯿﺔ ﺗﺼﻒ أﺷﯿﺎء رﺑﻤﺎ ﺗﺘﻔﻖ او ﺗﺘﻌﺎرض ﻣﻌﮭﺎ .ﻓﻲ اﻻﺳﺘﻤﺎرة اﻟﻔﻘﺎﻋﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﻘﺪﻣﺔ ﻣﻦ ﻓﻀﻠﻚ ﺿﻊ ﻋﻼﻣﺔ ﻋﻠﻲ
اﻟﺤﺮف اﻟﺬي ﯾﺒﯿﻦ ﻣﺪي ﻣﻮاﻓﻘﺘﻚ او ﻣﻌﺎرﺿﺘﻚ ﻋﻠﻲ ان اﻟﻔﻘﺮة ﺻﺤﯿﺤﺔ او ﻏﯿﺮ ﺻﺤﯿﺤﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﻨﺴﺒﺔ ﻟﻚ.
E
D
C
B
A
ﻏﯿﺮ ﺻﺤﯿﺤﺔ ﻋﻠﻲ
اﻹطﻼق

ﻧﺎدراً ﻣﺎ ﺗﻜﻮن
ﺻﺤﯿﺤﺔ

ﺻﺤﯿﺤﺔ اﺣﯿﺎﻧﺎً

 .136ﻏﯿﺮت رأﯾﻲ ﻓﻲ ﻧﻔﺴﻲ ﻛﺜﯿﺮاً.
 .137ﻟﺪي ﻓﻜﺮة واﺿﺤﺔ ﻋﻦ ﻣﺎ أُرﯾﺪ أن أﻛﻮن.
 .138أﺷﻌﺮ ﺑﺄﻧﻲ ﻣﻀﻄﺮب.
 .139اﻷﺷﯿﺎء اﻟﮭﺎﻣﻲ ﻓﻲ ﺣﯿﺎﺗﻲ واﺿﺤﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﻨﺴﺒﺔ ﻟﻲ.
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ﻛﺜﯿﺮاً ﻣﺎ ﺗﻜﻮت ﺻﺤﯿﺤﺔ

ﺻﺤﯿﺤﺔ داﺋﻤﺎً

 .140أﻧﺎ ﻣﺮﺗﺐ ذھﻨﯿﺎً.
 .141أﻋﺮف اي ﻧﻮع ﻣﻦ اﻷﺷﺨﺎص أﻛﻮن.
 .142ﻻ أﺳﺘﻄﯿﻊ أن أُﻗﺮر ﻣﺎ أُرﯾﺪ أن أﻓﻌﻠﮫ ﺑﺤﯿﺎﺗﻲ.
 .143ﻟﺪي إﺣﺴﺎس ﻗﻮي ﺑﻤﺎ ﯾﻌﻨﯿﮫ ﻛﻮﻧﻲ ذﻛﺮ او أُﻧﺜﺔ.
 .144أُﺣﺐ ﻧﻔﺴﻲ و ﻓﺨﻮر ﺑﻤﺒﺎدﺋﻲ.
 .145ﻻ أﻋﺮف ﺣﻘﺎً ﻣﻦ أﻧﺎ.
 .146أﻋﻤﻞ ﻟﻠﺤﻔﺎظ ﻋﻠﻲ ﺻﻮرة ﻣﻌﯿﻨﺔ ﻋﻨﺪﻣﺎ أﻛﻮن ﻣﻊ اﻟﻨﺎس.
 .147ﻻ أﺷﻌﺮ ﺣﻘﺎ ً ﺑﺎﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ.
 - IDSإﻟﻲ أي درﺟﺔ ﻣﺆﺧﺮاً ﻛﻨﺖ ﻣﺘﻀﺎﯾﻖ أوﻣﻜﺮوب أو ﻗﻠﻖ ﻋﻠﻲ أي ﻣﻦ ھﺬة اﻟﻘﻀﺎﯾﺎ ﻓﻲ ﺣﯿﺎﺗﻚ؟ )ﻣﻦ ﻓﻀﻠﻚ إﺧﺘﺎر اﻟﺮد
اﻟﻤﻨﺎﺳﺐ ﻣﺴﺘﺨﺪﻣﺎ ً اﻟﺘﺪرج اﻟﺘﺎﻟﻲ(.
A
ﻻ ﻋﻠﻲ اﻻطﻼق

B
ﻟﯿﺲ ﺑﻘﻮة

D
ﺣﺎد

C
ﻣﺘﻮﺳﻂ

E
ﺣﺎد ﺟﺪاً

 .148اﻷھﺪاف اﻟﻄﻮﯾﻠﺔ اﻟﻤﺪي؟ )ﻣﺜﻼً اﻟﻌﺜﻮر ﻋﻠﻲ وظﯿﻔﺔ ﺟﺪﯾﺪة او ﻋﻠﻲ ﻋﻼﻗﺔ ﻋﺎطﻔﯿﺔ ،إﻟﺦ(
 .149إﺧﺘﯿﺎر ﻣﮭﻨﺔ؟ )ﻣﺜﻼً ﻗﺮار ﺑﺨﺼﻮص ﺣﺮﻓﺔ او ﺻﻨﻌﺔ ،إﻟﺦ(
 .150اﻟﺼﺪاﻗﺔ؟ )ﻣﺜﻼً ﺗﻤﺮ ﺑﻔﻘﺪان أﺻﺪﻗﺎء أو ﺗﻐﯿﯿﺮ اﻷﺻﺪﻗﺎء ،إﻟﺦ(
 .151اﻟﻤﯿﻮل اﻟﺠﻨﺴﻲ و اﻟﺴﻠﻮك؟ )ﻣﺜﻼً ﺷﻌﻮر ﺑﺎﻟﺤﯿﺮة ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﯿﻮل اﻟﺠﻨﺴﻲ أو ﺷﺪة اﻷﺣﺘﯿﺎج اﻟﺠﻨﺴﻲ ،إﻟﺦ(
 .152اﻟﺪﯾﻦ؟ )ﻣﺜﻼً ﺗﻮﻗﻔﺖ ﻋﻦ ﻣﻌﺘﻘﺪاﺗﻚ أو ﻏﯿﺮت إﯾﻤﺎﻧﻚ ﺑﺎہﻠﻟ/ﺑﺎﻟﺪﯾﻦ ،إﻟﺦ(
 .153اﻟﻘﯿﻢ أو اﻟﻤﻌﺘﻘﺪات؟ )ﻣﺜﻼً ﻣﺘﺤﯿﺮ ﻣﺎ ھﻮ اﻟﺼﻮاب أو اﻟﺨﻄﺄ ،اﻟﺦ(
 .154اﻟﻮﻻء ﻟﻠﻤﺠﻤﻮﻋﺔ؟ ) ﻣﺜﻼً اﻹﻧﺘﻤﺎء ﻟﻨﺎدي او ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋﺔ ﻣﺪرﺳﯿﺔ أو ﻋﺼﺎﺑﺔ ،إﻟﺦ(
 .155ﻣﻦ ﻓﻀﻠﻚ ﻗﯿﯿﻢ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻮي اﻟﻌﺎم ﻟﻌﺪم اﻟﺮاﺣﺔ ﻣﻦ ﻛﻞ اﻟﻘﻀﺎﯾﺎ اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻘﺔ ﻛﻜﻞ ) ﻣﺪي اﻻﻧﺰﻋﺎج اﻟﺬي ﺟﻌﻠﻮك ﺗﺸﻌﺮ ﺑﺔ(.
 .156ﻣﻦ ﻓﻀﻠﻚ ﻗﯿﯿﻢ ﻛﻢ ھﺬة اﻟﺤﯿﺮة ﻓﻲ ھﺬه اﻟﻘﻀﺎﯾﺎ ﻛﻜﻞ اﺛﺮت ﻓﻲ ﺣﯿﺎﺗﻚ )ﻣﺜﻼً أوﻗﻔﺘﻚ ﻋﻦ ﻋﻤﻞ أﺷﯿﺎء ﺗﺮﯾﺪ أن ﺗﻌﻤﻠﮭﺎ أو
أن ﺗﻜﻮن ﺳﻌﯿﺪ(
 .157ﻣﻨﺬ ﻣﺘﻲ )ﻋﻠﻲ ﻛﻞ ﺣﺎل( ﻛﻨﺖ ﺗﺸﻌﺮ ﺑﺄﻧﻚ ﻣﺘﻀﺎﯾﻖ أو ﻣﻜﺮوب أو ﻗﻠﻖ ﻣﻦ ھﺬه اﻟﻘﻀﺎﯾﺎ ﻛﻜﻞ )إﺳﺘﺨﺪم اﻟﺘﺪرﯾﺞ اﻟﺘﺎﻟﻲ(
A
اﺑﺪاً او اﻗﻞ ﻣﻦ ﺷﮭﺮ

B
 3-1اﺷﮭﺮ

C
 6-3اﺷﮭﺮ

D
 12-6ﺷﮭﺮ

E
اﻛﺜﺮ ﻣﻦ  12ﺷﮭﺮ

 - BSI 18ﻓﯿﻤﺎ ﯾﻠﻲ ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺸﺎﻛﻞ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻮاﺟﺔ اﻟﻨﺎس أﺣﯿﺎﻧﺎ .اﻗﺮأ ﻛﻞ واﺣﺪة ﺑﻌﻨﺎﯾﺔ
و ﻋﻠﻢ ﻋﻠﻲ اﻹﺧﺘﯿﺎر اﻟﺬي ﯾﺼﻒ ﺑﺼﻮرة ﺟﯿﺪة إﻟﻲ أي ﻣﺪي ھﺬة اﻟﻤﺸﺎﻛﻞ أﻟﻤﺘﻚ أو أزﻋﺠﺘﻚ ﺧﻼل اﻟـ  7أﯾﺎم اﻟﻤﺎﺿﯿﺔ ﺑﻤﺎ ﻓﯿﮭﺎ
اﻟﯿﻮم.
A
ﻻ ﻋﻠﻲ اﻟﻤﻄﻠﻖ

B
ﻗﻠﯿﻼً

D
ﻻ ﺑﺄس ﺑﮫ

C
ﻣﺘﻮﺳﻂ

 .158إﻏﻤﺎء أو دوﺧﺔ.
 .159اﻟﺸﻌﻮر ﺑﻌﺪم رﻏﺒﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻷﺷﯿﺎء.
 .160إﺿﻄﺮاب أو إرﺗﻌﺎش داﺧﻠﻲ.
 .161اﻟﻢ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻘﻠﺐ أو اﻟﺼﺪر.
 .162اﻟﺸﻌﻮر ﺑﺎﻟﻮﺣﺪة.
 .163اﻟﺸﻌﻮر ﺑﺎﻟﺘﻮﺗﺮ او اﻹﻧﻔﻌﺎل.
 .164ﻏﺜﯿﺎن أو إﺿﻄﺮاب ﺑﺎﻟﻤﻌﺪة.
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E
ﺟﺪاً

 .165اﻟﺸﻌﻮر ﺑﺎﻟﻜﺂﺑﺔ.
ً
 .166اﻟﺸﻌﻮر ﺑﺎﻟﺨﻮف ﻓﺠﺄة ﺑﻼ ﺳﺒﺐ.
 .167ﺻﻌﻮﺑﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﻨﻔﺲ.
 .168اﻟﺸﻌﻮر ﺑﻌﺪم اﻟﻘﯿﻤﺔ.
 .169ﻧﻮﺑﺎت ﻣﻦ اﻟﺮﻋﺐ أو اﻟﺬﻋﺮ.
 .170ﺗﻨﻤﯿﻞ أو وﺧﺮ ﻣﻦ ﺟﺰء ﻣﻦ اﻟﺠﺴﻢ.
 .171اﻟﺸﻌﻮر ﺑﺒﺄس ﺗﺠﺎه اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻘﺒﻞ.
 .172ﺗﺸﻌﺮ ﺑﻌﺪم اﻟﺮاﺣﺔ و ﻻ ﺗﺴﺘﻄﯿﻊ اﻟﺠﻠﻮس ﻓﻲ ھﺪوء.
 173ﺗﺸﻌﺮ ﺑﻀﻌﻒ ﻓﻲ أﺟﺰاء ﻣﻦ ﺟﺴﺪك.
 .174ﻓﻜﺮت ﻓﻲ إﻧﮭﺎء ﺣﯿﺎﺗﻚ.
 .175ﻣﻠﺊ ﺑﺎﻟﺨﻮف.

ﺷﻜﺮاً ﻟﻘﺪ أﻛﻤﻠﺖ اﻹﺳﺘﺒﯿﺎن.
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KESYONÈ ORIJIN
Tanpri itilize Fèy la jarèt bay ranpli nan enfòmasyon istwa ou jan sa a.
NON: Tanpri make non peyi a ou te fèt
Sèks: Chwazi FI oubyen GASON
KLAS: Jarèt nan klas ki pi wo a ou fin fè.
(5)=5yem Klas
(6)=6yem Klas
(7)=7yem Klas
(8)=8yem Klas
(9)=9yem Klas
(10)=10yem Klas
(11)=11yem Klas
(12)=12yem Klas
MWA: Tanpri make mwa ou te ale rete nan peyi Etazini.
JOU: kite espas
ANE: Tanpri make ane ou te ale rete nan peyi Etazini.
NIMEWO IDANTIFIKASYON.:
A

Èske ou kounye a ki enskri nan lekòl la?
(0) Non
(1) Wi, lekòl presegondè
(2) Wi, nan lekòl segondè
(3) Wi, Klas GED
(4) Wi, kolèj/inivèsite

BC

Make laj ou anba kolòn ki make "B" & "C".

D

Nan kolòn nan twazyèm make "D", make idantifikatè rasyal / etnik ki pi byen dekri ou:
(0) = Blan, ki pa panyòl
(1) = Nwa, ki pa panyòl
(2) = Panyòl
(3) = Azyatik oswa Abitan Zil Pasifik
(4) = Alaska Endyen Ameriken oswa natif
(5) = Melanj gwoup etnik
(6) = Lòt
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E

Nan kolòn nan katriyèm make "E", tanpri chwazi opsyon a ki pi byen dekri ki moun ki bay
swen prensipal ou (yo) se (yo):
(0) = Manman m 'ak papa
(1) = Manman m '
(2) = Papa m '
(3) = Manman m 'ak konpayon li / patnè / fiyanse mwen / etap-papa
(4) = Papa m 'ak menaj li / patnè / fiyanse mwen / etap manman(5) = Manman m 'ak papa (divòse / separe) angaje yo nan paran ko-soti nan kay ki apa
(6) = Yon lòt moun ki responsab li (egzanp, Granparan (yo), Matant / Tonton, Frè ak Sè)
(7) = Okenn. Se mwen menm ki yon minè refijye ki poukont OSWA mwen menm ki gen laj
(18) ak ap viv sou pwòp mwen
(8) = Lòt

FG

Make ki laj ou te lè ou demenaje ale rete nan Etazini yo anba kolòn ki make "F" & "G".
Tanpri itilize yon nimewo de chif. Pou egzanp, si ou te 9 ane lè ou demenaje ale rete nan ti
wonn nan Etazini nan "09" sou fèy jarèt ou.

H

Konbyen peyi total ou te rete nan pandan tout lavi ou a?
(2) 2 peyi
(3) 3 peyi
(4) 4 peyi
(5) 5 peyi
(6) 6 peyi
(7) 7 peyi
(8) 8 peyi
(9) 9 peyi

I

Make konbyen moun ki ap viv nan kay ou a anba kolòn "I".

J

KITE L VID

Tanpri vire fèy jarèt KONTINYE POU reponn kesyon sa yo.
1

Tanpri chwazi opsyon a ki pi byen dekri lakay ou?
(A) Apatman / Kondominyòm Kay Trelè
(B) lakay mobil
(C) kay sel famni
(D) kay Fanmi-Miltip
E) Lòt

2

Eske kounye ou a ap pran klas ESOL nan lekòl la?
(A) Wi
(B) Non
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3

Pandan sis mwa ki sot pase yo, yo gen ou te viv tankou yon moun ki deplase?
(A) Wi
(B) Non

4

Pandan sis mwa ki sot pase yo, yo gen youn oswa toude paran yo ou / gadyen (ki abite avèk
ou) te travay tan èdtan pou w pa refè wè l '/ anpil li?
(A) Wi
(B) Non

5

Pandan sis mwa ki sot pase, ou te separe de manman ou / papa / moun k ap okipe pou yon
mwa oswa plis, paske li / li dwe travay nan yon lòt rejyon oswa yon peyi sipòte fanmi an?
(A) Wi
(B) Non

6

Pandan sis mwa ki sot pase yo, eske akomodasyon k ap viv ou te trè apwopriye (gen twòp
elèv, salte, elatriye) oswa enkonpetan pou moun yo ap viv?
(A) Wi
(B) Non

7

Pandan sis mwa ki sot pase, eske te gen ensèten sou si ou (fanmi an) ta dwe fòse pou deplase
pou pi nan vin pi mal akomodasyon k ap viv pase ou genyen kounye a?
(A) Wi
(B) Non

8

Pandan sis mwa ki sot pase yo, yo gen ou (fanmi an) te degèpi nan kay ou, oswa fòse yo
deplase ale nan vin pi mal pase kounye a?
(A) Wi
(B) Non

9

Pandan sis mwa ki sot pase yo, yo gen ou (fanmi an) te manke lajan pou bezwen debaz yo
(egzanp, manje, manje, lojman, rad, oswa swen medikal)?
(A) Wi
(B) Non

10

Pandan sis mwa sot pase yo, ou te kapab ale kote ou fòtman vle ale paske nan limit politik?
(A) Wi
(B) Non

11

Pandan sis mwa ki sot pase, te gen yon salè salè prensipal (paran oswa moun k ap okipe,
elatriye) te pap travay?
(A) Wi
(B) Non
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12

Pandan sis mwa ki sot pase, Eske ou te pran sou responsablite fanmi an lou, tankou yo te
responsab pou tout devwa a, okipe frè ak sè ou, tout jou, oswa pran swen moun ki malad oswa
blese?
(A) Wi
(B) Non

13

Pandan sis mwa ki sot pase, ou te fè yo pran yon travay ede sipòte fanmi ou?
(A) Wi
(B) Non

14

Pandan sis mwa ki sot pase, èske ou te rete kout sou lajan pòch, pou ke ou pa ka achte bagay
sa yo ke jèn anpil gen (rad sou li, tikè sinema, pitza, elatriye)?
(A) Wi
(B) Non

15

Pandan sis mwa ki sot pase, yo gen responsablite ou a lakay ou anpil entèfere ak travay lekòl
ou a?
(A) Wi
(B) Non

16

Pandan sis mwa ki sot pase, yo gen responsablite ou a lakay ou anpil entèfere ak gen yon
nòmal lavi sosyal?
(A) Wi
(B) Non

WTSS - Pou chak nan evènman sa yo, mwen vle nou fè m 'konnen si li rive ou nenpòt lè nan lavi ou,
ak Lè sa a mwen vle konnen si li te rive pandan yon lagè, pandan nan kan refijye, pandan
migrasyon (nenpòt lè sòti peyi a ou te fèt nan ak peyi etazani eksepte pou kan refijye), oswa
apre ou te vin jwenn peyi etazani
17.

Eske ou te janm fizikman atake (yon moun frape oswa kouri dèyè ou, oswa frape ou ak yon
objè)?
(A) Wi
(B) Non

18.

Eske ou te janm blese gravman?
(A) Wi
(B) Non
19. Eske ou te devlope yon grav andikap fizik kòm yon rezilta nan aksidan w la?
(A) Wi
(B) Non
(C) N / A - pa t 'rive
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20.

Eske ou te janm wè yon moun ki te malad oswa ki blese?
(A) Wi
(B) Non
21. Èske li / li wè l 'rive yo?
(A) Wi
(B) Non
(C) N / A - pa t 'rive
22.
Èske ki rive pandan lagè a, pandan y ap nan yon kan refijye, pandan migrasyon
oswa nan peyi Etazini an?
(A) Pandan lagè a
(B) Pandan nan yon kan refijye
(C) Pandan migrasyon
(D) Nan peyi Etazini an
(E) N / A - pa t 'rive

23.

Eske ou te janm wè yon moun ki moun ki te ekstrèman fache / boulvèse (egzanp, li / li te jis te
aprann nan lanmò a nan yon manm nan fanmi an; yo te sove nan pè)?
(A) Wi
(B) Non
24. Èske ki rive pandan lagè a, pandan y ap nan yon kan refijye, pandan migrasyon oswa nan
peyi Etazini an?
(A) Pandan lagè a
(B) Pandan nan yon kan refijye
(C) Pandan migrasyon
(D) Nan peyi Etazini an
(E) N / A - pa t 'rive

25.

Eske ou te janm wè kò a nan yon moun ki te touye?
(A) Wi
B) Non
26. Èske ki rive pandan lagè a, pandan y ap nan yon kan refijye, pandan migrasyon oswa nan
peyi Etazini an?
(A) Pandan lagè a
(B) Pandan nan yon kan refijye
(C) Pandan migrasyon
(D) Nan peyi Etazini an
(E) N / A - pa t 'rive
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27.

Eske ou te janm wè konba zam ant lènmi?
(A) Wi
(B) Non
28. Èske ki rive pandan lagè a, pandan y ap nan yon kan refijye, pandan migrasyon oswa nan
peyi Etazini an?
(A) Pandan lagè a
(B) Pandan nan yon kan refijye
(C) Pandan migrasyon
(D) Nan peyi Etazini an
(E) N / A - pa t 'rive

29.

Eske ou te janm dirèkteman temwen destriksyon nan masiv nan pwopriyete, tankou wè pon
oswa yon bilding yo te boule oswa bonbade?
(A) Wi
(B) Non
30. Èske ki rive pandan lagè a, pandan y ap nan yon kan refijye, pandan migrasyon oswa nan
peyi Etazini an?
(A) Pandan lagè a
(B) Pandan nan yon kan refijye
(C) Pandan migrasyon
(D) Nan peyi Etazini an
(E) N / A - pa t 'rive

31.

Èske yon bal, grenad oswa bonm tout tan vini konsa fèmen nan ou ke ou te kapab seryezman
blese oswa mouri?
(A) Wi
(B) Non
32. Èske ki rive pandan lagè a, pandan y ap nan yon kan refijye, pandan migrasyon oswa nan
peyi Etazini an?
(A) Pandan lagè a
(B) Pandan nan yon kan refijye
(C) Pandan migrasyon
(D) Nan peyi Etazini an
(E) N / A - pa t 'rive

33.

Èske gen moun tout tan tout tan pèsonèlman menase touye oswa seryezman fè ou mal?
(A) Wi
(B) Non
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34. Èske ki rive pandan lagè a, pandan y ap nan yon kan refijye, pandan migrasyon oswa nan
peyi Etazini an?
(A) Pandan lagè a
(B) Pandan nan yon kan refijye
(C) Pandan migrasyon
(D) Nan peyi Etazini an
(E) N / A - pa t 'rive
35.

Eske te gen on tan yon tan lè ou fòtman kwè ou ta seryezman blese oswa mouri?
(A) Wi
(B) Non
36. Èske ki rive pandan lagè a, pandan y ap nan yon kan refijye, pandan migrasyon oswa nan
peyi Etazini an?
(A) Pandan lagè a
(B) Pandan nan yon kan refijye
(C) Pandan migrasyon
(D) Nan peyi Etazini an
(E) N / A - pa t 'rive

37.

Te yon te renmen youn (fanmi oswa zanmi pwòch pèsonèl) tout tan tout tan touye?
(A) Wi
(B) Non
38. Èske sa rive pandan lagè a, pandan y ap nan yon kan refijye, pandan migrasyon oswa nan
peyi Etazini an?
(A) Pandan lagè a
(B) Pandan nan yon kan refijye
(C) Pandan migrasyon
(D) Nan peyi Etazini an
(E) N / A - pa t 'rive

39.

Te yon te renmen youn (fanmi oswa zanmi pwòch pèsonèl) te seryezman fizikman blese?
(A) Wi
(B) Non
40. Èske ki rive pandan lagè a, pandan y ap nan yon kan refijye, pandan migrasyon oswa nan
peyi Etazini an?
(A) Pandan lagè a
(B) Pandan nan yon kan refijye
(C) Pandan migrasyon
(D) Nan peyi Etazini an
(E) N / A - pa t 'rive
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41.

Èske yon moun yo renmen tout tan tout tan devlope yon sereu andikap fizik akòz yon
aksidan?
(A) Wi
(B) Non
42. Èske ki rive pandan lagè a, pandan y ap nan yon kan refijye, pandan migrasyon oswa nan
peyi Etazini an?
(A) Pandan lagè a
(B) Pandan nan yon kan refijye
(C) Pandan migrasyon
(D) Nan peyi Etazini an
(E) N / A - pa t 'rive

43.

Eske lakay fanmi ou te seryezman domaje?
(A) Wi
(B) Non
44. Èske ki rive pandan lagè a, pandan y ap nan yon kan refijye, pandan migrasyon oswa nan
peyi Etazini an?
(A) Pandan lagè a
(B) Pandan nan yon kan refijye
(C) Pandan migrasyon
(D) Nan peyi Etazini an
(E) N / A - pa t 'rive

45.

Èske fanmi ou tout tan tout tan pèdi anpil byen ki gen valè (lajan, mèb, aparèy kay, machin,
oswa ekipman agrikòl ki te vòlè li, yo te sezi, oswa ke ou yo te fòse yo abandone)?
(A) Wi
(B) Non
46. Èske ki rive pandan lagè a, pandan y ap nan yon kan refijye, pandan migrasyon oswa nan
peyi Etazini an?
(A) Pandan lagè a
(B) Pandan nan yon kan refijye
(C) Pandan migrasyon
(D) Nan peyi Etazini an
(E) N / A - pa t 'rive

47.

Eske ou te janm fòse kite lakay ou?
(A) Wi
(B) Non
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48. Èske ki rive pandan lagè a, pandan nan yon kan refijye, pandan migrasyon oswa nan peyi
Etazini an?
(A) Pandan lagè a
(B) Pandan nan yon kan refijye
(C) Pandan migrasyon
(D) Nan peyi Etazini an
(E) N / A - pa t 'rive
49.

Eske ou te janm fòse yo kite ti bouk ou / vil?
(A) Wi
(B) Non
50. Èske ki rive pandan lagè a, pandan nan yon kan refijye, pandan migrasyon oswa nan peyi
Etazini an?
(A) Pandan lagè a
(B) Pandan nan yon kan refijye
(C) Pandan migrasyon
(D) Nan peyi Etazini an
(E) N / A - pa t 'rive

51.

Eske ou te janm viv nan yon sant refijye kolektif (kan refijye)?
(A) Wi
(B) Non

52.

Èske yon moun yo renmen (yon fanmi oswa yon zanmi pwòch pèsonèl) tout tan tout tan gen
nenpòt devwa danjre?
(A) Wi
(B) Non
53. Èske ki rive pandan lagè a, pandan nan yon kan refijye, pandan migrasyon oswa nan peyi
Etazini an?
(A) Pandan lagè a
(B) Pandan nan yon kan refijye
(C) Pandan migrasyon
(D) Nan peyi Etazini an
(E) N / A - pa t 'rive

54.

Te yon te renmen youn (fanmi oswa zanmi pwòch pèsonèl) tout tan tout tan manke oubyen yo
poko lokalize pou epi ou anpil te pè pou l 'oswa sekirite li?
(A) Wi
(B) Non
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55. Èske ki rive pandan lagè a, pandan nan yon kan refijye, pandan migrasyon oswa nan peyi
Etazini an?
(A) Pandan lagè a
(B) Pandan nan yon kan refijye
(C) Pandan migrasyon
(D) Nan peyi Etazini an
(E) N / A - pa t 'rive
56.

Èske yon moun te pèsonèlman menase seryezman fè mal oubyen touye yon te renmen youn
(fanmi oswa zanmi pwòch pèsonèl) sa a pou ou?
(A) Wi
(B) Non
57. Èske ki rive pandan lagè a, pandan nan yon kan refijye, pandan migrasyon oswa nan peyi
Etazini an?
(A) Pandan lagè a
(B) Pandan nan yon kan refijye
(C) Pandan migrasyon
(D) Nan peyi Etazini an
(E) N / A - pa t 'rive

58.

Eske ou te janm fizikman separe de yon moun ou renmen nan yon moman lè ou anpil te pè
pou sekirite moun ou renmen ou (egzanp, li / li te deyò lè yon grenad tonbe ki tou pre)?
(A) Wi
(B) Non
59. Èske ki rive pandan lagè a, pandan nan yon kan refijye, pandan migrasyon oswa nan peyi
Etazini an?
(A) Pandan lagè a
(B) Pandan nan yon kan refijye
(C) Pandan migrasyon
(D) Nan peyi Etazini an
(E) N / A - pa t 'rive

60.

Eske ou te janm separe de moun ki va ou konsidere moun kap bay swen prensipal ou yo dwe
(paran, matant, tonton) pou yon mwa oswa plis?
(A) Wi
(B) Non
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61. Èske ki rive pandan lagè a, pandan nan yon kan refijye, pandan migrasyon oswa nan peyi
Etazini an?
(A) Pandan lagè a
(B) Pandan nan yon kan refijye
(C) Pandan migrasyon
(D) Nan peyi Etazini an
(E) N / A - pa t 'rive
62.

Eske ou te janm wete nan manje ni dlo pou lontan ke ou fòtman kwè ou te pral mouri?
(A) Wi
(B) Non
63. Èske ki rive pandan lagè a, pandan nan yon kan refijye, pandan migrasyon oswa nan peyi
Etazini an?
(A) Pandan lagè a
(B) Pandan nan yon kan refijye
(C) Pandan migrasyon
(D) Nan peyi Etazini an
(E) N / A - pa t 'rive

64.

Eske te gen tan tout tan yon tan lè ou te gen yo pran sou responsablite fanmi trè lou, tankou yo
te responsab pou tout travay nan kay la, k ap travay sipòte fanmi an, okipe frè ak sè ou yo,
tout jou, oswa pran swen moun ki malad oswa blese?
(A) Wi
(B) Non
65. Èske ki rive pandan lagè a, pandan nan yon kan refijye, pandan migrasyon oswa nan peyi
Etazini an?
(A) Pandan lagè a
(B) Pandan nan yon kan refijye
(C) Pandan migrasyon
(D) Nan peyi Etazini an
(E) N / A - pa t 'rive

TANPRI KANPE epi fè entèvyou kone ou te RANPLI PATI 1 nan sondaj la.
Kilès nan tout bagay sa yo ke nou te pale osijè de se pi move a pou ou? _________
Reponn a kesyon 3 suivant yo
66. Ki jan fe pe te genyen eksperyans sa?
A
B
C
D
Pa fe pe
fe yon ti kras pe fe pe
fe pe anpil
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E
youn nan bagay ki efreyant ki te
janm rive m’.

67. Eske- ou te santi ou kofonn oswa melanje (oswa dekouraje)?
A. Wi
B. Non
68. Eske- ou te santi ou malad oswa revolte (oswa horreur)?
A. Wi
B. Non
PTSD Lis - Anba la se yon lis nan pwoblèm moun pafwa gen yen. Li chak yon ak anpil
pwekosyon epi make yon opsyon ki pi byen dekri konbyen tan ou te santi kalite santi nou
mande nan chak kesyon nan mwa ki sot pase yo.
A.
B
C
D
E
Pa nan tout
Yon ti kras
Modera
Byen yon ti jan
Trè
69.
Eske- ou jwenn move rèv oswa konn fè move rèv sou sa ki te pase?
70.
Eske- ou fache lè ou panse sou sa ki te pase?
71.
Lè yon bagay raple w nan sa ki te pase, ou jwenn tansyon oswa fache?
72.
Eske- ou pase sou sa ki te pase nan tèt ou a?
73.
Eske- ou panse osijè de (oswa wè foto nan tèt ou nan) sa ki te pase menm lè ou pa
vle?
74.
Eske- ou enkyete ke li ta ka rive ankò?
75.
Eske- ou eseye pa panse osijè de sa ki te pase?
76.
Eske- ou eseye rete lwen bagay ki fè ou sonje nan sa ki te pase?
77.
Eske- ou te janm gen pwoblèm pou sonje pati enpòtan nan sa ki te pase?
78.
Eske- ou janm mime sa oswa repete bagay sa yo ki te pase?
79.
Pafwa eske-ou santi tankou lap pase ankò, menm lè pa li yo?
80.
Eske ou te janm santi li difisil pou gen nenpòt santiman nenpòt, tankou ou santi
ou angoudi?
81.
Eske-ou te janm fè tèt ou trè okipe ak fè bagay sa yo pou ou pa pral reflechi sou
sa ki te pase?
82.
Èske w te janm te fizikman fache lè yon bagay sonje ou nan sa ki te pase - tankou
ap resevwa
sueur, tranble, kè ou bate, ap resevwa kout nan souf, oswa nan
vant-doulè nan?
83.
Eske-ou gen pwoblèm pou tonbe nan dòmi oswa rete dòmi?
84.
Èske li difisil pou ou pou w peye atansyon - tankou koute moun, oubyen w ap fè
travay ou - paske ou pa kapab konsantre byen?
85.
Eske- ou te janm santi ou bezwen rete "an gad" – tankou yon bagay ka rive epi ou
bezwen pare?
86.
Eske ou jwenn iritan oswa ba ou sezisman fasil?
87.
Eske- ou janm annwiye oswa chimerik (jan fache) reyèl fasil?
88.
Ou janm fache sou moun pou okenn rezon?
89.
Ou te janm fache sou moun ou frape oswa blese yon moun?
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90.
91.
92.
93.

Ou te janm panse ke ou pap grandi epi dwe sa out a vle ye?
Ou santi li difisil pou gen plezi fè bagay?
Eske-li difisil po ou santi ou kontan?
Eske- ou santi ou pou kont ou menm lè lòt moun alantou?

AMAS-ZABB - deklarasyon sa yo dekri bagay ou kapab swa dakò avèk oswa pa dakò
avèk. Nan fèy jarèt bay, tanpri make lèt la ki montre kijan pwen ou dakò oswa pa dakò ke nan
yon deklarasyon ki vre pou-menm oswa pa vre pou ou.
A
B
C
D
Pa Dakò di tou Pa Dakò yon ti jan Mwen dakò yon ti jan Dakò nèt
94.
Mwen panse tèt mwen tankou on US Ameriken.
95.
Mwen santi bon poum an US Ameriken.
96.
Pou ou kab vin US Ameriken jwe yon pati enpòtan nan lavi mwen.
97.
Mwen santi mwen se yon menm ki yon pati nan kilti US Ameriken an.
98.
Mwen gen yon sans fò nan yo te US Ameriken an.
99.
Mwen fyè pou yo te US Ameriken an.
100. Mwen panse ke nan tèt mwen tankou se te yon manm nan kilti mwen ki gen
orijin.
101. Mwen santi bon poum ka yon manm nan kilti mwen ki gen orijin.
102. Pou ou kab vin yon manm nan kilti mwen ki gen orijin jwe yon pati enpòtan nan
lavi mwen.
103. Mwen santi mwen se yon menm ki yon pati nan kilti natif natal mwen.
104. Mwen gen yon sans fò nan yo te yon manm nan kilti mwen ki gen orijin.
105. Mwen fyè pou yo te yon manm nan kilti mwen ki gen orijin.
Tanpri reponn kesyon ki anba yo lè l sèvi avèk repons sa yo:
A.
B
C
D
Pa di tout
Yon ti kras
byen
Trè byen
Kouman byen ou pale angle:
106.
nan lekòl la oswa travay?
107.
ak zanmi Ameriken an?
108.
sou telefòn la?
109.
ak etranje?
110.
an jeneral?
Kouman byen ou konprann angle?
111.
sou televizyon oswa nan sinema?
112.
nan jounal ak magazin?
113.
mo nan chante?
114.
an jeneral?
Kouman byen ou pale lang natif natal ou:
115.
ak fanmi?
116.
ak zanmi nan peyi a menm jan ou?
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117.
sou telefòn la?
118.
ak etranje?
119.
an jeneral?
Kouman byen ou konprann lang natif natal ou:
120.
sou televizyon oswa nan sinema?
121.
nan jounal ak magazin?
122.
mo nan chante?
123.
an jeneral?
Kouman byen ou konnen:
124. Endyen ewo nasyonal la?
125. televizyon popilè Ameriken montre?
126. popilè jounal Ameriken yo ak magazin?
127. popilè aktè Ameriken yo ak komedyèn?
128. Istwa ameriken?
129. Endyen lidè politik?
130. ewo nasyonal nan kilti natif natal ou a?
131. televizyon popilè a montre nan lang natif natal ou a?
132. jounal popilè ak magazin nan lang natif natal ou a?
133. aktè popilè yo ak komedyèn soti nan kilti natif natal ou a?
134. istwa nan kilti natif natal ou a?
135. lidè politik ki soti nan kilti natif natal ou a?
EPSI - Deklarasyon sa yo dekri bagay ou kapab swa dakò avèk oswa dakò avèk. Nan fèy jarèt
bay, tanpri make lèt la ki montre kijan pwen ou dakò oswa dakò ke yon deklarasyon ki vre oumenm oswa pa vre nan ou.
A.
Pa janm
Vrè
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.

B
C
D
Raman
Pafwa
Anpil fwa
Vrè
Vrè
Vrè
Mwen chanje opinyon de tet mwen anpil.
Mwen gen yon lid eke sa moin ta vle ye.
Mwen santi mwen mele.
Bagay ki enpòtan nan lavin vinn kle pou moin.
Mwen gen li ansanm.
Mwen konnen ki kalite moun mwen ye menm.
Mwen pa ka deside ki sa mwen vle fè ak lavi m '.
Mwen gen yon sans fò nan sa li vle di yo dwe gason / fi.
Mwen renmen tèt mwen ak fyè de sa mwen kanpe pou.
Mwen pa vrèman konnen ki moun ki mwen ye menm.
Mwen travay kenbe yon imaj sèten lè mwen se avèk moun.
Mwen pa reyèlman santi enplike nan sa.
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E
Toujou
Vrè

IDS - nan ki nivo ou dènyèman te fache lapenn,, oswa enkyete sou nenpòt nan pwoblèm sa yo
nan lavi ou? (Tanpri, chwazi repons ki apwopriye a, lè l sèvi avèk echèl ki anba la a).
A
B
C
D
E
Okenn Nan
Léjèrman
Modera
Grav
Trè
Tout
Grav
148. Long-term objektif? (E. G., Jwenn yon bon travay, yo te nan yon relasyon
amoure, elatriye)
149. Chwa karyè? (E. G., N ap deside sou yon komès oswa pwofesyon, elatriye)
150. Amitye? (E. G., Ki gen yon pèt de zanmi, chanje nan zanmi, elatriye)
151. Oryantasyon seksyèl ak konpòtman? (E. G., Ou santi konfonn sou preferans
seksyèl, entansite bezwen seksyèl, elatriye)
152. Relijyon? (E. G., Sispann mete konfyans yo, chanje kwayans ou nan Bondye
relijyon /, elatriye)
153. Valè oubyen kwayans? (E. G., Ou santi konfonn sou sa ki bon oswa yon move,
elatriye)
154. Lwayote Group? (E. G., Ki fè pati nan yon klib, lekòl gwoup, gang, elatriye)
155. Tanpri to nivo jeneral ou nan malèz (ki jan move yo te fè ou santi ou) sou tout
pwoblèm yo ki pi wo a kòm yon antye.
156. Tanpri to konbyen ensèten sou pwoblèm sa yo kòm yon antye te vyole lavi ou
(pou egzanp, sispann ou nan fè bagay ou te vle fè, oswa yo te kontan)
157. Konbyen tan (si nan tout) gen ou te santi fèmal, lapenn, oswa enkyete sou
pwoblèm sa yo kòm yon antye? (Sèvi ak echèl Rating pi ba a)
A
B
C
D
E
Pa janm oswa
1 a 3 mwa
3 a 6 mwa
6 a 12 mwa
Plis pase 12 mwa
mwens pase yon mwa
BSI 18 - Anba la a se yon lis pwoblèm moun pafwa gen. Li chak yon sèl ak anpil atansyon epi
make chwa ki pi byen dekri KI KANTITE ke pwoblèm GEN gwo lapenn OSWA anmande
ou pandan 7 jou ki sot pase, LADAN jodi a.
A
Pa di tout
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.

B
C
D
Yon ti kras
Modera
Byen yon ti jan
Malèz oswa vètij
Ou santi w pa gen okenn enterè nan bagay sa yo
Sote oubyen instabilité andedan
Doulè nan kè oswa nan pwatrin
Ou santi w poukont
Santi tansyon oswa cleaveth moute
Kè plen oubyen vant fèmal
Santi ble
Santi pè pou okenn rezon
Pwoblèm pou jwenn souf ou
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E
Trè

168.
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.
174.
175.

Santiman inutilite
Òneman nan pè oswa panik
Angoudisman oswa pikotman nan pati nan kò ou
Ou santi w san espwa sou lavni an
Ou santi w konsa M'enerve ou t twò rapid chita toujou
Santi fèb nan pati nan kò ou
Refleksyon nan mete fen nan lavi ou
Ou santi w’ pe

Mèsi, ou fin fè sondaj nou.
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